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PREFACE

This handbook, Basic Environmental Concepts, is the first in a series on
the nature and effects of the environmental rnenomena.

Part One introduces the importance of the environment; i.e., its effects, i

thc factors of tie environment, the complex combinations of the environ-
,nint that occur, quantitative environmental concepts, and the testing of
materiel and simulation of the environment. The categorization of materiel
as it exists and relates to environmental effects also is discussed.

Part One introduces in a general and qualitative manner those factors that
are to be treated quantitatively in the succeeding volumes. The revision
augments the treatment of those factors and climates, which are a
combination of the factors that were discussed only briefly in the original
handbook. The chapter on materiel categorization also is added by the
revision.

The majority of the handbook content was obtained from various
individual contributors, reports, ard other publications. Accordingly, it is
impractical to acknowledge the assistance ef ea'.h individual or even each
organization which has contributed materially to the preparation of this
volume. Appreciation is extended, however, in a general way to the
following US Army Materiel Command organiations and through them to
the individuals concerned: Frankford Arsenal, Waterways Experiment
Station, Army Tank-Automotive Command, Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratories, Electronics Command, Harry Diamond Labora-
tories, Natick Laboratories, Picainny Arsenal, and Test and Evaluation
Command.

The original Part One was prepared by the Fouthwest Research Institute;
the revision was prepared by the Research Triangle Institute, Research
Triangle Park, NC-for the Engineering Handbook Office of Duke University,
prime contractor to the US Aimy Materiel Command-under the general
direction of Dr. Robert M. Burger. Technical guidance and coordination
were providcd by a committee under the direction of Mr. Richas'd C.
Navarin, Hq, US Army Materiel Command.

The Engineering De;gn Handbooks fall into two basic categories, those
approved for ri-eaze and sale, and those classified for security reasons. The
US Army Materiel Command policy is to release these Engineering Design
Handbooks to other DOD activities and their contractors and other
Government agencies in accord3nce with current Army Regulation 70-31,
dated 9 September 1966. It will be noted that the majority of these
Handbooks can be obtained from the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS). Procedures for acquiring these Handbooks foflow:

x
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a. Activities within AMC, DOD agencies, and Government agencies other
than DOD having need for tht, Handbooks should direct their request on an
official fotin to:

Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot

"*TTN: AMXLE-ATD
-hambersburg, PA 17201

b. Contra-tors and universities must forward their requests to:

National Technical Information Service

Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151

(Requests for classified documents must be sent, with appropriate "Need to
Know" justification, to Letterkenny Army Depot.)

Comments and suggestions o'i this Handbook are welcome and should be
addressed to:

Commander
US Army Materiel Command
AJTN: AM..RD-TV
Alexandria, VA 22333

S.... and. 41an•i Forins,
(DA Forms 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications X which are

available through normal publications supply channels, may be used for
comments/suggestions.)

xi
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CHAF 'ER 1

THE ENVIRONMENT FACED BY THE MILITARY

1-1 INTRODUCTION one may view the environment as having (n +
4) parameters where the three spatial coordi-

This handbook-the first of the Erviron- nates and time comprise four of these para-
mental Series of Engineering Design lHand- meters, plus i (n = 21 in this handbook series)
books-is rn introduction to the environment factors that comprise the climatic, edaphic,
faced by the military. Emphasis is on informa- ojotic, and topographic description. If, how-
tion that relates to environmental effects on ever, one i3 interested in a particular materiel
materiel or materiel requirements. The ob- type, many of the environmental factors are
jectives are to describe the characteristics of of little importanct and a more limited set
the environment, to set forth the situations in will comprise a sufficient description.
which such environmental conditions are en-
countered, and to identify the adverse effects One environment at one location has differ-
of the environment on materiel. ent factor values than that at another location

and, for a given location, the description of
In this introductory part of the Environ- the environment at a given time ic different

mental Series of Engineering Design Hand- from that at another time. In different
books, the importance of the environment is environments, the environmental factors vary
discussed and the 21 natural and induced in importance. For example, solid precipitants
environmental factors ihat produce significant comprise an important factor in Alaska, but
effects on military materiel are identified and this factor is absent in the Panama Canal
individually described. In addition, the nature Zone. In similar fashion, rain is an important
of the real environment in which various factor in the outdoor environment in the
combinations of factors act in concert is temperate zone but is unimportant inside a
discussed. Quantitative concepts relative to warehouse. The interior of the warehouse,
"the environment, simulation of the environ- however, is an important region of the envi-
ment and materiel testing, and materiel cate- ronment for military materiel. An attempt is
gorization are also included in this introduc- made ;n Chap. 2 to identify those environ-
tory part. mental factors that are important for specific

regions of the environment.
1-2 THE ENVIRONMENT DEFINED

In addition to obtaining an accurate defini-
Environment is defined in MIL-STD-1 165 tion of environment, it is important to under-

(Ref. 1) as "the totality of natural and stand the meaning of terminology that in-
induced conditions occurring or encountered cluder the word "environmental" as an adjec-
at any one time and placee' An tive. Thus, environmental control implies
alternative definition states that environment modifying the effects of certain environment-
is the complex of climatic, edaphic, biotic, al factors to reduce stresses on materiel or
and topographic factors that describes a given personnel. Environmental design criteria are
place. environmental factors repzesenting a given

degree of stress severity with regard to equip-
The description of the environment is ment, and environmental engineering is that

tailored for particular considerations. Thus, branch of engineering concerned with the

.-I ..
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control of environmental factors and the employed in the assignment of specific

design of materiel to function adequately environmental factors to a given area, since
under various environmental conditiuns. Ein- these may change radically with seasons (if
vironmental protection is provided to people the year or with climatic conditions. It is well
or equipment and evaluated performance will known that some regions of the earth pre-
be obtained under various environmental op- viously covered with vegý'ition are now
crating conditioas. almost desert in character, It rainfall pat-

terns are continuing to change, af 'that man's
1-3 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS activities sometimes have large effe s on local

environmental factors.
The components or descriptors of the

environment are termed "environmcntal fac- 1-4 CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS
tois'. Table 1-1 lists the 21 environ,.:ntal
factors that are discussed in the Environmen- Classification of the different types of
ta! Series of Engineering Design Handbooks. environment is useful since uniqu'. sets of
These factors are believed to provide a corn- factors are associated with va--ous places,
plete description of the environment for the conditions, or functiolz. FV. example, the
use of design engineers. Additional factors "operational environment" ;rnd the "logistics
could have been included, or some of tne environment" are important runctional classi-
factors that are included could have been fications that are empioyet to categorize
either subdivided into severai factors or corn- those environmental conditons associated
bined with other factors to provide a more with military operations or with the logistic
comprehensive factor. For example, terrain is system. In simrilar fashion, one may use
included as a factor but could have been "warehouse environment" t,; categorize en-
readily divided into hydrography, topog- vironmental conditions fuu-id within uire-
raphy, and soiis. Sand and dust could have houses; other examples are "laboratory envi-
been combined with atmospheric pollutants; ronment", "aircraft environment", "open-
vibration, shock, and acceleration could have storage environment", or "battlefield environ-
been made a single factor; and other modifica- ment".
tions are equally possible. Consideration of
environmental effects on materiel and mili- Important classification systems are associ-
tary operations resulted in the list given in ated with terrain and are emp~loyed in topo-
Table 1-1 as being deemed most appropriate. graphic mapping. Descriptor, such as moun-

tains, plains, marshlands, and rivers have
Most environmental factors are neither definite and important meanings. A system

static nor universal. The occtrrence or ab- for more precise classification of topographic
sence of environmental factors, or ranges of features is described in Chap. 2, Part Two, as
factor characteristics normally are used as a are various classification systems for soils.
basis for defining terrestrial regions such as
arctic, tropic, or temperate. The wet tropics, Probably the most important classification
foi example, are characterized by heavy rain- systems are those associated with climate.
fall, high atmospheric humidity levels, moder- While a variety of climatic classification sys-
ately high ambient temperatures, abundant tems exist, the one defined in AR 70-38 is
vegetation, and a large population of both applicable to Army materiel considerations
micro- and macrobiological organisms. The (Ref. 2). Eight climatic categories are grouped
wet tropics, however, are void of sand or dust, into four types of climate as given in Table
solid precipitants. and fog. In particular, all of 1-2. The ranges of environmental factors,
the environmental factors characterized as associated with each of these climatic cate-
induced factors are produced primarily by gories is given in Table i-3: their geographic
man's activities. In all cases, caution must be extent is given in the map of Fig. I-1 and

1-2
'4
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I
TABLE 1-1

MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Type Class Factor

Natural Terrain* Topography
Hydrology
Soils
Vegetation

Cl Imatlc Temperature
Humidi ty
Pressure
Solar radiation
Rain
Solid precipitants
Fog
Wind
Salt
Ozone

Biological Macroblological organisms3
Microbiological organisms

Induced Airborne Sand and dust
Pollutants

Mechanical Vibration
Shock
Acceleration

Acoustics

Electromagnetic radiation
- Nuclear radiation

*n*In this handbook serief, terrain is considered to be one factor.

I-_e
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tA

TABLE 1-2
CLIMATIC CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Climatic type Climatic category

1. Wet-warm
A. Hot-wet .................... 2. Wet-hot

3. Humid-hot coastal desert

B. Hot-dry . ........... 4 Hot-dry

5. Intermediate hot-dry
C. Intermediate6. Intermediate cold

7. Cold
D. Cold.......................Extreme cold

1-4
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TABLE 1-3
SUMMARY OF TEMPERATURE, SOLAR RADIATION, AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY

DIURNAL EXTREMES (Ref. 2)

Operational conditions Storage and transit conditions

Climatic Ambient Induced
category Ambient air Solar relative Induced air relative

temperature, radiation, relativ temperature, uOF Btu!ft2hr humidity,uidty,.hpercent per-cent

1 Nearly NearlyWet-warm constant Negligible 95 to 100 constant 95 to 100

75 80 -

Wet-hot 78 to 95 0 to 360 74 to 100 90 to 160 10 to 85

3
Humid-hot 85 to 100 0 to 360 63 to 90 90 to 160 10 to 85
coastal

desert 4
Hot4 cry 90 to 125 0 to 360 5 to 20 90 to 160 2 to 50

5
!nter- 70 to 110 0 to 360 20 to 85 70 tc. 145 5 to 50

mediate
hot-dry

6
Inter- Tending Tending

mediate -5 to -25 Negligible toward -10 to -30 toward
cold saturation saturation

7 Tending Tending
-35 to -50 Negligible toward -35 to -50 toward

Cold saturation saturation

8 Tending Tending
Extreq.c -60 to -70 Negligible toward -60 to -70 toward

cold saturation saturation

1-6
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additional details concerning each climatic ments and unimportant in others; the temper-
category are given in AR 70-.38. ature range of a given environment always can

be given special consideration; and a signifi-
Terminology such as shock and vibration cant level of radiation car be used to distin-

environment, temperature environment, or guish certain environment,- from others. To
nuclear radiation environment often is used in avoid ambiguity, however, it is best not to
the literature. This usage is misleading--shock classify envirunments on the basis of single
and vibration are important in some environ- environmental factors.

REFERENCES

1. MIL-STD-I 165, Glossary of Environment- 2. AR 70-38, Research, Development, Test,
al Terms. and Evaluation of Materiel for Extreme

Climatic Conditions.
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CHAPTER 2

IMPORTANCE OF ENVIRONMENT

'4

2-1 INTRODUCTION and requirements for materiel resulting from
environment are important; e.g., it is equally

The importance of environment to materiel as important for the design engineer to know
may be categorized as follows: that airborne sand can rapidly destioy a truck

engine as it is to know that operaticns in
(1) Environmental effects result in perfor- regions vhere blowing sand is common re-

mance deterioration, thereby creating a main- quire the placement of additional filters on
tenance burden. engine-air intakes. Solutions to problems as-

sociated with vehicular mobilit'v on snow
(2) Emnironmental effects shorten the use- cover may be better solved by use of special

ful life of man:" materiel it-ms, thereby vehicles than by design changes in convention-
affecting the procurement and logistic func- al transport. Examples such as these are found
tions. throughout the discussion of environmental

factors in subsequent parts of this Environ-
(3) Environmental -.'ct create a require- mental Series.

ment for many specialized materiel items in

order to insure operational capabilities. Material deterioration assumes a variety of
forms, depending on the particular item of

(4) Environmental effects place demands materiel being considered. That such deterio-
on mcteriel performance Lt.t ,-eatly increase ration occurs is neither surprising nor without
the costs of development and production of benefits. In fact, manmade materials that are

ail materiel subject to Military Specifications. not biodegradatie have generated consider-
able concern since, after their useful purpose

(5) Environmental effects on materiel has been realized, they become problems in
sometimes have major impact on the success the waste stream. Deterioration is just a form
or failure of military operations. of natural change that is more obvious in

those material forms that man has created.
The importance of environment is estab- Given sufficient timc., nature would restore all

lished by the large magnitude of these mainte- manmade materials to their natural forms.
nance, procurement and logistic, operational.
and performance burdens. This chapter pro- Maintenance is the effort to counteract the
vides information on these environmentally effects of materiel deterioration, whether the
imposed burdens in order to substantiate the deterioration is induced by environmental
pervasive importance of environment in all factors or results from normal wear during
materiel considerations. It also seeks to iden- use. It takes the form of cleaning, parts
tify those factors of most concern in the more replacement, repainting, lubrication, perfor-
important regions of the environment. mance testing, and similar functions. Mainte-

nance required by environmental effects .s
In discussing the importance of enviion- costly and every effort is made to design

ment to materiel, it is essential to recognize materiel that is impervious to environmental
that both effects of environment on materiel effects.

2-1
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In this discussion we are concerned with Often, these factors act in synergism, or one
those forces associated with environmental of theem is supportive of the action of
factors that tend to degrade the useful func- another. Microbes, for example, are inactive
tion that man has built into materials and without sufficient humidity and a sufficiently
structures. high temperature. Sand requires wind to

damage a surface. It has been noted that a
2-2 PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION sandstorm can strip the paint from a vehicle

AND REQUIREL MAINTENANCE and thus expose the bare metal to corrosion.
Humidity, rain, sold pwecipitants, and fog are

In order to gain perspective on the impor- very similar in their effcc-s. Often the specific
tance of environment, it is useful to examine deteriorative factor cannot be identified, but
the spectrum of environmental effects that a combined effect of several factors with
result in materiel deterioration. In the para., unknown relative impacts is assumed. Too
graphs that follow, this is accomplished by often, surface deterioration results from dam-
giving examples of deteriorative effects. The age that compromises the protective coating
list of examples is not exhaustive; additional and allows corrosion, rot, or abrasion to start.
examples are given in subsequent parts of this
Environmental Series of Engineering Design 2-2.2 EROSION
Handbooks. The examples given, however, are
sufficient to indicate the importance of such Erosion is employed here to describe gross
effects. removal of materiel from a structure. This

occurs. for example, when windblown sand
2-2.1 EFFECTS ON SURFACE FINISHES actually cuts away wood from telephone

poles, often reducing their diameter by 50
A majority of the materials used in struc- percent in less than 1 yr. Erosion is produced

tures, mechanisms, and devices are chosen for by natural forces such as windblown sand,
useful functions, not necessarily for their water, or the action of wind by itself. its
stability in the natural environment. For this primary effects in military operations are the
ieason a majority of these materials are erosion of roadways and other topological
furnished with a surface protective coating of features by water, erosion of exposed surfaces
some type. It may be a plating on metal, by blowing sand and dust, and the induced
paint, or a chemical treatment of the surface. erosion of sand. Another commonly observed
In the complete spttrum or environmental example of erosion is that of pilings in
factors, these surface finishes deteriorate with saltwater that are so weakened by molluscan
time. Sometimes the deterioratior, process is borers that the wood is carried away by the
more rapid than at other times. Experience of wave action.
the Army with the deterioration of surface
finishes covers many areas. It has been noted, 2-7.3 ROT AND DECAY
for exampl., that trucks received in specific
operational areas during World War I1 often Rot and decay are products of detei'orative
required painting upon arrival before being processes associated primarily with microbes.
put into service. This resulted from the scevere Common evidences J." such processes include
stress of the tropical environment on the then the spoiling of foodstuffs, loss of strength in
available surface finishes, wood and other cellulosic materials, and the

weakening and disintegration of textile pro-
Surface finishes may be deteriorated by ducts. A large proportion of the consumables

temperature, humidity, solar radiation, rain, used by society eventually are subjected to
solid precipitants, fog, wind. salt, ozone, conditions wherein rot and decay are encour-
macrobiological organisms, microbiological aged. The final result is the eventual mineral-
organisms (microbes), pollutants, and sand. ization and disposal of the product.

2-2
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Rot and decay are useful processes con- rative factor for electrical properties, causing
tributing much to the economy as well as to reduced tube or transistor life, breakdown of
the esthetics of modem life. The problem insulation, and other similar processes. Shock
with respect to military materiel is to recog- and vibration, acting in synergism with tempe-
nize those materials that are subject to this rature, result in most physical breakage. Ex-
environmental factor and to provide tech- amples of this include broken wires, cracked
niques for avoiding deterioration during the insulators, and malfunctioning electromechan-
useful life of the materiel item. This is ical mechanisms.
accomplished with protective barriers, chemi-
cal treatment, dehumidification, and cold Much effort is expended in the design of
storage. electrical and electronic apparatus to provide

protection from environmental effects. This
2-2.4 CORROSION includes provision for cooling and dehumidifi-

cation, shock mounts, derating of compo-
Coas osion is a form of teterioration that is nents, filtering of cooling air, and extensive

associated primarily with metals. It is an use of protective coatings.
extremely important form of deterioration
and is influenced by a variety of environment- 2-3 REDUCTION IN USEFUL LIFE
al factors. For example, a type of corrosion
closely associated with vibration and shock is A large quantity of military materiel is lost
known as stress-corrosion, which is very im- through the effect of environmental factors
portant in vehicles as well as other meial without ever being used because. of the
structures. It results from the combined effect conditions under which it is transported and
of strain on the metal and subsequent corro- stored. An even larger quantity of materiel
sion induced at the strain point through has a reduced useful life because of environ-
microscopic cracks. The rusty nail, however, mental effects. This is most obvious in opera-
is the most common evidence of the ,orrosion tional situations where materiel is more ex-
processes that are most evident in areas where posed to environmental stresses. Rust, mil-
atmospheric salt or pollutar-ts support the dew, and rot are common effects that :ause
corrosion processes. Although the corrosion various items to be discarded. Rubber hoses
of metals is one of the most costly and attacked by ozone, wood damaged by ter-
prevalent material deterioration processes, it mites, pilings eroded by marine borers, tex-
car be avoided by adequate surface protec- tiles damaged by moths, aircraft antennas
tion and good practices. corroded by salt, and vehicle brake linings

prematurely worn by sand are other exam-
2-2.5 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES pies.

Environmental effects on electrical and Many fo;ms of attack by environmental
electronic components are related primarily factors can be alleviated or obviated by
to temperature and humidity, although other proper design and procurement. Much pro-
factors produce less important effects. Cias- gress has been made in preventing the com-
sifications of electrical failures include insula- mon forms of deterioration. The effects of
tion breakdown, nonconducting switch con- shock and vibration during off-the-road opera-
tacts, changing resistance values, physically tion of vehicles, the peculiar problems of
broken components, and the change in param- oversnow transport, the severe corrosion and
eters of active devices such as tubes and microbiological attack of the wet-tropics, and
transistors. Dirt and other atmospheric con- the erosion of blowing sand and dust, how-
taminants contribute to problems with switch ever, are examples of environmental stresses
contacts and the deterioration of insulation, for which complete protection is too cosily.
Heat, however, is the most important deterio- The military accepts, then, the resultant
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deterioration and pays the cost in reduced Examples of special materiel requirements,
tus-eful life of materiel until more cost- in addition to those cited previously, include
effective protective measures are found. raincoats, snowshoes. foghorns, pontoon

bridges, air conditioners, and cushioning ma-
Much environmental damage is triggered by teriaLs for packing. This list could have in-

misuse and other types of damage. Corrosion cluded a very large number of supply items.
may start with a scratch in a painted surface;
rot may follow damaged packaging; erosion of 2-5 MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
roads follows inadequate maintenance; and
termite damage may result from poor con- Aside from the costs asso 'h special
struction practices. If the designer uses the materiel items but closely . mainte-
best materials and provides the known protec- nance costs and the limitations on useful life
tive measures, and if t&' materiel is used of Army materiel are the costs associated with
properly and carefully, then much of the procurement of materiel to Military Specifica-
concern with environmental damage would be t;ons. including stringent environmenta! re-
unnecessary and the useful life of Army quirements. The requirement that an item not
materiel would be little affected by the only survive undamaged but also operate
environment. normally in a full range of environmental

factors is sometimes very difficult to meet.
24 SPECIAL MATERIEL REQUIREMENTS The testing to prove that the requirements

are met is an additional cost factor. That
The identification of special materiel re- these requirement, are placed on large quanti-

quirements with environmental effects is not ties of matere! ii.ems. the majority of which
necessarily clear. For example, the effect of are never exposed to environmental extremes,
terrain on mobility may call for tracked is adequate testimony to the importance
vehicles, but tracked vehicles are also required placed on such requirements. The sometimes
to provide operational capabilities not other- large cost escalation associated with meeting
wise. available. Is this a requirement imposed the environmental requirements in Military
by the environment or by operations? The Specifications is deemed fully justified by the
same ambiguity applies to such materiel re- assurance of performance obtained for those
quiresnents as aversnow transport vehicles, few items that are exposed to severe environ-
fog dissipation systems, warehouse dehuniid- mental stresses. The added reliability achieved
ifiers, nuclear-radiation-hardened equipmncnt, under normal conditions of such materiel is a
and amphibious vehicles. In each case, an bonus.
operational requirement exists for operating
in an environment that has adverse effects on 2-6 SUCCESS OF OPERATIONS
materiel. Without the operational require-

ment, special equipment would not be re- Environmental effects on materiel have a
quired; because of the :equirament, special large impact on military operations-at times
equipment must be m-rovided because of the determining the success or failure of a mis-
various environmerilal factors to be faced. sion. It is well known, for example, that the

inoperability of German vehicles in the severe

It 6 thus clear that, while the environment Russian winter was a factor in the defeat of
imposes a nieed for much special equipment, the German Army in Russia during World War
the provison of such equipment directly II. Even aircraft engines could not be started
determines the operational capability of the in the extreme cold. Another example of
Army. Tfe analysis of the costs and benefits environment affecting large military opera-
of st-,,h requiremerts is beyond the scope of tions is the delay of the Normandy landings
thR, handbook. The provision of such equip- -by adverse environmental conditions-the
rrent, hov"ever, does constitute a major ele- storm in the Engli-h Channel. However, a
ment of co,. in materiel procurement. majority of environmental effects on opera-
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tions are found in the smaller day to day environment effect. Often such data only
operations, e.g., (Ref. 1): appear as a statistic describing the useful

i, lifetime of a particular item. The total of such
."... meanwhile the tanks had charged effects, however, is one of the more impor-
down the road to perform the second tant environmental effects and, through its
part of the mission, but just short of this cumulative impact on logistics, maint.nance,
goal, the%' ran into a stretch of boggy and operations, contributes importantly to
land that proved to be a veritable tank the probability of mission success.
trap. This area of wet grourd limited the

area of maneuverability to the road and 2-7 FACTOR IMPORTANCE
a stretch immediately south of the road.
In this unfavorable position, the tanks
were hit 5y 88:s with such deadly fire The relative importance of the various
that after losing nine vehicles the attack environmental factors varies with circum-
"was forced to withdraw." stances. If one considers that the materiel life

cycle consists of storage, tiansmirtation, and
This example was obtained from the opera- operational use, then this variation may be

tional report of an infantry regiment in examined. In the storage environment, ma-
Tunisia -n 1943. The success or failure of teriel is protected by both the warehouse and
Smilitary operations is compounded from a its packaging from factors such as rain and
multitude of such small events. Such events as solar radiation. On the other hand, because of
mud inhibiting mobility, inclement weather the possible long duration of such storage,
preventing aircraft operations, personnel per- slow-acting factors such as ozone and salt are
formance being restricted by extreme cold, more important than would otherwise be
and artillery fire being inhibited by poor true. In transportation, the mechanical factors
visibility can be vitally important tactical are important but the slow-acting factors have

effects. In some cases, the effects result from little or no effects. In operations, the pack-
wiea iack of capability of available materiel, aging that protects materiel is discarded, and

•;' while in others they result from deterioration full exposure to the natural and induced

of materiel performance or from unavail- factors occurs. Not only are more factors
ability of suitable materiel. active, but their severity is greater. Materiel

with an expected lengthy operational life
There is insufficient information available receives more exposure to the environmenta;

to document the direct effects of materiel factors and thus if; susceptible to greater
dete),oration on mission failure or success. effects.
The falure of a piece of electronic equip-
ment, gun, tank, or other materiel item due to The importance of environmental factors is
cumulative deterioration resulting from en- tabulated in Table 2-1 for the various regions
vironmental stresses is not documented as an of the environment.

REFERENCES
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CHAPTER 3

NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

3-1 INTRODUCTION The topography of land normally is indi-
cated on maps by contour lines of equal

Thirteen natural environmental factors are elevation above a reference level, i.e., sea
discussed at length in this series of handbooks level. The spacings between contour lines thus
and also are described briefly in the following provide information on slope. Additional in-
'3aragraphs. These factors and the induced formation is provided by indicating the land
environmental factors discussed in Chap. 4 are areas that consist of mountains, plateau re-
associated with climatic categories in Chap. 5. gions, hilly areas, or plains. More quantitative
When the effects of factors are considered descriptions of topography are obtained by
individually as in this chapter and in Parts classifications based on slope angles or ob-
Two and Three of the Environmental Series stacle dimensions (Ref. 1).

of handbooks, the process is referred to as
single-factor analysis and offers the most
direc means for assessing environmental ef-of

fects. Such analysis is limited, however, in its terrain is described as dense forrests, wooded
applicability .,ince it does not describe the areas, thickets, underbrush, grasslands, marsh-lands, om cultivated agricultural areas. For
actual circumstances encountered in the en- military purposes. where mobility is of major
vironment. Multifactor combinations are
discussed in Chap. 5 and, at length, in Part concern, quantitative vegetation descriptors

Four, Life Cycle Envirojz,'mms, of thc include parameters such as stem diameter,

Enironmental Series of handbooks. Detailed stem spacing, and recognition distance. Such

data on natural environmental factors are descriptions are not concerned directly with
the type of vegetation present nor with the

presented in Part Two of this handbook series tetye of vegetati pesent Ith
which serves as the prime reference for all of
this chapter. The information in this chapter
is intended ordy to identify and introduce Hydrologic descriptions of terrain are con-
each factor. cerned primarily with rivers because of their

varying nature although the presence of lakes
3-2 TERRAIN and marshlands is important. The presence

and course of rivers are indicated on maps.
By definition, terrain comprises the phys- Additional_ quantitative information that is

ical features of land and thi.s includes topo- employed for military purposes includes pa-
graphy--the geometric contours of the land- rameter, such as differential bank height, gap
scape; hydrography-the lakes, streams, and side slopes, water depth, water width, and
other water bodies on the land: vegetation-- water velocity, which would indicate the
forest, grasslands, or thickets: and soils--the fordability of a stream. Quantitative informa-
composition and strength propeities of the tion is usually unavailable on seasonal vari-
underlying earth. In describing terrain, there- ability in water flow parameters which are
fore, it is necessary to discuss each of these sometimes the most important element of
major parts of the terrain separately since hydrography for military considerations. An
each is a major field of knowledge and example of a hydrologically complex terrain
activity. is shown in Fig. 3-1.
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The. composition and physical properties of Terrain has other effects of lesser impor-

soils are very important to mobility and tance on materiel. For example, all types of
construction considerations. This has led to construction arc affected by the terrain,
the evolution of a number of classification particularly soil strength properties. The ap-
systems based on soil type (e.g., clay, loam, or proach to the consideration of such effects,
sand), on the physical nature of the soils (eg., however, .s simila.- to that employed in

rock content, plasticity, or grain size), or on nonmilitary construction and, ds a result, a
macroscopic mechanical properties (e.g., trac- large body of information and techniques as
tive and bearing capabilities). One of the more well as materiel is available and is used.
important of these classification systems is Another important effect of terrain relates to
known as the Urified Soil Classification concealment and visibility. For example,
System which is widely employed by engi- mountains affect artillery effectiveness, pro-
neers for construction purposes (Ref. 2). vide concealment, and degrade detectability.

The same is true of many types of terrain
Information on terrain is available in a features and, because of these effects, new

variety of forms including tabulated engineer- materiel requirements are created to lessen
ing data and maps which display a variety of their impact.
terrain information in a wide range of detail
and of accuracy. Efforts are underway to 3-3 TEMPERATURE
obtain a greater amount of usable information
in terrain descriptions. An example of this i5 No environmental factor is more pervasive
the generation of areal terrain-factor complex than temperature. The temperature of the
maps which include classifications based upon earth as determined by its thermal energy
21 terrain parameters (Ref. 1). Another at- balance is the prime determinant of human
t%.mpt to enhance the data base for terrain existence. It also controls and determines the
uses power spectrum density curves to de- nature of other environmental processes. All
scribe the roughness of terrain on a local level, natural environmental factors are affected by
Terrain information is being expanded rapidly temperature, and most induced environmental
by the increased use of a variety of remote factors are influenced greatly by temperature.
sensing techniques, both aircraft and satellite The measurement and study of temperature
borne, which provide a very large amount of processes have received more attention than
terrain data (Ref. 3). almost any other subject, and the considera-

tion of environmental offects on materiel has,
The effects of terrain .ary in their nature at times, consisted exclusively of temperature

and importance. Mobility is often the prime studies.
element of success in military operations and
terrain determines land mobility. It is not The average temperature of the earth, of
surprising, therefore, to find much emphasis course, is determrined primarily by the
on trafficability, off-road mobility, and river amount of solar radiation that impinges on
crossing problems. In any theater of opera- the earth. Variations in temperature in various
tions in which ground forces play a najor regions of the earth thus depend to a large
role, mobility will continue to be of major extent on the variability of insolation levels,
importance, and this importance has many although other factors play important roles.
effects both on materiel and on materiel Regional and local temperatures are subject to
requirema.nts. Materiel is exposed to all modes various thermal energy controls and circula-
of transport across terrain; materiel require- tion patterns involving ocean and air currents,
ments are determined by the na.ure of the terrmin features, and even the gross effects of
terrain; and much special material is required civilization. Thus, the descriptions of the
for achieving an effective ground mobility temlF:rature of the environment involve de-
(Ref. 5). tails of these thermal energy controls.
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4 Temperature patterns in forests, soils, urban- tion, saturation, dewpoint, and latent heat is
ized areas, mountains, and other regions of employed to describe various properties or
the environment must be specified so that the processes involving atmospheric water vapor
effects of temperature in such circumstances (Ref. 8). With such descriptions, reasonably
can be defined. Much data have been assem- valid descriptions can be obtained of the
bled on temperature phenomena, and both geographic distribution of atmospheric water
gross and detailed patterns are known. The vapor without actual measurement data. Frox-
extremes of temperature, both high and low, imity to bodies of water, rainfall, snow cover,
for tiiese different regions and for the differ- atmospheric circulation patterns, and, above
ent components of the environment are docu- all, temperature determine the wetness of the
mented. A.n example of data is shown in Fig, air. The importance of temperature is indi-
3-2 where the diurnal temperature cycies of cated by tl.2 observation that a larger quan-
six locations are shown for a 1-yr span. These tity of water is found in the desert air of the
sti'dies extend into those portions of the Southwestern United States than in the
environment in which the tempetature is winter air over Alaskan snow cover.
controlled or affected by man's activities
(Ref.6). The variation in the concentration of at-

mospheric water vapor closely follows that of
The in~ernal temperatures of structures and temperature. With increasing altitude, for

vehicles are equally important. These are example, both the temperature and the water
subject to control but are often uncontrolled, vapor content of the air decrease. Diurnal
being determined by combinations of natural variations in water vapor content follow the
and hiduced processes. daily march of temperature. When the tem-

perature decreases to the extent that air
The effects of temperature on materials is a becomes saturated with water vapor. precipi-

complex subject. All deteriorative processes tation is likely to occur. Because of their

are affected by temperature. Usually, the important effects on materiel, the conjunc-
extremes of temperature are most important. tion of high temperatures and high dewpoints
Most material changes are accelerated by has recetved particular attention. Places where
increases in temperature and are slowed by high temperature air is almost saturated with
decreases in temperature. Any extreme of water vapor are limited to seacoasts bordering
temperature or rapid change in temperature on warm bodies of water (Ref. 9). An
has adverse effects on some materials. example of a high, fiuctuating dewpoint cycle

and its associated very hot temperature cycle

3-4 HUMIDITY is given in Fig. 3-3.

Humidity closely follows temperature in Porous materials and the surfaces of mate-
importance as an environmental factor. At- nals maintain a moisture level that is in
mospheric water vapor is essential to life and equilibrium with the water vapor in the
is a determinant of the importance of the surrounding air. This moisture level is deter-
effects of a number of other environmental mined, of course, by the temperatures of both
factors. the air and materials. In normal diurnal

variations of temperature, it is common for
The exchange proce~sses between the var- material temperatures to be sufficiently below

ious physical states of water are well known air temperatures to induce frequent condensa-
so that the water vapor content of the tion of water onto surfaces.
atmosphere can be correlated closely with
other environmental conditions. Terminology It is important to note that, while the
such as vapor pressure, relative humidity, presence of humidity-particularly when in
mixing ratio, absolute humidity, mole frac- excess-is a deteriorating factor with respect
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to many materials, in some cases low water The effects of pressure result primarily
vapor content of the atmosphere constitutes from the rapid changes that occur with 4

an equally deteriorating factor. Rations, cellu- moving storm systems or with the transport A,
losic products, and textiles are affected di- or flight of material to high altitudes. Such
rectly by low water vapor content and the variations in pressure can cause the rupture of
static electricity that results from extreme seals, distort containers, or move objects. In
dryness can produce undesirable effects. moving storm systems, pressure differentials

may actually cause the explosion of buildings
The primary effects of high humidity are to or the breakage of windows. Pressure changes

promote corrosion and microbiological attack cause leakage of fluids from containers and
on material. The most common form of control systems, the condensation of trapped
corrosion is the rust that appears on ferrous water vapor, a..d equivalent effects. Other
metals, but other forms of chemical and effects of pressure include those phenomena
electrochemical corrosion are common. Hu- associated with the availability of a certain
midity affects in subtle ways ,the performance amount of air. Combustion processes are less
of electrical and electronic equipment by efficient at lower pressures, the lubrication
deterioration of the properties of compo- capability of oils and greases decreases, elec-
nents. Microbiological deterioration as ev- trical breakdown occurs more frequently,
idenced by fungal attack, mildew, and rot heat transfer is less efficient, and liquids
requires certain minimum levels of humidity vaporize more readily. The heat-absorbing
to be active. This is observed most commonly capacity of air, for example, varies as shown
in textiles stored in damp environments where in Table 3-1. Design engineers should be alert
mildew rrowth rapidly ensues but is found to these effects of pressure on materiel that
"also vith corrugated packing materials, many will or may be exposed to reduced pressures
types of rations, wood products, and certain of high altitude, eithei in shipment or ,n use,
types of corrosion. In almost all of these as well as to the effects of rapid pressure
instances, humidity is working in combination changes associated with storm systems.
with another environmental factor to create
the undesirable effect (Rdf. 10).

3-5 PRESSURE 3-6 SOLAR RADIATION

The effects of pressure are not sufficiently Although the radiation that impinges on
common to make it one ,f the more impor- the earth from the sun is essential to life on
tant environmental factors. Pressure variations earth, it would be lethal to life without the

due to meteorological processes range from filtering effect of the atmosphere. The quan-
lows of about 880 mb to an upper extreme of tity and specular distribution of solar radia-
1,083 mb. The low pressures are associated tion that is absorbed at the surface of the
with the eyes of tropical storms while the earth is dependent upon the motion and
high pressures are associated with wintertime orientation of the earth with respect to the -

continental high pressure systems (Ref. 12). sun, atmospheric absorption processes, and
the nature of the surface on which solar

Pressure variations also are associated with radiation impinges (Ref. 15). The effect of
changes in altitude. As altitude increases, the atmospheric absorption is seen in the solar
mass of the air above a given point decreases irradiance curves of Fig. 3-4.
and, consequently, the pressure decreases. At
about 18,000 ft altitude, the atmospheric Diurnal and seasonal changes in insolation
pressure is reduced to about one-half of its sea are dependent on the rotation of the earth
level value while at 53,000 ft the pressure is about its axis and its orb.;t about the sun.
about one-tenth of the sea level value (Ref. These predictable changes vary only slightly
S13). over longer time periods (Ref. 6).
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TABLE 3-1

HEAT-ABSORBING CAPACITY OF AIR (Ref. 14)

Percent heat-absorbing

Altitude, capacity of given volume
ft of air to that at sea level

0 100

20,000 50

40,000 25

60,000 10

80,000 3

100,000 1

1418
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Atmospheric processes contribute a large The effects of solar radiation on materiel
amount of variability to the solar radiation at are often similar to those of high temperature
the surface of the earth due to the changes in since solar radiation elevates the temperature
atmospheric absorption and reflection proc- of many materials quite rapidly. Nonthermal
esses as evidenced, for example, by cloud effects, however, are important. The high-
cover. These changes are less predictable on energy short-wavelength components of solar
any but a short-term basis but do occur in radiation induce reactions in materials that
certain regular patterns. often deteriorate their functional properties.

Textiles, paper, plastics, rubber, and various
At the surface of the earth, as little as 5 surface coatings are susceptible to solar radia-

percent (fresh snow) to a&, much as 95 per,-ent tion induced changes.. A commonly observed
(coniferous forest) of the incident energy is effect is that of bleaching of colors from
absorbed. The remainder is reflected. In most textiles through the action of suidJight. This is
cases the energy is absorbed in a thin layer on brought about through chemical changes in
the surface, but in the case of clear water, it the dyes induced by the ultraviolet portion of
may penetrate for large distances below the the solar radiation.
surface. The most significant part of this
absorbed energy is reradiated at a different Solar radiation is an environmental factor
wavelength into the atmosphere and provides for which special material requirements are
the bulk of the atmospheric thermal energy. established that may be as costly as the
The remainder of the absorbed energy serves deteriorating effects that solar radiation has
to heat the ocedns or soil and participates in on materials. Requirements for air condi-
various forms of energy circulation or storage tioning, shade, special clothing, sunglasses,
befor.4 it ultimately is reradiated intc, the and other protection from the direct effects
:tmosphere (Ref. 6). Estimates of mean glob- of solar radiation are important to the mate-
al energy-flow patterns are given in Fig. 3-5. riel design engineer. But for all of these

adverse effects of solar radiation, its beneficial
Since solar radiation incident on the sur- effects, although not discussed here, are much

face of the earth is highly dependent on greater.
atmospheric conditions (primarily cloud cov-
er), intuitive concepts ,ith regard to those 3-7 RAIN
geographic regions receiving the maximum
solar radiation are sometimes erroneous. Data Rain is a familiar natural environmental
on solar radiation also are affected by the factor but this familiarity does not result in
period of time for which average solar radia- simplicity in the consideration of rain proper-
tion is bpeing reported. For example, the ties. The frequency with which rain falls and
maximum and the minimum average monthly the magnitude of its effects have led to the
solar s'diation levels are found in the Arctic definition and study of a variety of rain
and Antarctic where, during the long winter properties that are derived in large part from
nights, the average monthly solar radiation is the effects of rain on materials and opera-
zero and, during the summer with 24 hr of tions.
solar radiation each day, the monthly averages
are the ;argest observed on earth. On vn Properties of rain that are of interest to
annual basis, however, the subtropics with design engineers include the following (Ref.
their long periods of clear skies receive more 19):
solar radiation than elsewhere on earth. Nev-
ertheless, when considering the effects of (I) Raindrop shape, size distribution, mass
solar radiation, one must be aware that I mo velocity, and impact energy and pressure
of exposure in an arctic summer can exceed
exposure levels anywhere else on earth (Refs.
17,18). (2) Liquid water content
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(3) Rainfall intensity, or negates optical surveillance, and decreases
Psln e lppt othe effectiveness of personnel in exposed

(4) Physical and chemical properties of activities. T.e impact of rain on surfaces
water in rain. causes erosion of surfaces, particularly ex-

Itrfposed earth, and also imposes very large
SIn addition to these properties of rain, tl,, forces on structures. After deposition, rain

nature of rainfall throughout the earth is of has the essential properties of water in its
interest, including characteristic intensity pat- deteriorative effects. Thus, it degrades the
terns, durations, and variations in the listed strength of materials, promotes corrosion,
properties as they occur with geographical deteriorates surface coatings, decreases off-

positions. With, respect to geography. the road mobility capabilities, causes destructive
heaviest rains are found in the tropical lati- flooding, directly destroys certain types of
tudes, and belts of frequent rainfall are found exposed materAl, and can render electrical
in the middle latitudes. Longitudinal varia- and electronic apparatus inoperative. Some of
tions in rainfall patterns are controlled ehmost these effects of rainfall are common (i.e., the
completely by topography and prevailing erosive effects of rainfall on exposed earth)
wind directions over l.,rge water bodies. Thus, while other effects are less well known (i.e.,
rainfall is more abundant at higher altitudes radar attenuation). All, however, have been
and near seacoasts. Different types of rain are subjects of many investigations and much
derived from these topographic and meteoro- data are available to aid the design engineer in
logic dependencies; e.g., convective rair, his efforts to avoid these advers- ffects of
cyclonic rain, and orographic rain. rain on Army materiel.

Data have been obtained on rainfall rates, 3-8 SOLID PRECIPITATION

frequency of occurrence of rainfall, the hours
per year in which rain occurred, the fre- This environmental factor includes all
quency of rainfall occurrence in days per forms of ice that are derived from atmos-
year, and other data bases for reporting pheric moisture. Although snow is the most
rainfall. Extremes of rainfall are also available important of these precipitants, graupel, ice
and are dependent upon the length of the pellets (sleet), ice crystals, hail, glaze, rime,
time period employed. Thus, a rainfall of and ho,-frost also are Included and are at
about 3.18 cm (1.25 in.) has been observed to times important environmental factors. Be-
occur in I min; for a 20-min interval, the cause those regions of the earth that are
record is a little over 20.3 cm (8 in.); for a exposed to solid pr.-cipitants are also mili-

12-hr period, the record is 135 cm (53 in.): tarily important, the effects thereby have
for I day, the record is 188 cm (74 in.); and been developed for operating in snow-covered
for I yr, the highest recorded rainfall is 2,647 regions. Emphasis on this aspect of solid
cm (1,042 in.) (Ref. 20). A graphical repre- precipitants should not detract from the
sentation of record rainfalls, based on other devastating effects of solid precipitants in the
data, is given in Fig. 3-6. temperate zones. The disabling consequences

of major snowstorms, widespread glaze, or
The effects of rain fall into three cate- intense hailstorms must not be overlooked,

gories; those that occur while the rain is in the although they are transient in natt.
atmosphere, those occurring on impact, and
those occurring aftt..- deposition of the rain on While both precipitant snow and deposited
the surface of the earth. Rain while falling snow as well as other solid precipitants are of
deteriorates radio communications, limits ra- .inerest in this discussion, the deposited ice
dar effectiveness, limits aircraft operations fo,'ms are more important because of their
due to visibility restrictions, damages aircraft longer lasting effects. Snow in the atmosphere
in flight, affects weapon accuracies, degrades is characterized by its density, crystalline
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structure, and its occurrence. Deposited snow, topological features such as mountains and
because of its diverse uses and effects, is water bodies. Annual accumulations in the
subject to more mntensive analysis (Ref. 22). Northei'n Hemisphere range from about 3.8
Data are available on mechanical properties of cm to i ?er 3 m but this is not neces3;arily
snow such as density, porosity, permeab.!iýy, directly related to the thickness cf th; snow
hardness, grain size. elastic properties. creep, blanket on the ground. Metamorphic changes,
and sliding frictio'n. The strength of age- thawing and freezing cycles, and the nature of
haidened snow is illustrated in Fig. 3-7. the snowfall all affect the accumitlated depth.
Because snow is an excellent thermal insula- A seasonal snowfall of 60 to 75 -a' i:,. the
tor, its thermal properties also have been extreme cold regions may produce a waxzi-
examined. Data are available on thermal mum snow cuver of 25 ýo 50 cm during the
conductivity, thfe latent heat of fusion, and month of maximum depth. In the cold
thermal eo.ansion. Electrical properties of regions of tmii N'ithcrn Hemisphere, the
snow are of interest with respect to electro- greatest accumulation of seasonal snow occurs
magnetic propagation. This has led to ac- between 40 and 60 deg latitude. For construc-

k. cumulation of information on conductivity tion purposes, snow accumulation is also
and dielectric properties. In similar fashion reported in terms of maximum expected snow
the optical reflectivity of snow is important load on a horizontal surface. In those regions
with respect to its electromagnetic properties of the e" reme cold climate where little or no
as well as its effect on the energy transfer and summer melting occurs, the annual load accu-
visibility in the cold regions. mulates from year to year (Ref. 24).

The other solid precipitants have not been While hailstorms occur in those regions of
studied as intensely as has snow, bui the the earth from the Equator to the 65th
properties that are important with respect to parallel, hail occurs sufficiendy frequently in
effects are documented. The important pro- certain regions to characterize them as hail
perties of hail, for example. are size, weight, belts. These are in midlatitude continental
and falling velocity. The largest hailstones regions. In similar fashions, in other regions
reported in the United States, for example, the probability of occurrence of the other
are 13.7 cm in diameter and have a mass of solid precipitants is large compared to the
about 450 g. Only one hailstorm in 100,000 remainder of t&e globe (Ref. 25).
would be expected to have hailstones this
large, as indicated by extrapolation of the The effects of solid precipitants are listed:
probability data in Fig. 3-8. Glaze, rime, and
hoarfrost are forms of ice derived from (I) Transportation systems are slowed or
atmospheric moisture under different meteor- completely disrupted.
ological circumstances, tizus having distinct
characteristics. Hoarfrost is a light, feathery (2) Personnel movements are slowed or
deposit of ice consisting of interlocking ice stopped.
crystals; rime is a white, opaque, granular
deposit formed by rapid freezing of super- (3) Snow loading of exposed structures
cooled water d'ops as they impinge on a can result in damage.
surf.ace; and glaze is a hard transparent coat-
ing of ice formed by the freezing of super- (4) Obscuration of the terrain makes navi-
'-ooled rain or drizzle. An example of rime is gation and position iocation difficult.
shown in Fig. 3-9.

(5) Camouflage is made difficult.
The annual snowfall in various regions of

the world is well documented and, in addition (6) Mechanical apparatus can be jammed
to its latitudinal dependence, is affected by or otherwise rendered inoperative.
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Figure 3-7. Age.hardened Snow Produced by Sintering in an Undisturbed
Winter Snow Pack (Snow is about 30 in. deep) (Photo in late
Janu.wry at Goose Bay, Canada - provided by R. W. Gerdel)
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Figure 3-9. Rimre on a Windvane Showing the Windward Development
of This Form of Solid Precipitation (Photographed at

Donner Summit, Calif., by R. W. Gerdel)
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(1) The probability of personnel injuries where the utility of living and working quar-
increases. ters built within the snow cover were demon-strated.

(8) Electromagnetic propagation is affect- s

ed by precipitating snow or by deposits on 3-9 FOG AND WHITEOUTS~antennas.
Fog and whiteo'it constitute an environ-

(9) Weapon performance may be degraded; mental factor, thefr most important effect
i.e.. contact fuzes can fail on a snow cover, being the reductio t of visibility. Other effects

t, of these phenomena are almost identical to
The damaging effects of hailstorms-- those produced by high humidity or rain and

particularly from th,-. larger hailstones-are thus will not be discussed in this paragraph.
apparent. Effects of the deposited forms of

rZ ice-glaze, rime, and hoarfrost-are related Fog is essentially a cloud whose base
primarily to the weight that they impose on touches the surface of the earth. It consists of !J
various materiel items. The most important a visible aggregate of minute water droplets
example of such damage is that occurring to suspended in the atmosphere. Another form
suspended wires associated with power distri- of fog, icefog, is composed of suspended ice
bution or communication. Ice loadings on particles. Whiteout is a weather condition
vegetation at times create a hazard and occurring in extreme cold climates over a
impede movements as a result of fallen limbs snow cover in which the combined effect of
and tree',. It is not uncommon for a large tree the snow cover and fog is such that light is
to be coated with 50 tons of ice in a glaze completely diffused. In a whiteout no objecA
storm (Ref. 26). casts a shadow, the horizon is not discernible,

and light-colored objects are difficult to see
The largest costs resulting from solid pre- (Ref. 27).

cipitants are associated with snow removal,
oversnow transport, and control of drifting Some knowledge of fogs is derived fiom
snow. A variety of snow removal equipment their formative processes. Thus. there are
has been specifically developed and applied to evaporation fogs, mixing fogs, and cooling
road and airport clearance. Although much of fogs. The latter category is subdivided into
this equipment receives only periodic usage, radiation fogs, advection fogs, and upslope
nevertheless it is required in order to maintain fogs. The small water droplets in fog range in
operating capabilities. In similar fashion much size from I to 60 ym, although in most cases
effort has been directed toward the develop- the largest diameter is closer to 20 pim (Ref.
ment of specialized equipment for oversnow 28). Ice crystals in icefogs fall within the same
transport in the form of vehicles with tracks range of diameters. The liquid water content
or runners. Drifting snow often creates major of fogs ranges between 0.01 and 1.0 g-, and
problems, thus stimulating continuing efforts the droplet concentration ranges from about
to control it through use of suitable barriers. 10 to 600 cnf-3 .

In studies directed towards acclimatization The visibility or visible range in a fog is one
of military operations to the snow-covered of the prime methods for parameterizing the
environment, the Army extensively has inves- fog and may range from essentially zero in a
tigated the use of snow as a construction thick fog to I km in a light fog. If the
material, including not only snow pavements visibility is greater, then the atmospheric
for aircraft runways and roads but also the moisture is not called z fog (Ref. 8).
use of snow to build structures. One of the
more unique examples of snow construction Since fogs result from atmospheric conden-
was created at Camp Century in Greenland sation of water vapor on nuclei, the presence
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of small suspended particles or nuclei in the the surface l-yer closest to the earth-a
atmosphere is conducive to fog formation, planetary boundary layer-and the free atmos-

and the nuclei constitute an important impu-. phere in which the jet stream is found. The
rity source m fog. Condensation nuclei result horizontal distribution of wind is associated
from combustion processes, chemical reac- with so-called global wind systems and is also
tions in the atmosphere, and entrainment of well known. Localized phenomena such as sea
liquid and solid particles in the atmosphere by breezes, the urban heat island effect, and
wind action. mountain wind systems play important roles

in certain regions.
Large regions of the earth are free from

fog. Fog occurs most frequently along coastal In most regions of the earth, the effects of
regions of large landmasses and frequently is normal winds on materiel are unimportant. In
associated with ocean currents, both hot and fact, the beneficial effects of wind in dis-
-cold. Ice fog results primarily from injection persing pollutants and in cooling the environ-
of water vapor into a cold atmosphere by ment are very helpful. The adverse effects of
combustion or other processes associated with extremke winds, however, are important and
man's activities and, therefore, is observed include the following:
most frequently around habitation in the
extreme cold regions (Ref. 29). (1) Damage to buildings, bridges, and

other structures.
As mentioned, the primary effect of fog is

on visibility. Efforts to alleviate its effects (2) Plooding by wind-driven water..
concentrate on more accurate prediction of
fog and the various fog dissipation techniques (3) Damage to power distribation and
that have been employed. A successful seed- communication systems.
ing operation is shown in Fig. 3-10. While
land transportation systems are affected by (4) Damage to aircraft.
fog, the main effect is on air transport.

(5) Interference with ground-vehicle opera-
3-10 WIND tions.

Wind is .n-)ther well-known and commonly (6) Injuries and damage by windblown
observed environmental factor. The extreme ooJects.
winds associated with cyclones, thunder-
storms, tornadoes, and similar viclent meteor- (7) Damage to vegetation and terrain.
ological disturbances produce the primary
adverse effects. Lighter winds interact with (8) Restriction of visibility.
military materiel to some extent, such as to
enhance evaporation processes or to carry 3-11 SALT, SALT FOG, AND SALT
suspended sand and dust, but these effects are WATER
less important in themselves. Airborne sand
and dust, being an important it|duced environ- The widespread presence of salt in the
mental factor, is discussed separately, environment and the acceleration c-f corrosion

by salt are the reasons for focusing attention
Since wind is a primary factor in meteor- on salt as an important environmental factor.

ology, a large body of information has been Salt, although relatively inactive chemically, is
compiled on it. The complexities of atmos- a strong promoter of electrochemica! re-
pheric motion as produced by energy cx- actions in the presence of water. This pro-
change processes and as affected by the earth perty of salt has led to its strong association
are well known. In discussing the distribution with corrosion and to the use of salt-spray,
of wind, it is convenient to treat separacely salt-water immersion, and salt-fog testing as
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standard methods for determining corrosion attack on concrete structures in which vulner-
resistance of materials, able components of the cement are chemical-

!y converted, resulting in scaling and some-
Salt is used generically to identify sodium, times disintegration (Ref. 10).

chloride, sulfate, and magnesium ions such as
occur naturally and as are entrained in the 3-12 OZONE

atmosphere as particles, condensation nuclei,
salt fog, and saltwater droplets. In such Ozone is a gas that occurs in the lower
circumstances, the airborne salt is measured as atmosphere in varying, usually low. concen-
pounds of salt per cubic mile of tiir and, in trations coming from both natural and man-
particulate form, its size distribution is given made sources. Since it is highly reactive and
in terms of diameter or weight. Another can be harmful to both people and materiel,
measurement parameter is saitfali, which is its presence as an environmental factor is a
the amount of atmospheric salt deposited on concern to design engineers who are charged
land from the air, usually in units of pounds with providing protection for both materiel
per acre per year. and personnel.

Almost all airborne salt results from bub- Ozone is classified as a natural environ-
bles produced on the ocean surface or from mental factor because the largest amount of
the breaking of waves on the beach. This observed ozone originates in the stratosphere
results in entrainment of the salt in the and is transported to the surface of the earth
atmosphere. Salt is removed from the atmos- by atmospheric circulation. These natural
phere by means of precipitation washout or concentrations are unlikely to exceed 6
by dry fallout. In unusual circumstances, sea pphm. Ozone is produced in the stratosphere
salt particles from the air impinge on struc- by absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation by
tures such that encrustment occurs (Ref. 3G). oxygen molecules. In the troposphere. ozone

is produced b, photochemical reactions, usu-
Most atmospheric salt is found in the ally involving pollutants. Ozone also can be

vicinity of oceans or seas. Normal sea winds produced by photochemical reactions with
can carry from 10 to 100 lb of salt per cubic nat ral organic vapors and by electrical dis-
mile of air onto the land. This may increase to cih .es, ultraviolet radiation, and nuclear
1,000 lb in a storm. The amount of salt radiation.
entrained in the air depends markedly upon
the salinity and temperature of sea water in Only limited data are available on world-
the particular region. wide ozone concentrations. These data are

insufficient to allow any general conclusions
Salt fallout may be as high as 400 lb acre- other than that higher altitudes, pollution,

yfr- in thc immediate coastal region but drops and active vertical airflow are conducive to
off rapidly with distance from the seacoat. high ozone concentrations. The diurnal varia-
However, farther inland the salt fallout tion in o'zone concentration is illustrated in
reaches a constant minimum value at about 2 Fig. 3-1 l,
lb acre' yfr', which is characteristic of inland
continental areas (Ref. 31). The effects of ozone on materials are those

of a strong chemical oxidant. The most
Almost all of the effects of salt are the obvious of these effects is that on rubber,

result of metal corrosion. Thus, even when which is highly sensitive to ozone attack. This
paint bli.tering is observed or when electrical degradation of rubber is observed commonly
or mechanical cquipment is affected by salt. as ozone-cracking wherein a large number of
the pnmz. cause of damage is corrosion. A small cracks appear in the rubber, degrading
different but related mechanism occurs in salt its strength and ultimately causing it to fail.
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Ozone attack on an automobile tire is shown possible that the large mammals may cause
in Fig. 3-12. Ozone also attacks cellulose, problems or that the reptiles may have a
such as is found in fabrics, and dyes, pro- significant effect on military operations in
ducing rapid deterioration in these materials some regions. Because such instances are
(Ref. 32). isolated products of particular circumstances

and because of the great diversity of macro-
Design engineers also must be aware of the biological organisms, it is neither possible nor

ozone-generating potential of some materiel, desirable to discuss all such possible effects.
Electrical and electronic equipment in which
high voltages are employed can serve as ozone (1) Termites are the , tost destructive of
generators when high voltage discharges oc- the biological agents, damaging wood and
cur. The sweetish smell of ozone is not other cellulose-containing products. Once a
uncommon in electronic equipment environ- wooden building or other wooden product
ments. Ultraviolet lamps used for germicidal becomes infested with termites, the damage
or other purposes also generate ozone and can they cause may be extensive before it is
produce harmful amounts. discovered. Fig. 3-13 shows an example. Of

the two primary types of termites, the subter-
Th. health effects of ozone are important ranean termites are found in both tropic and

since as little as I ppm produces readily temperate areas in large colonies. They fre-
discernible effects, and exposure to 9 ppm quent warm, moist ground containing abun-
can produce severe illness. dant food. Nonsubterranean termites do not

require a ground contact and are less com-
3-13 MACROBIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS mon. They are found in warm coastal areas in

the tropics and subtropics. Termites infest
Macrobiological organisms include all those structural timbers, furniture, utility poles,

living things that individually can be seen with lumber, paper, cloth, fiber insulation panels,
the unaided eye. In the animal kingdom this and numerous other items (Ref. 35).
includes all of the insects, marine borers,
rodents, reptiles, mammals, and birds. It also (2) Powder-post beetles comprise several
includes vegetation. That these types of living families of wood borers that honeycomb hard
organisms do affect Army materiel is obvious, woods and softwoods. Their name is derived
The effects range from materiel destruction from the excreted flourlike powder deposited
by rats and mice to destruction of buildings mainly in burrows formed by their larvae. At
by termites and damage to aircraft by birds. least some species of *his insect can be found
Macrobiological organisms that are important in all parts of the world and cause consider-
pests at military installations are listed in able damage to wood products (Ref. 36).
Table 3-2. Each type has its individual habits
and produces individual effects. The more (3) Clothes moths damage unprotected
important macrobiological organisms and animal fibers including wool, mohair, fur, hair
their effects are described in the discussion bristles, feathers, and down. Damage consists
that follows. of holes eaten into the materials, which often

make an article unsuitable for further use.
The identification and brief disc'mssion of Clothes moths are distributed widely except

the various riajor types of macrobiological in the tropics and are found throughout the
organisms that affect military materiel and United States. In order to flourish, they need
operations do not exhaust the cataloging of an ample supply of suitable food, a temper-
effects of this environmental factor. In a given ature of about 27 0C, and relative humidities
location at a given time, other organisms not in the 60- to 80-percent range (Ref. 37).
mentioned here may create important effects.
In some regions of Africa, for example, it is
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Figure 3-12. Tire Showing Ozone Effect on Unprotected
Section Labeled "Control" (Ref. 34)
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TABLE 3-2

IMPORTANT PESTS AT MILITARY INSTALLATIONS (Ref. 36)

Pest Common namm Scientific name

Mosquitoes ................. Anopheline mosquito ............... Anophele spp
Culicine mosquito .............. Aedes app

Cu/ez app
Mansonia spp

Flies ....................... House fly ......................... M usca domeatica
Greenbottle fly .................... Lucilia app
Bluebottle fly ..................... Calliphora app
Stable fly or dog fly ................ tomoxys calcitrans
Deer fly ......................... Chryaops app
Horse fly ......................... Tabanus app
Latrine fly ........................ Fannia spp
Cluster fly ........................ PoUenia rrdia
Fruit flies ........................ Drosophila melanogaster

Gnats and Other Diptera ..... Sand fly ......................... Phelebotomus app
Plunkie ......................... Cudicoidte spp
Black fly ......................... Simulium spp
Eye gnat ........................ Hippelatea app
Nonbiting midge .................. Chironomus app

Bed Bufs ................... Bed bug .......................... Cimez letularius

Cimex hemipterus

Lice ....................... B idy louse ...................... Pediv tlus humanua corporis
Head louse ....................... Pediculus humanuy humanus
Crab louse ........................ Phthirva pubis

Flea ............. ........ Human flea ....................... Pu/ex irritane
Dog flea .......................... twocephalidea canis
Cat flea .......................... Cenocephalidea felisOriental "rat flea ................... .Xenopsylla cheopir.

Ticks ...................... Rocky Mountain spotted fever tick
or wood tick .................... Dermncenlor andersoni

American dog tick ................. Dermaceor variabilis
Brown dog tick ................. .Rhipieephalvs sanguineus
Relapsing fever tick ............... Ornitiwdorus turicata
Pacific tick ....................... Izodes pacificua
Rabbit tick ....................... Haemaphysatia leporis-palustris
Herms .soft tick .................... Ornithodorua hermsi

Mites and 3piders ......... C....... Trombicvlidae
.Itch.. Mite ........................ &arcoptea "cabi
Black widow spider ............. Latrodectue madtans
Food infestiag mite ................ Tyroglyphus spp
Clover mite ..................... Bryobia praetiosa
Chicken mite ..................... Dermanynus gallinos

Termites and Wood Borers... Subterranean termite .............. Reticlitermes app
Dry-wood termite ................. Kalotermes app
Old house borer ................... Hylotrupes bajtdus
Flat oak borer .................... Smodicum cucujiformae
Ivory-marked beetle ............ Eburia quadrigeminala
Cyctus beetles .................... LyctuA ,pp
Furniture beetles .................. Anobium pundahum
Dtth watch beetle ................ .e.tobium rufoviilosum
Whirf borer ...................... Nacerda meanura
Rot fungi ......................... M erulius 8pp
Building poria fungi ............... Poria incraseata
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TABLE 3-2 (continued). IMPORTANT PESTS AT MILITARY INSTALLATIONS (Ref. 36)

Pest Common name Scientific name

Cockroaches ................ German cockroach ................. Blatela germanica
American cockro.tch ............ Periplaneta americana
Oriental cockroach ................ Bilara orieatalia
Brown-banded roach ............... •upella supellectilium
Brown cockroach .................. Periplanola brunnea
Wood roach ...................... Parcoblatii app

Antr ....................... Argentine ant ..................... Iridomyrmex humilis
Red harvester ant ................. Pogonomyrmex barbatas
Carpenter ant ................... Camponotus spp
Odorous house ant ................. Tapinoma sessile
Pharaoh ant ..................... .Monomorium pharaonis
TIhief ant ......................... Solenopsis molesci
Fire ant ......................... Solenopsis 8aeissitma

Stinging Insects.......... Yellow jackets .................... Veapyla app
Polistes wasps ................... Polistes spp

Stored-Product Insects ....... Cadelle ........................... Tenebroidee maur-tanicus
Black carpet beetle ............... A tagenus piceuy
Confused flour beetle .............. Tribolium conf! uwn
Red flour beetle ................... Tribolium castaneum
Saw-toothed grain beet~e ........... Oryzaep~ilus eurinameno sIndian meal moth ................ Plodia ;nterpunctellaMediterranean flour moth .......... Ephestia kuhnieUa

Casemaking clothes moth ........... Tinca pellionelUa
Webbing clothes moth ............. Tinec:a bieelliella
Silverfish ......................... Lepisma eaccharina
Broadbean weevil ................. Bruchus rufimanua
Pea weevil ........................ Bruchus pisorum
Rice weevil ....................... Sitophilu8 oryzaLarder beetle ..................... Dermestes lardarius

tide beetle ....................... Dermetes rmaculatva
tied-legged ham beetle .......... Necrobia rufipes
Cabinet beetle .................... Trogoderma inclusum
Cheese skipper .................... Piophila caseiPowder-post beetle ................ Lyciws planicollis

Carpet beetle ..................... Attagenva piceus
House cricket ..................... Acheta domealica
Fire brat ......................... Thermobia domeatica
Book louse ........................ Lipo=celia divinatorius
Grain mite ....................... Acarus airo
Spider beetles ..................... Ptinus app
Cigarette beetle ................... Laioderma serricorne

Pests of Turf and Grases..... Japanese beetle ................... Popillia japonica
Green June beetle ................. Cotinus nitida
Carolina grasshopper ............... Dimaosteria carolina
Differential grasshopper ............ e. elanoplus differentialis

Red-legged grasshopper ............ Melanoplui femur-rubrvm
Long-winged grasshopper ........... Dissosteira longipennis
Southern mole cricket .............. . capteriscus aclelus
Armyworm ....................... Pseudaketia unipunwta
Chinch bug ...................... Blissus app
Nematodes. ............ Heterodera spp
.Rhodes grass scale.... ......... Arnonina gramrinis
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TABLE 3.2 (oontinued). IMPORTANT PESTS AT MILITARY INSTALLATIONS (Ref. 36) "i

Peat Common name Scipatific name

Insects Damaging Schrub,
Shade "Itee., asid
Forested Areas ............ Plant louse ....................... A s

Locust borer ...................... regeyre ro.n'ae
Twig borer ....................... Saperda spp
Twig girdler ...................... Oncideres app
Elm bark beetle ................... &,olytua app
Bagwom ......................... Thyridopteryx ephmeraeformil
Tent caterpillar ................... Maocosoma app
San Jose Scle .................... Aipidiotue pernicdoavs
Euonymus scal ................... U.a.pie euonymi
Box wood leaf miner ............... Nonarlhropaiptiat 's
Pine shoot moth .................. Rhyacionia buoliana
Thripn ........................... LioaHpe umbripenni.
Plant bu ........................ L p orii pp
Oak kerm ....................... Ke ,ia app
Oys shell scale .................. Lepidoaaphel ulmi
Mealybugs ....................... Psudocoe, app
Red spider ........................ Tetranyichue app
White By ......................... TriaLeurode. app
Leaf hop ...................... Rhalasiphump
Nemat s .. Xip inema app

Rots, Mice, Field Rodents "
an4 Predatory Animals ..... Norway rat ...................... Ratu# r•fvegicus

Roof rat .......................... RaPuw ra•.u8 ratlut,
Raou mit~us alexandrinus

Meadow mou e ................... Microtua app
House mouse ..................... MVa app
Ground squirrel ................... CiRetus rspp
White-footed mouse ............... FTomyscua app
Pine mouse ....................... Pitrgeapp
Prairie dog ........................ Cymy8 8p
Pocket gopher .................... Oemvs sppCrakogeomys epp

•'komoMYt 8pp
Weoten mole ......... ....... apanva 8pp

ottoen rats................ Sauopv8 8pp
Bate ............................. Lotv.,u8 8pSkunks ........................... Me, hiU8 aspp
Coyote ........................... C'nii latranm
Woodchucks ...................... Marmota 8pp
Cotton rate . ..................... Si~modon app
Pack raw ......................... /Neaoma 8pp
Kangaroo s .................... Dipom a
Pocket mice ....... .......... Perognalhva app
Jack rabbit ....................... /epus app
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Figure 37. Tremite Attack onn St#ructural Lumber (Ref. 36)
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(4) Carpet beetles attack materials contain- (8) Rats, mice, and other members of the
ing animal products including fur, silk, wood, rr~ent family constitute an environmental
leather, feathers, mezt, and milk solids. The factor that, at times, has played an important
larvae of these insects do the damage. They role in world history and military operations.
arc common pests in dwellings, industrial The major harmful effect of rodents has been
plants, and warehouses (Ref. 36). the transmission of disease, but large quanti-

ties of materiel have been destroyed by their
(5) Silverfish and fire brats, orimitive in- activities. The Ncrway or ground rat is the

sects flourishing at high ambient temperatures most common rodent species, but black rats,
and relative humidities, travel a considerable mice, and other rodents dominate in some
distance to find their food, carbohydrates and localities. The importance of the rodents
protein. These insects are particularly destruc- results from their prodigious appetites arid.
tive of paper products and often destroy their never-ending search for food to satisfy
books. They also attack coton and are fond these appetites. This search usually leads them
of linen and rayon, particularly those con- to inhabited areas and, when adequate food
tainng starch (Ref. 38). supplies are found, their population increases

rapidly. Evidences of rat and mouse infesta-
(6) Ants are the most abundant of living tion are droppings, runways, tracks. and

creatures and a variety of species exists. Ants gnawings. Their population is greatest in
have a varied diet but are particularly fond of eastern and southeastern Asia where they
most of the same foods that man eats. The originated, but they have spread throughout
presence of ants on exposed rations often the world from the tropics to the arctic
renders them unfit for human consumption. regions and no doubt have the widest distribu-
Ants also create a health problem, and their on of any mammal except man. In their
presence in buildings and equipment often efforts to obtain food, rats chew their way
causes difficulties. Argentine ants, found in through packing cases, plastic containers, and
the Southern United States, will bite people other barriers, ruining stored materials in
and cause much discomfort. Harvester ants addition to the food that they seek. Plague is
have vicious stings and often cause indirect the bacterial iisease most commonly associ-
damage to roads and airplane runways by ated with rat., but other diseases are carried
destroying soil-binding vegetation. Carpenter with equal facility. Direct attack on human
ants invade wooden buildings and can ulti- beings is fairly common (Ref. 36).
mately cause pruch destructio'i of the struc-
ture (Ref. 36). (9) Birds are attractive and useful contrib-

utors to the environment in which man lives,
(7) Mmrine borers cru-e tzcnieudous dam- but the, carry diseases and inects, create

age througho~zt fhc world by atmcking the hazards for aircraft, create dirt and noise
timbers of' unprotected piers (see Fig. 3-14) nuisanccs. contaminate food, deteriorate
,1nd 'csels in immense number, and riddiing equipmen'. and destroy crops. Militarily. their
them to such an extent that they beome most important effect is probably their haz-
"worthless in a surprisiLgly short time. Some ard for aircraft. Airliners have crashed after
mine strMctures have been destroyed b, passiog through flacks of starlings, and the
mnarine borers in le.i an I yr. Marire borers pilot of a jet trainer was killed as a result of a
consist of two distinct gronps: ihe mollican collisicn with a snow goose. Each year a large
and the ,-rtWzana borm.s. "The former, some- number of aircraft-bird mishaps are recorded
times called shipwomnm, are more dest.r-ctive with much costly damage resulting. The solu-
(Ref, 39). tion to bird problems has often been to
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Figure 3.14. Piling Destroyed by Marine &orers (Raf. 36)
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rmove the particular attraction thait an area the environment including boiling water, comi-
ha s for the birds. Other more direct methods plete desiccation, or v vacuum. Fungi are

ofremoving bird populations have been only plants without leaves, sterns, or roots and

partially successful (Ref. 40). ind~ude such well-known species as miush-
rooms, yeast, and molds. Fungi reproduce

ofboth terrain and niacrobiological orga- disseminated in naturt and are present in4
nim.With respect to terrain, vegetation is virtually all environmncrts. The growthm and

considered as a physical feature of the land- nourishment of microbes, since they are
siding inhibiting mobility and. at times, pro- universally present, depend upon the avail-

viigconcealment or impeding visibility, ability of moisture and food under suitable
Vegetation, as a macro-organisma, creates ef- environmental conditions rather than on the
fects on materiel through its harboring of confirmed presence of a species.
miicrobiological organisms, its altering of me-
teorological conditions, its direct damage by The pioducts of living microbial. p~lant, or
thorns and spines, its contribution to fire animal cells do not accumnulate on earth due
hazards, and, at times, by its toxicity. to the ability of microbes to biodegrade and

mineralize all components of living cells. The
The distribution of the various classes of fact that the biological produAtivity of thle

vegetation over the earth is determined by oceans-about 30 billion metric tors per
temperatures. soils. asid rainfall. These factors year-- is biodegraded without any significant
have created reasonably well-defined forests, accumulation gives some idea of the' numbers
grasslands, tundra, and other regions charac- and biodegradative capacities of microbes.
terized by sonme specific type of vegetation These organisms constitute an estimated 50
(Ref. 6). percent of all of the living material on the

earth. Every gram of fertile soil contains

3-14 MICROBIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS between 106 and 1 09 microbes; (Ref. 41.

Microbiological organisms (or microbes) The ubiquity of mnicrob'es and *their me-
cotistitute a more important environmental tabolic versatility suggest tha! Jew materials
factor relative to material degradation than is are resistant to some form of attack or

recognized by the average design engineer. alteration by microbes. Examples of such
The iýesign engineer may accept rot, decay, attack include damage to concrete, bricks.
corrosion, and other microbiological deterio- electrical materials, glass, optical equipment,
ration processes without recognizing their photographic products, fats, oils, waxes,
causes or adopting optimal preventive inca- minerals, metals, paints, petroleum fuels, Oils.
sures. The degradativc mechanisms associated greases, asphalt, plastics, rubber, resins, sew-
with microbes are related closely to-often age sludge. wool, linen, cotton. synthetic
ind ist inguish able from-similar mechanisms te(tiles, wood pulp, paper. and cork. The
discussed in other chapters of this handbook. general types of microbial damage to wate-
H-umidity, temperature, salt, solar radiation, rials are as follows (Refs. 42.43):
and macrobiological organisms are factors
that influence, accompany. or contribute to 0 ) Corrosion of metal surfaces, destruc-
microbiological degradation processes (Ref. tion of insulation ont electrical wires. and
10). deterioration of some lubricants result from

microbial action.
Microbes include bacteria, fungi, and other

specics. Bacteria are without chlorophyll and (2) Microbes eat cellulosic materials and
are present in soil, water, air, animals, and decompose foodstuffs. Fungal growth on lum-
plants. Bacteria can survive wide extren, in, her is shown in Fig. 3-1 :.
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Figulre 3-15. Fungous Attack on Lumber (Ref. 36)
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(3) Excretory products including organic light is lethal to all such microbes; however,
and inorganic acids produced by microbes fungi do not require light.

corrode iron and attack many other materials.
(3) Oxygen. Oxygen is very necessary for

(4) Mechanical mechanisms and pipes are the growth of fungi, and most other microbes
clogged by growth of bacterial colonies: a grow better with oxygen, although it will kill
specific example is the blocking of fuel lines some species.
by hydrocarbon-utilizing microbes in fuel
t(4) Water. If the moisture content of a

amicrobes have material is less than 10 percent and no
emoisture is available from othcr sources, little

on materiel is the composite result of a great
"number of environmental factors. Materiel growth of microbes will occur.
degradation is dependent on the accessibility
of the material to attack and on the environ- (5) Acceptahle acidity. Some microbes

R mental and nutritional factors that exist. The grow over a relatively wide range of acidity,

prime factors necessary for microbes include: although optimal levels of acidity or alkalinity
prevail for particular species.

(1) A compatible temperature. Various mi-
crobes grow and flourish in fairly narrow (6) Nutrii•knal factors. Like all living or-
temperature ranges although they survive ex- ganisms. microbes require copious supplies of
tremes. the basic building block elements such as

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and others as well
(2) Light. Light is necessary for some as trace amounts of a variety of other

microbes to grow and flourish but ultraviolet chemicals in order to survive.
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CHAPTER 4

INDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

4-1 INTRODUCTION

Induced environmental factors include creased attention because of the growth in
those for which man's activities constitute the pollutant concentrations and because of their
major contrib'2tion insofar as their effects on adverse effects upon the overall quality of the
materiel are conccrned. It is notable that the environment. These adverse effects are related
importanie of every one of the natural more closely to human health and environ-
environmental factors may be altered by man mental quzlity than to effects on materiel.
and, in fact, often is when protection is However, i.t is well documented that the
provided. Thosc regions of the environment effects of air pollutants on materiel are of
within modern buildings are almost corn- considerable economic importance to the
pletely controllea by man, for example. In civilian economy (Refs. 1,2). These effects are
similar fashion, tne induced environmental more p:onounced if materiel is in the prox-
factors are influenced and, at times, domi- im.ty of industrial activity or dense popula-
nated by natural forces. tion centers. Certain military operations are

also sources of air pollutants and the environ-
The environmental factors discussed in ment in the vicinity of such sources exhibits

Chap. 3, "Natural Environmental Factors", those same chajacteristics found in urban
include those of primarily natural origin. The areas.
induced factors discussed in this chapter
complete the compilation of factors that are The important pollutants are listed in Table
required to describe the environment. They 4-2 along with their approximate concentra-
are tabu!ated in Table 4-1. tion ranges. The lowest concentrations are

found in regions remote from habitation
Since these induced factors are derived while the higher extremes are associated with

from man's activi!ies, they may be controlled a high level of human activity.
to any extent deemed necessary and practical.
The following discussion is intended to pro- The atmospheric pollutants of most im-
vide a perspective on the induced factors. portance include sulfur dioxide, carbon mon-
Detailed information is provid,.d in Part Three oxide, hydrocarbons, and particulates. Sulfur
of the Environmental Series of Engineering pollutants, which are primarily derived from
Design Handbooks. In addition, an attempt is tle combustion of fossil fuels, are responsible
made to relate each factor to other environ- for a significant fraction of air pollution
mental factors with which it has a strong problems because of the chemical activity of
interaction, to assess its importance, and to these compounds in the atmosphere. Carbon
ascertain areas where the factor is of impor- r. )noxide is more abundant and more widely
tance. distributed than any other air pollutant and is

t0e most important effluent from the internal
4-2 ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS combustion engine. Hydrocarbon gases in the

atmosp?,,ere are important because of their
Atmospheric pollutants are an induced high conccntrations and because ihey are

environmental factor that is receiving in- precursors of photochemical oxidants that

di
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TABLE 4-1

CLASSIFICATION OF INDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Contaminants
Air pollutants
Sand and dust

Mechanical factors

Vi bration
Shock

Acceleration

Radiated energy
Acoustics
Electromagnetic radiation
Nuclear radiation
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TABLE 4-2

ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS (Ref. 1)

Pollutant Typical concentration range

Sulfur dioxide 0.005- 2 ppm
Hydrogen sulfide 0.001- 0.003 ppm

Nitric oxide 0.01 - 0.4 ppm

Nitrogen dioxide 0.02 - 0.3 ppm

Carbon monoxide 0.1 -100 ppm

Hydrocarbons 0.1 - 40 ppm

Particulates 10 -200 ug m-3
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produce damaging effects. Atmospheric par- particles comprise a small percentage by I
ticulates are the most obvious of the atmo- weight of the total dust in the atmosphere.
spheric pollutants and include both inert Shapes of sand and dust particles may vary
particles with only a soiling effect and partic- from irregular jagged shapes to well-rounded
ulates with active chemical properties. smooth spheres. Silica comprises by far the

bulk of the constituents of dust although
The effects of air pollutants on materials smaller quantities of aluminum oxide and

are observed primarily on surfaces where they other metallic oxides are present in varying
may cause corrosion, discoloration, leaching, amounts depending upon the origin of the
and similar effects. Pollutants also contribute airborne particles (Refs. 5,6).
to the deterioration of textiles, paper, dyes,
and rubber products. Often, the effects of The adverse effects of sand and dust
atmosplheric pollutants are such as to acceler- depend considerably upon the nature of the
ate deterioration processes that are associated materiel they contact. When carried by the
with natura! environmental factors such as wind, sand and dust will abrade metallic
solar radiation, humidity, temperature, micro- surfaces, penetrate seals, and cause a variety
biologic.', organisms, and ozone. Patterns of of damage to equipment. Ch,-mically, sand
deterioration have been associated with in- and dust particles may cause either acid or
creased concentrations of pollutants in the alkaline reactions in the presence of moisture,
vicinity of specific sources and with specific thus producing corrosion. All such damage
air pollution incidents. Several examples of air can be classified as either abrasion, clogging
pollution damage to materials are shown in and blocking, or corrosion. Readily apparent
Fig. 4-1. effects of sand and dust may be observed in

the erosion of telephone poles in desert areas,
4-3 SAND AND DUST the pitting of a'.mtomobile windshields, the

pitting of the surfaces of electrical insulators,
An airborne sand and dust environment is and the soiling of exposed materiel. For

associated most often with the hot-dry re- example, it has been observed that helicopter
gions of the earth but also occurs seasonally rotorblades with woo~en leading edges are
in other regions. Naturally occurring sand and sever-ely worn after 20 min of hovering in
dust storms are -4i important factor but, with dust-laden air (Ref. 7). Gas turbine engines
the increased mechanization of military oper- have ocen destroyed by 15 hr of operation in
ations. these cause less of a problem than does dusty areas (Ref. 8).
sand and dust associated with man's activities.
Thus. the most important impact of sand and The importance of airborne sand and dust
dust on materiel is as an induced environ- as a detrimental, induced environmental fac-
mental factor rather titan as a naturally tor varies considerably with circumstances.
occurring fr.ctor (Refs. 3,4). Off-road operations in dry regions are most

Tsddamaging. Fig. 4-2 shows a typical vehicle-
The parameters of sand and dust environ- created dust cloud on an unpaved road. In

ments of interest to materiel designers include urbanized areas, where the roads are paved,
the concentration, particle size, size distribu- airborne sand and dust are more of a nuisance
tion. particie shape. and the composition and than a hazard for materiel. Materiel designers
hardness of the particles. 'The normal concen- therefore must be alert to those circumstances
tration range of sand and dust particles is in which sand and dust will be an important
from micrograms to milligrams per cubic foot factor in the performance of materiel and
and the particle diameters are on the order of take such precautions as are necessary when
I to 150 pmo. Larger size particles settle exposure would be expected to create prob-
rapidly from the air while smaller diameter lems.
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(A) Glass window

Figure 4-1. Material Attach by Air Pollutants (Photograph

courtesy of Environme•ntal Protection Agency)
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J-J

(8) Electrical insulator

Figure 4-1 (continued). Material Attack by Air Pollutants (Photograph
courtesy of Environmental Protection Agency)
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Figure 4-2. Truck at 15 mph Velocity on Typical Well-maintained
Unpaved Road Illustrating Dust Problem (Ref. 3)
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4-4 VIBRATION, SHOCK, AND ACCEL- designed to survive the environmental stresses
ERATION adequately. This applies to materiel employed[ P in close proximity to guns, that used in the5

Vibration, shock, and acceleration are in- severe environment of tracked vehicles, or
duced environmental factors that interact materiel that is a component of any vehicle.
with materiel through application of various
types of mechanical forces. These factors have The mechanical forces associated with the
Mani similarities but are sufficiently unique transportation and handling environment con-
in their characteristics and effects to warrant stitute the greatest stress on materiel in
the sparate consideration given them in Part incidental exposure. All materiel, whether
Three of this handbook series. Vibration is a designed to survive a severe vibration, shock, 2
quasi-continuous oscillatory motion or force; or acceleration environment or not, must
shock is a short duration impact type of force survive the transportation and handling en-
or motion; and acceleration, while defimed as vironment. This environment produces the
the rate of cdhange of velocity, is used to most materiel damage that can be associated
describe those forces acting on materiel as a with the mechanically induced environmental
result of a changing velocity and slowly factors.
varying with respect to time when compared
to vibration or shock. These three induced Rational design and test of material and
environmental factors are described most of- equipment to insure survival in transit require
ten in terms of their motion parameters; i.e., that the salient shock and vibration condi-
the time dependencies of their velocity or tions be identified and expressed in suitable
acceleration (Ref. 9). engineering parameters. Where design require-

ments thus imposed are incompatible eco-
Natural manifestations of vibration, shock, nomnically or technically with end function,

and acceleration are sometimes important. protective packaging must bc employed to
Earthquakes, glacial activity, rock slides, and bridge the differential between environment
severe windstorms produce vibration and severity and equipment or material strength
shock. The wave motion of the ocean pro- (Ref. IC).
duces a common form of low frequency
vibratory motion. Hailstorms constitute an- Subjectively, it would not appear :..Icuit
other form of natural shock phenomena, and to identify specific sources of vi'. -ion,
the almost coistant force exerted by gravity shock, and acceleration in the enviro.,ment;
is the most prevalent form of acceleration. however, the shock and vibration aspect of
However, these various natural mechanical transportation differs substantially from other
forces are relativeiy unimportant in their environmental factors in that loads encoun-
effects on materiel when compared to similar tered by equipment in transit are not prede-
forces that result from man's activities. Only termined uniquedy but result from interaction
in the rarely occurring catastrophic natural of the shipped item and the transportation
phenomenon is this situation reversed. equipment. An additional consideration is

that, while shock and vibration may seem
In considering the effects of vibretion, significantly different phenomena, in practice

shock, and acceleration on materiel, exposure their separation may be difficult and may
may be categorized into two distinct cate- require arbitrary criteria for differentiation.
gories. The first category is exposure to At other times, classification of the different
sometimes severe vibration, shock, and acecl- mec"anical stresses is accomplished readily.
eration forces during normal operational use
while the second category of exposure is that Thus, when a truck traverses a generally
incidental to normal application of the mate- smooth road and strikes an isolated chuck-
riel. In the first category, materiel usually is hole, the truck and its contents are obviously
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subject to shock. The disturbance is transient, spectrum, although the transposition is gen-
and the free vibrdtions of the truck and its erally more tedious and requires more elab-
cargo decay as the shock energy is dissipated. orate equipment for instrumental analysis.
An accidental drop of a container or package
onto an unyielding surface is a similarly Expression of both shock and vibration in
discontinuous phenomenon, inducing severe terms of amplitude versus frequenrcy spei.tra is
transient vibration of the packaged item in advantageous, p. inarily because of resonance
the absence of protective cushioning. Addi- phenomena, a universal aspect of dynamic
tional typical examples of shock in trans- structural response. Briefly, the resonance
portation are the humping (forcible coupling) phenomena are associated with an extremely
of rail cars, airdropping, and hard landing of wide variation in structural response as a
aircraft. In-transit disturbances obviously sat- function of the frequency of the forcing
isfying the "continuous" criteria for vibration function. At forcing frequencies, where mner-
are the pulsating forces transmitted to air- tial and elastic forces cancel each other, the
frame and cargo by aircraft engines, both structural response is exaggerated and its

turbojet (compressor and turbine) and recip- damage susceptibility is high.
rocating (crankshaft and propeller). Vibration
induced in a truck traveling a coarse gravel These aspects of shock excitation some-
road, while clearly continuous, would not be times are combined in a single presentation
periodically repetitive, however, since the because shock transients can be defined in
roadbed discontinuities generally would be of terms of a continuous frequency spectrum,
unequal size and spacing. If the road had and structural response is frequency related.
developed a "washboard" surface, a periodic Shock transients thus are expressed in terms
vibration may be introduced (Ref. 11). of the maximum motion response of an

idealized resonator to the pulse as its fre-
Application of engineering disciplines to quency of resonance is varied across the

design of shock- and vibration-resistant equip- frequency range of interest.
ment and packaging requires that the specific
hazards be not only identified and classified The wide variation in structural response to
but also quantified. Extensive measurement dynamic forces as a function of frequency is
programs have accordingly been conducted also reflected in the manner in which struc-
under Government and industry sponsorship tures load the source of dynamic energy. The
to quantify typical shock and vibration ex- "motional impedance" of the structure at the
citation. point of loading similarly varies widely with

frequency. The common specification of
Transportation shocks most frequently are dynamic excitation in motional parameters

described in the literature in terms of acceler- alone effectively implies that the "sources" of
ation versus time or a i-pecific total velocity the dynamic loading have "infiaite" material
change, while vibration conditions normally impedance; i.e., that their motion whiie im-
are reported in terms of motion amplitudes parting energy is totally unaffected by the
(usually acceleration or displacement) versus loading structure itself. The limited validity of
frequency, although measurement is made this convention in many applications is recog-
against a time base, as in the case of shock. nized increasingly in efforts to define shock
Thus, an additional step in data reduction and vibmation in terms of force parameters, or
that is rarely perforned for shock is routinely to supplemenit motion data with motional
performed for vibration. The unfortunate impedance measurenment.
inference is created that shock is intrinsically
"different" and more simple. Actualiy, shock A common form of shock phenomenon
transients may be equally and aptly expressed associated with military operations is the
in terms of an acceleration versus frequency sh,-ck wave that accompanies the detonation
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of either chemical or nuclear explosives. The mitted through the atmosphere. Acoustical
shock wave assocao.ed with nuclear weapons energy can interact with materiel so as to
is most important, of course, because the cause deterioration; more importantly, acous-
magnitude of all of the shock parameters are tical energy-as noise-interferes with com-
much greater than for other detonations. A munications and also constitutes a hazard to
shock or blast wave produces large transient personnel. The primary concerns of the design
forces on materiel in its path. Analysis of engineer with respect to the acoustical factor
effects normally is accomplished by treating in the environment are to minimize the
aateriel structures as rigid bodies in de- generation of noise or sound by materiel and
scribing the shock wave in terms of the peak to provide for the protection of personnel
overpressure, the overpressure impulse, shock from the effects of noise (Ref. 14).
velocity, its rise time, its decay characteristics,
and its duration. All of these depend upon the The most severe sources of acoustical ener-
particular type of detonation producing the gy are gunfire and other explosive detona-

shock wave. Most effects depend on the tions. Machinery of various types-particu-
magnitude of the peak overpressure. If this larly vehicular propulsion equipment-also
exceeds 0.5 lb in: 2 , a majority of structures constitutes an important source of noise. The
will suffer damage. sound pressure levels in the vicinity of a

rocket test site are shown in Fig. 4-5. The
Vibration, shock, and acceleration are very effects of noise and blast on personnel are

important induced environmental factors con- quantified in terms of teinporary and per-
stituting one of the major threats to the manent threshold shifts in hearing ability.
proper operation of materiel. Much effort has Measurements have indicated that such deteri-
gone into designing materiel that will survive oration in hearing ability is common in
these stresses and into protecting materiel personnel exposed ,. severe toise envirc"
through packaging. In Fig. 4-3, the protection ments. Personnel ;xhibiting hearing impair-
offered by one type of packing coatainer is ment are less able to detect low level sounds
being subjected to a rougn ride on a trailer. In and are less efficient in their speech reception
Fig. 4-4, the complexity of the equations of capabilities (Ref. 15).
motion of a tracked vehicle are illustrated,
and the vehicle is shown undergoing a test to Data on noise exposure limits, speech
check the validity of the model. Improve- interference criteria, and workspace noise
nments in transportation vehicles and handling criteria are available for application to design,
procedures also are major contributions to the and methods for hearing protection are avail-
mitigation of such effects. All of these efforts, able. The constantly changing magnitude and
however, only serve to reduce the incidents of spectrum of acoustical cnergy produced by
materiel failures attributed to vibration, modern materiel warrants increased emphasis
shock, or acceleration. These still constitute on the acoustical factor in the environment
major environmental stresses and warrant by design engineers.
continued emphasis by design engivers,.

4-6 ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
4-5 ACOUSTICS

Electromagnetic radiation, a form of ener-
Inclusion of acoustics as an important gy present everywhere in the environment, is

induced environmental f-.i.or resu'is from an an increasingiy ;mportant environmental fac-
increasing awareness of its importance to tor. This energy is in the form of varying
materiel design erneers. rhe acoustical as- electromagnetic fields propagating throughout
pects of the eroronment are. related closely the environment. The frequency of these
to vibratior out, in this case, the concern is variations-the complete set being referred to
only wit'., those vibratory excitations trans- as the electromagnetic spectrum ranges over
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(A) The model

Figure 4-4. Vibration Testing. of Tracked Vehicle (Ref. 13
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•:25 orders of magnitude (Ref. 17). The ampli- well-characte~ied sources are; dominant. In
trude of these radiations and their char- most cases, the practical approach is to be
acteristics vary considerably within this fre- aware o'f the nearb~y energy :sources that will
quency ran'e, corntr'~ute significant powter levels.

The most prevalent form of natural electro- The production of a strong pulse of electro-
magnetic radiation is that associated with magnetic energy 'by .• nuclear weapon is not
lightning (Ref. 18). It is estimated that surprising since even small detonations of
lightning strikes the earth about " X times chemical explosives produce electromagnetic
each second, each stroke releasing z•o "ur',4 signals. The two mechanisms by which elec-
of electromagnetic energy which encircL' the tromagnhtic pulses are produced in nuclear
globe. Most of this energy is concent'ated at explosions are:
the low frequency end of the electro•magnetic
spectrum wihtemxmmpwrlvl(!) The creation of an asymm;trical charge
being concentrated at about 3 kHz. Adda- distribution in the detonation (the "Comp-
tional natural electromagne'A;c energy reaches ton-e~lectron model")
the earth from the sun ;•.nd is found at the
very high frequency reion of the spectrum. ';2) The rapid expansion of the conducting
The importance of so.ar energy is sufficient to plasma created by the explosion within the
warrant consideration as a separate natural magnetic field of the earth (the field displace.
environmental rra:or, i, ent model) (Ref. 20).

Although natural electromagnetic energy
dominate., all other sources in the vicinity of a The first of these is the mechanism by
lightnw,,i stroke, manmade electromagnetic which electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is gener-

hererpy is of far greater importance when solar ated by nuclear detonations on or slightly
ene'rg is excluded. Thi, results not only from abo',e the surface of the earth. In this model,
'. low probability of being in the immediate lg energy protons resulting from the explo-
vicinity of a lightning discharge but also to sion dislodge electrons from the atoms and
the complex and sophisticated use to which molecules of the surrounding air. A large
man is putting elect'omagnetic radiation. In quantity of these Compton electrons move
Figs. 4-6 and 4-7, e:lectromagnetic radiation rapidly away from the center of the burst in a
so~urces of the mo~dern Army are shown., symmetrical fashion unless some obstacle
Aktificial electromagnetic radiators incl,,,de ,:xists. When the charge symmetry is de-
power distribution systems, a multitud'/ of stroyed by the presence of a boundary such as
uses in communications, and specialized de- that of the earth, the net effect is to produce
tectirn and analytical applications. The, devel- ain instantaneous pulse of current in one
oprnent of lasers has introduced another direction which radiates electromagnetic en-•
intense source ',f electromagnetic radiation ergy just as it would if it were flowing in an-a

*and, in mi~itamy applications, ti;e electro- antenna. Because the charge plasma of the
magnetic pulse associaied with ni•clear weap- nuclear fireball undergoes oscilla~tions at char-
on detornationr0 is of considerab!,4 importance. acteri,•ic frequencies, the r•adiated electro- ;

magnetic energy similarly oscillates.
The characterization of the electromagnetic

radiation fa,:tor in the en',ironment is diffi- The second mechanism, cha~racteristic of
cult. Empirical measurement of the radiation underground or very high altituc•e explosions

:is a complex task even for one point in space where spherical symmetry is maintained, de-
Sa•nd is almtost impossib~le on a synoptic basis. pends on the immediate .interactk, of the ,
SCalculati~n of the electromagnetic radiation charged plasma created by the explosion with
!at a point is also difficult unless one or two the geomagnetic field ,f the earth.
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Figure 4-6. Mobile Tropospheric Scatter Antenna (Ref. 19.1
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Figure 4-,7 Octopus/ike Array of Electromagnetic Emission
Sources (Ref. 19)
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The EMP spectrum is similar to that interaction of electromagnetic waves with the
created by lightning with a maxi;,tini energy nervous system.
appearing at about 10 kHz but distributed
with smaller amplitudes throughout a broad Protection against the effects of electro-
region of the frequency spectrum. EMP ener- magnetic radiation has become a sophisticated
gy is of considerably greater magnitude than engineering field. The most direct approach to
that observed in lightning and extends over a protection is, in most cases, to avoid the
much larger area of the e,,.rth. Despite the lnmited region in which high radiation levels
similarities among EMP and lightning and are found. When exposure cannot be avoided,
other strong sources of electromagnetic ener- shielding and filtering are important pro-
gy, it cannot be assumed that protective tective measures. hi other cases materiel
measures consistent with these other electro- design changes or operating procedural
magnetic radiation sources will protect ma- changes must be instituted in order to provide
teriel from the effects of EMP. The rapid rise protection.
time of the pulse associated with a nuclear
detonation and the strength of the resulting 4-7 NUCLEAR RADIATION
pulse are unique (Ref. 21).

Although a natural background level of
A variety of effects of electromagnetic nuclear radiation exists, the only nuclear

radiation on materiel are known, probably a radiation that is of interest to design engineers
number of effects are still unrecognized, and is that associated with manmade sources such
there are sonic poorly understood effect,. on as reactors, isotope power sources, and nu-
man. Of course, one of the most important clear weapons. The most importart of these
effects of electromagnetic radiation in the sources is nuclear weapons, the effects of
environment is the interference it produces which can produce both transient and per-
for the use of the electromagnetic spectrum manent damaging effects in a v~ariety of

(Ref. 22). Well-known examples are called materiel. A nuclear detonation is shown in
radio interference and radar clutter. Another Fig. 4-8.
important effect in the military is the inter-
action of electromagnetic radiation with elec- X rays, gamma rays, and neutrons are the
troexplosive devices used as detonators (Ref. tynes of nuclear radiation of most concern.
23). Military as well as civilian explosives are As opposed to charged nuclear particles,
provided with detonators that often depend which also emanate from nuclear reactions,
on heating a small bridge wire to initiate the those forms of radiation listed have long
explosion. Absorbed electromagnetic radia- ranges in the atmosphere: thus, they can
tion can accidentally activate suck fuzes. irradiate and damage a variety of military

materiel.
Most eectromagnetic effects on material

occur in closc proximity to sources of large Among the nuclear effects that have been
energy. In such cases. overheating and dielec- of most concern are those called "transient
tric breakdown can occur. Devices- partic- radiation effects on electronics", often
ularly semiconductor devices can be dani- ref.rred to as TREE. These transient effects
aged permanently by relatively small electro- are due primarily to the nonequilibrium-free
magnetiv fields. Direct effects of electro- charged condition induced in materials pri-
magnetic radiation on human beings are not marily by the ionization effects of gamma
fully understood. It is accepted that certain rays and X rays. The separation of transient
thermal effects resulting from absorption of and permanent effects is made on the basis of
energy can be harmful, particularly to organs the primary importance of the radiation
such as the eyes. Some investigators believe effects. For example, a large current pulse
that additioi-l effects result from direct may be produced by ionizing radiation. and
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Figure 4-8. Low Altitude Nuclear Detonation Showing Toroidal
Fireball and Dirt Cloud Ref. 24)
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this current pulse may result in permanent terials and components makes protective de-
damage to a device by overheating. This is a sign difficult. The proceduir employed is to
transient effect because the permanent dam- define a radiation hardness level in a given
age results from overheating due to excess materiel item and to design and test the item
current rather than to direct-radiation-in- to that level.
duced materiel property change. A large
amount of information is available on specific
electronic components, circuits, and hard- Nuclear radiation hardening is a large and
ening methods. complex field with a variety of specialists

required to deal with different aspects of the
It is impossible to completely protect problem. This subject is treated extensively in

materiel items from nuclear radiation as can the Design Engineers 'Nuclear Effects Manu, l
be accomplished for some other environ- (Refs. 25-28) and only briefly in this Environ-
mental factors. The variety of effects pro- mental Series of Engineering Design Hand-
duced by nuclear radiation for different ma- books.
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CHAPTER 5

COMBINED ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS-CLIMATES

5-1 INTRODUCTION take many forms and exert complex stresses
on materiel and exert large influences on

"The discussion of natural and induced materiel requirements.
environmental factors in Chaps. 3 and 4 is an
example of single-factor analy.,is wherein each in their effects on materiel. many environ-
of the environmental factors is considered mental factors act in cotijunction or in syn-
independently. The advantage of single-factor ergism. In the former case are found examples
analysis is that it allows attention to be of factors in pairs or in multiple combinations
focused on compartmented sets of informa- that are characteristic of geographic regions or
tion and thus avoids tile almost intractable other circumstances. Thus, high temperature
problem of considering all environmental and high humidity often cooccur as do high
stresses on materiel simultaneously. In the temperature and airborne sand and dust.
actual materiel environment. however, many Synergisms create" factor combinations of
of the factors do cooc,:ur. This chapter is importance to materiel designers Two or
concerned with identifying combinations of' more factors that act together to produce
environmental factors that frequently are effects that are more i:nportant than the
observed and that are associated by natural separate effects of either constitute a synergis-
coupling, tic action. An exmple of a synergism is that

obtained with lcow temperatures and vibra-
The fact that. in a given region vf the tion. With this combination of factors, rubber

environment, a number of environmental lac- shock mounts that can sur'ive either the
tors are working together to affect materiel extreme cold or severe vibrations readily are
does not necessarily imply that all suc;: destroyed by the combined action of these
factors must be considered in esery case In two factors, It, similar fashion tI%.e v-pearance
the natural environment, for cxample. a set of of ove environmental factor sia; inhibit the
environmental factors is associated with each iction of another. lligh temnperature inhibits
major type of climate. The envtonneietal .olid precipitants and low temperature inhib-
facttors associated with ciniates c;rc discussed its attack by mi.robliological organisms
in subsequent paragraphs of this ,:iapter In
those regions of the environment that are Imte is extremely important in the con-
subject to control .-. inside structures tile sideration of the effects of environmental
number of environir, Al factors ,hat must be factors on materiel. Some factors produce
considered is very n.ach reduced from that cffects rapidly and others r-quire long p~eriods
found in most natural environments. lhus. in of exposure The various, combinations of
spite of the fact that the consideration of factors to which materiel is expo.ed change
actual materiel environmemits may at first with the seasons and with the time of day.
seem to be overly complex because of the Some items of materiel are designed for
multiplicity of factors involved. in actual repetitive use over lor:g periods of time while
cir,:umstan,;es the number of environmnental othrrs are consumed in use and thus hare a
factors that are active is very much reduced sh'jrt life cycle. Time is included in the
and may be discus.sed in a logical fashion. This ,ons~deration of enmironmental effects by
is tot to say that the environment is not calculat~on of duration of effect or duration
complex tile interaction% between factors of exposute, by probabihity of occurrence of a
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given effrct. or by other timne integration or tions and the effect of these combinations on
summation proced'ures. cotiin'oi properties of' materials. As an exam-

pie. it is well recognized flhat many materials
Tile life cycle of' I given item of miateriel exhibit increased rigidity and become molre

includes time periods in which the item is in a brittle as temperature isreduced. It is logical
storage environment. a transport at ion envi- to assume that they will become more sus-
ronment. or an operational environment. ceptible to failure by shock and by vibration
'111ese time periods determine the degree of' under these conditions. Hence. the combina-
exposure to which the materiel item) is sub- tior. of the environmental factors of' low
jected to the environmental factors that are temperature, Shock, and vibration is signifi-
active in those particular regions of thle can'. Sim~ilar examples could be presented
environmient, describing many such distinct phenomena

related to thle probability of occurrencc of2
In this chapter two categories of' informna- various environmental factors. Studies have

tion are introduced. The first of these involves been mnade which have attempted to general-
the cooccurrence and combined effects of i/c such pheromnena. It is emphasized. how-
various natural aird induced environmnental ever, that these are generalizations and do not
factors, and the second ii concerned with apply' necessarily to every equipment item.
those combinaticns of' environmental factors
characterizing specific climatic tJions He- The occurrvince of envirotinm,.-tal factors iii
cause climates represent a long-termi concern combination with each other is not as impor-
foi which umuch ;nforination has been accit - tant as their prol-able intensities and ire-
ntulated, the pre;)onderawee of this chiapter is quen11CiS. Certain obvious conclusions can be
a catalog of climatic data based oil thle drawn from, tclimatic data which serve to
classi ficiat ions established Ili AR 70-38 (Ret identifyN normal combinations of environ-
I n. er~tal factors occurring in various regions of

thle earth. 'I hie purpose of considering com-
5-2 MULTIFACTOR COMBINATIONS hined factors, however, goes beyond estab-

lsshing frequency of' occurrence of combina-
Probable combinations of' 1iniatic. ter- tion-, and !evcls of' intensitv of individual

rain. dnd induced factors ha-.e received much factors. I lie primary purpose is to establish
attention from climatologists. iceiLorologistS. Whether or not these tonditions will have an
geographers, and materiel de~ign crngineers effect onl a given piece of' equipment.
Combinations of factors are based onl cha~natic
categories effect% onl materials, and syn- 5-2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR DE-
ergisms. znd on functional coliditions e,,i. SCR IPTORS
transportation, sforage. or operational cnvi-
ronmnts.K All of' ite, enviionmiental factors ate

tapahk- of producing adve~rse eiffects onl mate-
itis difficult to piuantif v ohip.-Lnveis the rneihnrm;, lmos" rtg;oiis of thle environment.

effects that all comnbination of cn'ironn mental only a limlited number of' factors actually
factors may have o~i evce's' item D~epeniung p~roduce .citects because miany factors either
upon thle detan i Wi ~llii it as Laes*,red to arc jbsent f rom that part cular region of' the
analyze both tile eni a.18".nmenft anld function of' CHVII01 a cimet or are Presen, in in intermediate
in item. li.2rallv hundreds of thaonusards of range .%here they have rio significant effects.
possible comibinationN exist bet wt,\ il the ef- Asso0.iated 1410 th caci)f 11he factors are factors
ftcts of' tile enivironane sat 111d lit'e reait~a t01Of thalt 1011iL.e thle plossible st verity of materiel
at; item under ex'wosurv to thisl en' tronment c ftet ts As iapljPiid to a natural c:-vironurnental
Therefore, it is necessary that sonaic re.lation- f act or e.g , temperatujre fthe- descriptors
ships be established bet'~eerl 10gi- Al (ollibila. eiiplove arc low, high, or intermiediate. The
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first two descriptors would describe circum- performed. The factor combinations listed dj
stances wherein mato'riel ý'.ects are important not include all such combinations or all

but intermediate temper,,ures would be less conceivable functions but are deemrd to
important. The descriptors employed with represent adequately the types of sucl, combi-
vibiation. as an example of an induced factor, nations possible.
would most likely be severe, moderate, or
none. With a number of factors, it is sufficient From the examples of coribinations of
to note whether they are pres -r absent. In environmental factors by acivities given in
Table 5-1. descriptors are i., 'ach of Table 5-3, it is apparent iha: no more than 10
the environmental factors. of the 21 environmental "actors are of impor.

tance in any given circu;nstance. During troop
5-2.2 TWO-FACTOR COMBINATIONS movement by foot. for example, acceleration

is not present, and .,low-acting factors such as
Becat..,e of the frequency of their --ocr -'zone and microl',ological organisms are insig-

rence or because they have been found to pificant. From the operational perspective.
affect adversely many items and materiel, a environmenta: effects may be limited to a few
number of important two-factor combina- of the mo;e important factors. The design
tions have been identified. One list of such engineer mnust consider all factors, however.
combinations, which resulted from a study of so that the materiel hie is designing will not
combined effects on materiel, is given in have ,,ndue limitations on its applicability.
Table 5-2. It may be noted that two environ-
mental factots. free moisture and explosive 5-3 CLIMATES
atmospherts. are identified but are not in-
cluded in those dIscUssed in this handbook. The natural environment is composed of a

large number of individual fators which
A number of' naturally occurýi._- two-factor occur in multitudinous combinations in vant-

combinations are not included in the tabu- ous parts of the world. A number of environ-
lated list. including wind and sand and dus'. mental f'actors are completely absent in some
wind and salt spray. vibration and acoustlc,,, regions and may occur only seasonally in
and high temperature and microbiological others. Awareness and recognition of the
organisms This probably resulted from the common groups of' natural environmental
nature of the materiel effect,; incluhdd in that factors. where they are likely to occur, and
specific study. At the same time. sonic envi- their probai 'e quantitative limils are neces-
ronmen!al factors are indepenlent of other sary for materiel design engineers. The classifi-
factors. Strong acoustic. eiectromagnetic. or cation of' climates into four broad types
nuclear radiations are induced. by ir!an's activi- which are forther subdivided into eight z,1-
ties and thus. are relativ,'iy independent of matic categories is defined in AR 70-38 (Ref.
the other environmensk. factors although I ). The basis for this subdivision is the range
their effects may be either enhanced or of temperatur(s and humidities typical of'
reduced through the action ef another factor. different regdons. T'he four major ciimatic

types are hot-dry, hot-wet, cold. and interme-
5-2.3 FUNCTIONAL COMBINATIONS diate. The intermediate type of climate char-

acterizes mo,,t of the land regions of the earth
The factor combinations cited ;n the pre- which do not experience extrerne conditions.

ceding paragraph are those frequently oh- However. since the most important effects of
served to L.ooccur. In par. 5-3. the various environmeit3al factors on materiel relate to
factor combination-, comprising natural cli- extremLe conditions, emphasis has been on the
mates jre described In this paragraph. brief hot-dry. hot-wet. arid cold climatic types.
attention is given !" wl"otr combinations that These often are referred to as desert, tropical
occur a,, a result fl ,ie task or function being and arctic environments. 1'lie characttristics
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TABLE 5.1

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR DESCRIPTORS

Factors Descriptors

Terrain

Topography Mountainous, hilly, flat

Hydrography Tundra or swamp, lakes, rivers, arid

Vegetation Mature forests, mixed, brush, grasslands,
none

Temperature High, low, intermediate, changing, range

Humidity High, low, intermediate

Pressure High, low, intermediate, changing

Solar radiation Intense, weak, intermediate, none

Rain Intense/frequent, moderate/occasional, light,
rare

Solid precipitation Permanent snowcover, seasonal snowcover,
seasonal occurrence, none

Fog Heavy/frequent, light/occasional, none

Wind S.R... I•o light, none

Salt Heavy, light

Ozone High, normal
Macrobiological organisms Present, absent

Microbiological organisms Quiescent, active

Atmospheric pollutants Present (type), absent

Sand and dust (airborne) Heavy, light, none

Vibration Severe, moderate, none

Shock Strong, weak, none

Acceleration Strong, weak, none
Acoustics (radiation) Loud, annoying, weak, or none

Electromagnetic radiation Strong, moderate, weak
Nuclear radiation Strong, moderate, background
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TABLE 5-.

TWO-FACTOR COMBINATIONS OF IMPORTANCE
TO MATERIEL (R~f. 2)

High temperature with Humidity
Free moisture
Low' pressure
Salt spray
Sunshine
Sand and dust
Vibration
Shock
Acceleration

Low temperature with Humidity
Free moisture
Low pressure
Sand and dust
Vibration
Shock

Humidity with Low pressure
Sunshine
Vibration
Ozone

Low pressure with Vibration
Explosive atmospheres

Sunshine with Sand and dust
Vibration
Ozone

Sand and dust with Vibration

Vibration with Acceleration
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TABLE 5-3

COMBINATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ASSOCIATED
WITH VARIOUS ACTIVITIES

Function Significant factors

Troop movement on foot Terrain, temperature, humidity, solar ra-diation, rain, solid precipitants, fog,
wind, sand and dust

Air transport of men Pressure, fog, wind, vibration, shock,
and materiel accelderation

Long-term storage of Temperature, humidity,. salt, ozone, macro-
materiel in warehc.se biological organisms, microbiological

organisms, pollutants

Arctic ba•-e operations Terrain, temperature, solar radiation,
solid precipitants, fog, wind, pollu-
tants, vibration

Tropical air opera- Temperature, humidity, solar radiation,
tions rain, wind, salt, microbiological

organisms, vibration

P15
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of the intermediate climate are not considered hot-dry climate although this is not com-
here because the factors operative in it are less Aetely accurate. (A desert is defined as a
severe but are otherwise similar to those of region that is generally vegetationless, rainless,
the extreme climates, arid desolate ) Since desert regions are defined

by a low precipitation level, the climate can
The diurnal extremes of temperature, solar be cold. The hot-dry climate is characterized

radiation, and relative humidity for both by simultaneous occurrence of very high air
operational and storage/transit conditions are t:-oer-.tures, very low relative humidities,
tabulated for all eight climatic categories in and intense solar radiation. There is no ?I
Table 1-3 of Chap. 1, "The Environment necessity for subdividing this climatic tyrt
Faced by the Military". The subdivision of into two categories; thus, hot-dry is -aso a
climatic types into climatic categories is tabu- .. ic categ3ry. The hot-dry climate is
fated in Table 1-2. In Table 5-4, the relation- fo, 'd in low latitude deserts which, as indi-
ship between the 13 natural environmental cated in Fig. I-I, are fomnd in northern
factor: and the eight climatic categories is Africa, West Pakistan, aric India, a region on
indicated. This table serves wo identify the the Arabian peninsuia arov;ad the Red Sea,
important.e of each factor for each category. north central interior of Australia, and a small
In Fig. I - I the areas of occurrence of the eight region in the. southwestern United States and
climatic categories are given. In this same northern Mexico. Many other regions of the
figure are plotted diurnal temperature and earth are dry and are classified as deserts but
humidity cycles defined by AR 70-38 as these do not meet the combined criteria of
climatic requirements for design purposes. high temperature and low precipitation that

defines the hot-dry climatic type.

The diurnal variations in temperature for
both operational and storage/transit condi- The hot desert climate is characterized by

tions are plotted for all eight climatic cate high incoming solar radiation, high outgoing
gories in Fig. 5-1. It is important to no'' that ground radiation, clear skies, low relative
these data represent a I-percent risk pulicy. humidity, large ranges of diurnal temperature,
Materiel is not designed. developed, and and infrequent and irregular rainfall. Visibility

te,,teui to withstand such climatic conditions is generally good although it can be very
!:at more severe conditions are expected to restricted during sandstorms or duststorms
occur only I-percent of the time (hr) in the and atmospheric shimmer. Mirages are not
most extreme month in the most extreme unusual. These climatic conditions are unique
parts of the appropriate areas. This I-percent to the desert only in that they occur over long
ri!,. policy is established to avoid the cost and periods of time. it is not uncommon for high
complexity of designing for the absolute temperatures, radiation, etc.-characteristic of
,xtremne conditions that might occur in an )t deserts- to occur in the more humid
area. Thus. the temperature data given in Fig. V.nes for a few days during the summer
5-! -cnd tire humidity data gi en in Fig. 5-2 do months. Vegetation in the desert is sparse
not represent avrages, norms, or typica! although certainly not completely lacking.
diurnal cyclcs for the defined climatic cate- Woody shrubs exist in almost all areas with
gories but an extreme diurnal cycle based on a perhaps the singular exception of sand dunes
I-perceni risk poli~y, which cover a relatively small percentage of

the tota; desert area. The terrain of the desert
The paragraph,. that follow describe the varies widely from loose dune sands to stone-

principal climatic types. and rock-strewn surfaces, and from playas and
flats to precipitous slopes and mountains.
Playas are dry lake beds which may fill after a

S3.1 HOT-DRY CLIMATE rainstorm. Flash floods occasionally occur, so

that occupancy of dry washes should be
Desert is often employed as a synonym for avoided.
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The desert of' the Yuma, Ariz., area is of during their warmest month. Southwestern
particular interest to the Army because this is Algeria is the only area in the world reporting

materiel is fil etdadevaluated. A series 50 percent of the total hours during the
of reports comparing the Yuma climate with warmest summer month. Conversely, stations
other desert areas of the world has been within this so-called hot spot-such as Reggat. -i
prepared and is veiy useful in evaluating or Bou-Bernous, and Aoulef, Algeria -reported
estimating probable deleterious effects to be January average daily m~aximum and minii-
expected in othier deserts (Ref. 3). mum temperatures of approximately 22'C

(72 0F) and 60C (430 F), respectively. Tern-
5-3.1.1 TEMPERATURE peraturcs at Yuma Proving Ground, Ariz.,

exceed 490C (1200) on less than I perCent of A
The highest ambient temperatures in the the days; however, 29.9 days during July will

world are experienced inthe hot deserts. The have a maximum temperature of great.,r than
upper limit of high temperature defined in 38*C (100*1F). The mean maximum and mini-
AR 70-38 for operations in hot desert areas is mum temperatures I-or Yun'a during De-
530C (I 250F). One source has estimated that cember and January are approximately 20TC
this temperature is exceeded approximately 2 (68 0F) and 60C (430 F), respectiv'ely, which
percent of the time based on composite compare quite closely with the temperatures
temperature data from stations loczted in cited in Algeria.
Libya (Libyan Desert). Pakistan (Indian Des-
ert), Death Valley (Mojave Desert., (Ref. 4), It may be seen that rather extreme seasonal
and Mali (Sahara Desert) (Ref. 5). variations exist between Elhe summer and

wvinter temperl!ures of the desert regions. The
Temperatures atf the hot desert commonly extreme high temperatures in the Northern

exceed 380 C (1000 F) daily. D~uring the warm- l-icniisphere generally occur in the season
est month, :arge portions of northern Africa from May through September. Some stations
and Saudi Arabia. for example, have a mean in Libya and Algeria experience temperatures
daily maximum temperature exceeding 380C exceeding 38*C 0I 000F) during some portion
(100*F) on 95 percent of the days. Almost all of all months between April and October. and
of northern Africa, the eastern part of Saudi a few stations in Egypt (e.g., Aswan) report
Arabia. the Mojave Desert, and the Gibson average daily maximum temperatures in ex-
Desert in Western Austra!ia have a mean daily cess of' 380C (0000F) from March through
maximum temperature of 380C (1000 F) on at November. Therefore, temperatures in excess
least one-haltf of the days during the warmest of 38T0CI 00'F) can be expected most of the
month year in many parts of northern Afric~a, during

the summer morithis in Yum a, and for approx-
Insofar as extremes are concerned, only imately 6 to 7 mo in the hotter portions of

Death Valley in the United States* anid an Arabia- along the eastern boundary.
area in northwestern Africa between latitudes
20 and 30 deg N. have temperatures equal or The clear, cloudless skies characteristic of
greater than 49*C ( 1200 F) from 2 to 8 days the desert result in rapid nighttime radiation

and often a wide diurnal temperature range-
_________________extremely wide in rare instances. Daily tem-

*13causc Death Val~cy i, belim sea level. -86 mn (-282 ft), ivrature excursions average 14 to 25 deg C
there is an 3dditRonal temperature rise due to the adiabatic (25 to 45 deg F), even 35 to 40 deg C (60 to
heating of th.. air as a result of the normal lapic rate wit-h a
change in elevation. As comipared to the ricarby Moja-z 70 deg F). During the hot season. the lower
Desert with in el.-vation of 6 10 to 915 in (2.000 to 3.000 nighttime temperatures are a distinct relief by
ft), the temperature in Nieth Vailey. with c~qsal insolation.
cou~d be expect4 to range 4 to 6 deg C (7 to 10 deg 'F contrast with the day. although~ they may not
higher as a result cC the lower elevation, be cool by any means. For example, daily
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maximum temperatures of over 38 0C (I00 0F) annual average solar radiation at the ground
at Phoenix, Ariz., axe followed by minimum surface with normal cloud cover in various
nighttime temperatures of 24 0C (75*F), latitudinal zones of the Norihern Hemisphere.
which may be considered typical !emperature
variations for hot desert areas. Wider ex- Insolation, or solar radiation received, in
trernes have been experienced, however, espe- hot-dry regions has severe indirect as well as
cially during !ow sun seasons. At Bir Milrha in direct thermal effects. To those effects on
the Sahara, a minimu:. of -0.56*C (31°F) personnel and materiel of simply high am-
and a maximum of 37.2°C (99°F) have been bient air temperature must be added heat
recoided on the same day in December. absorption by direct exposure to solar radia-
During this season, Jays are still warm but tion. Similai-iy, because of solar radiation
nights are distinctly chilly. Daily maximum effects, ground surface temperatures and air
temperatures may average 160 to 21°C (600 tempera.ures near the surface are consider-
to 70°F). occasionally reaching 27'C (80 0F). ably higher than ambient temperatures nor-
Average minimum temperatures :n the area mally reported, measured at 200 cm above
are about 4"C (40'F) (Ref. 6). the ground. Ground surface temperatures as

much as 20.5 deg C (37 deg F) above those at
5-3.1.2 SOLAR RADIATION 200-cm level are reported in studies at Yuma

(Ref. 8), and Tre..'artha (Ref. 6) mentions
Solar radiation at a locality is influenced that temperatures may reach 90 0C (194 0 F)

primarily by sun position (latitude and hour), for dry ground in desert regions.
cloud cover, and atmospheric particulate mat-
ter. With clear skies the computed average 5-3.1.3 PRECIPITATION AND2 MOISTURE
daily solar energy reaching the surface of the
earth is a maximum of 570 ly* (2,100 Btu The most notable comment on precipita-
ft-2 day-') at 0 deg ýatitude, decreasing less tion is that stated by Trewartha: "It is a
than 10 percent at latitude 30 deg N. (Ref. 7). general rule, worthy of memorization, that
Between latitude- 30 and 70 deg N., however, dependability of precipitation usually de-
it decreases ;oughly 10 percent for each creases with decreasing amount" (Ref. 6). All
10-deg latitudinal interval. At Yuma during areas of the hot desert will receive precipita-
the months of July and August at 5:.1,0 a.m. tion during some time period but it is highly
and at 8:30 p.m., total radiation including unreliable and occurs in a most sporadic rnan-
both solar and SKy radiation is about 25 ner. While most iiot desert weather stations
percent of maximum, which is almost 135 ly record average znnual rainfalis from a few
5UO Btu ft-' dayt) (Ref. 8). Between the miilimeters to as much as 30 cm. 8 to 10 cm

hours of approximately II a.m. and 3 p.m.. is a more common figure. Average annual
radiation remains within 5 percent of maxi- precipitation figures have little meaning ir, the
mum. the actual maximum occurring about desert except that they do give some indica-
1:30 p.m. Cloud cover in desert areas is of tion cf the frequency of rainstorms. If precip-
little consequence, ranging between 0.1 and itation is at the rate of 3 to 4 cm hr-' or
0.3. somewhat gieatei in winter than in greater, storms of the order of I to 3 cm of
summer. Atmospheric moisture attenuates rainfall can cause severe damage in the desert
radiation but usually not significantly in hot becouse of the rapid runoff. Stories of solid
dry regions. Atmospheric sand and dust cause wahs of rock and water rushing down dry
scattering and reflection, their occurrence and stream beds are common and can be verified
effects varying considerably with air move- by surveying resulting darnage to roads and
ment and sand and dust storm characteristics bridges.
of the area. Table 5-5 portrays computed

Average relative humidity in ;.--dry re-
*I ýanglcy-I cal cm" gions is quite low although there is usually a
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TABLE 5-5

COMPUTED ANNUAL AVERAGE SOLAR RADIATION AT GROUND SURFACE (Ref. 7)

Latitude, ON: 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70

Solar radiation,

.r day, ly 385 445 433 395 332 243 195
katu ft-2 ): (1420) (1641) (1615) (1457) (1224) (896) (719)
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moderate Ptnount of moisture in th.2 atmo- amoun! of sand and dust to cativ. i'fe eye,
sphere. For example, the air Vt Yuma, Ariz., nose, and throat irritations.
contains nearly as much moisture as that at
Madison, Wif., in July and twice as much in The dorrinntn effect of wind in an waid
January. Relative humidity at Yuma during region is the U'ting oi sutface du;t particles
these months, however, is only one-haif to into air. or surface migration of mn-d particlefi.
two-thirds that in Madison. In spite of the low Por.ler et al. cite five types of duststorms ant
relative humidity in desert areas, surface sandstorrms distingu %t in central Africa
cooling during late evening and early morning (Ref. 10):
hours is often sufficient Zo produce valley
fogs and dew. Relative humidity may be quite (1) Dust devil. A small vortex of 3 to 15
high in morning hours, becoming extreme!y m (00 to 49 ft) in diameter rotviing rapidly.
low during the heat of the day, as indicated in ,t occurs quite often and may upset light
Table 5-6 for randomly selected hot-dry structures iuch as tents znd scaffolding, but is
locations. generally of little. importance and not likely

to be recorded as a sandstorm.
Monthly average morning relative humid-

itics for Yuma are consistently fairly high, (2) Local rising sand. A higiily localized
ranging from 56 to 68 percent It Baghdad phenomenon of rising sand, resulting from
and Timbuktu, average highs are c.,rnsiderably wind velocity exceeding a critical level that
above those at Yuma, and average lows are varies widely according to locality.
considerably below. Similarly, average mid-
afternoon highs at Yuma are appreciably (3) Haboob. A rainy season sandstorm or
lower than those at the other locations. duststorm with strong wind occurring with
Generally, midafternoon lows-the relative thunderstorms. (Most frequent from May
humidity levels commonly associated with through September, but haboobs have occur-
hot-dry regions-are below 20 percent. red in every month except November (Ref.

I).)
5-3.1.4 WliUD

(4) Rainy season cold-front-kype sand-
In general, an average windspeed of 6 to II storm. A sandstorm followed almost invari-

km hr" (3. i to 6 8 mph) would be represen- ably within a day or two by general rains.
tative oi the majority of desert locations.
However, some desert areas characteristically (5) Harmattan haze. An intensified haze
have strong winds; an example is the "wind of occuning when the dust content of the
40 days" in southwestern Iran. Storms having "harmattan", or northeazi trade wind, is
higher winds occur in the desert which are increased behind cold air invasions during
serious for man and machine. In some interor winter. The harmattan blows consistently in
regions in northeastein Africa the air is the center of northwestern Africa and is
normally almost calm, with only occasional normally dust laden at all seaions. Behind
sandstorm disturbances particularly during widespread coid fronts, its dust content is
the summer season. Coastal portions of north- greatly increased, and "harmattar," haze per-
western Africa have prevailing winds with a sists for days. The same harmattan-type haze
mean speed of 25 km hW1 (15.5 mph) during predominates over wide areas in French Equa-
July, but winds in interior regions range from torial Africa except during summer months.
calm up to only II or 12 km hr- (6.8 or 7.5
mph). Personnel stationed in North Africa Clements states that a windspeed of ap-
during World War II reported that in spite of proximately 48 km h(1 (30 mph) is required
low speeds the persistent wind had little to produce a sandstorn, Ref. 12). He further
cooling effect and often carried a stufficient states that perhaps not more than three or
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four siorms occur per year in most localities (6) Dunes. Moumds or hills of windblown
in the American deserts. This number of materials ranging in size from clay to coarse
storms. particularly those of a violent nature, sand, usuall) sand. They occupy from I
probably holds true for most of the African percent of th.- American deserts up to 25
deserts. These storms rarely exceed two or percent of the Sahara.
three days in duration and are mest likely to
occur during the spring. Contrasted with these (7) Dry washes. Stream courses that con-
data arc reports by some observers -who have tain water shortly after heavy rainstorms butSnoted as many as 20 dustsfoms per year in are dry the remainder of the time.
Africa. Data show as many as '00 sandstorms
in a year in the area of southerri Algeria (Ref. (8) Badlands. Extremely rough terrain -
10). formed by the intricate dissectior of soft rock

by torrential run-off characteristic of desert
5-3.1.5 TERRAIN areas.

Elevations of the desert awe quite varied, (9) Volcanic cones and fields. Cones of
ranging from below sea level to around 1,000 loose volcanic material having slopes of about
m (3,000 fIt). High mount2ir-. found in some 30 deg, varying in height but recognizable
desert regions generally ar- .oi considered above the surrounding desert. Fields consist
true desert areas because of the low tempera- of loosely packed cinder surfaces. Lava flows
tures associated with tUeir elevations. If they commonly have irregular surfaces consisting'-•receive no appreciable rainfall. however, they of basaltic blocks asid tubes, and large pits

take on aspects characteristic of dry regions. resulting from collapse of tubes.
Clements has divided the desert surfaces of
the southwestern United States into 10 types (10) Desert mountains. Mountains whose
(Ref. 12): outstanding features are abundant reck out-

crops and abrupt change from mountain slope
i() Playas. Dry lake beds occupying the to valley, as contrasted with rounded smooth

lowermost portions of interior basins, perhaps slopes of mountains of more humid regions.
the flattest pihysiological feature that can be
found. Surface materials may be mineral salts,

lime, clay, si!t. sand, gravel, boulders, or bare
(2) Desert flats. Areas of very low relief rocks. Occurrence of these surface conditions

varying widely in size and, except for playas, is highly irregular and requires extremely
L the flattest surfaces to be found in the desert. detailed mapping to indicate their locations.

It .s sufficient to state that desert surfaces can
S(3) Bedrock fields. Smooth rock surfaces be negotiated relatively easily by man and

of' varying size which may be of very low machine, or almost impossible, depending
relief (hainmadas). slightly inclined (pedi- upon location. It is only through detailed
ments), or domed (dese;t domes). maps that locations of the "good and bad"

areas can be established firmly.
(4) Regions bordering through-flowing

s:reams. Riv." botte.ns and terraced areas There are occasional trails through almost
adjoining streams in which the total relief all desert areas; camel routes, where used,
from the river bottom to the nighest terrace normally follow the more sandy areas whereas
may be well over 3u m ( 100 ft). stony surfaces most often are used by vehi-

cles. Precise surface conditions thvt have a
(5) A lluhiai fans and bajadas. Areas critical effect on movement are difficult to

formed by the deposited materials wushed out discuss in a general manner. Few areas in the
from higher elevations, hot deserts of the world canrot be traversed

C
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by man on foot providec that he has suffi- surface finishes of ali types crack, craze, and
cient food and water. Vehicles, however, will blister. Sunlight cause5 cheinical changes in
be hampered almost continuouly by steep- textiles, plastics, and rubber products.
sided washes, bouldei-strewn surfaces, and
other impediments of the surface miu.rorelief. The primary effects of sandstorms and

duststorms are those of abrasion or erosion,
M A3.1.6 MATERIEL EFFECTS visibility reduction, particle penetration

through -small apertures, and alteration or
The rrsost important materiel effects ob- obliteration of surface lanemarks. Less wid!e!y

served in the hot-dry climatic regions result publicized and encounterrd but ovten spec-
from the extremely high daytime tempera- tacular are electrostatic effects (Ref.10).
tmu. Effect,; that closely follow this in impor- Sandblasted paint and chrome, and frosted or
tance are d:rived from the extreme ultraviolet pitted glass occur commonly with vehicles
radiation, he airborne sand and dust pro- used in the desert. Sculptured effects are seen
duced by ,;uddcn violent winds or by human on wood posts and rocks projecting from the
activity, ;nd the large daily temperature ground.
fluctuations.

Although -fisibility often is reported as zero
A rule of thumb that often is employed is by desert inhabitants it is probably rarely l.cs

that the rate of chemical change doubles for than 3 in (10 ft). Where the su.rface is al!uvial
each rig.- of 10 deg C in the temperature. with little or no sand, the dust rises in dense
Thus, ft 500C (1I12 0F) chemical reactions clouds to b.ights of several thousand feet
occur 16 times as rapidly as they do at IOC (Ref. (3). In an erosion desert in which the
(50"F). HiMa temperatures -an have impor- only free dust consists of fine rock particles,
tant effects on electronic apparatus in which the wind produces first a mist of both sand
such components as condensers and batteries and dust. Later the mist disappears leowing
deteriorate rapidly. The black finish often only a low-flying cloud of sand. Where the
employed on electronic apparatus because of ground consists of coarse grains, pebbles, or
its excellent thermal radiation properties has large stone., th- top of the cloud may be as
the inverse effect in a hot climate. By much as 2 in (6 ft) above the ground surface
efficiently absorbing direct sutrlight, tempera- but is usually less. When the surface consists
ture of black-finished objects may rise 50 of fine sand, the height of the sand cloud is
percent above the outside temperatures and, noticeably lower (Ref. 13).
with the added effect of heat generated
within the equipment, surface temperatures Although 13 m s-1 (30 mph) is often used
may rise to 200*F, a temperatum. that will as the windspeed threshold for sandstorms,
damage many types of equipment. sand-sized particles will migrate at windspeeds

as low as 5 m s- (0 1 mph) (Ref. 13). Within
The sand and dust of the hot-dry environ- this range of speeds, particle movement may

ment will damage electromechanical equip- cause formation of ripples, ridges, and whale-
meint such as relays and switching gear; backs; moveme-nt of considerable masses of
gasoline engines; any fine, lubricated moving sand; dune growth; and drifts of sufficient
parts of light and heavy equipment; and other maginitude to cover small structures oi" ob-
matetiel. The most injurious effects of sand jects.
and dust result from their adherence to
oil-bearing surfaces, but all polished sur.acs The impact of windblown sand particles on
including gl s and plastic window arm• aig metallic electrical conductors srous pro elec-
etched by sand particles driven by high wind. trostatic clalmes of sometimes serious eropor-

tions. During the Dust Bowl conditions in the
Tre wear out rapidly in desert areas, and United States in the middle 1930's, some auto
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ignition. systems failed to function unless the tropic, characterized by abundant moisture

auto frame was grounded by means ot a wire and relatively high temperatures, continu-
or chain to the ground. Breakdowns of ously or at. least for some port,on of the year.
insulatcrs, transformers, and lightning ar-
restors in electric power systems have been In order to fully characterize the hot-wet
reporte:- durnng sandstorms even when no climatic type. three climatic categories are
hghtning di.scharges occurred. During con- identified in AR 70-38-the wet-warm, wet..
struction of a telephone line in a sandstorm in hot, and humid-hot coastal desert (i'ef. 1).
the Imperial Valley of California, electrostatic
voltages high enough to knock a man down Wet-tropic climates cover approximately 15
were reportedly built up on a bare wire being percent of the land area of the earth and are
laid. In SauiJi Arabia, charges as high as found in all continents except Europe and
1€0.000 V have made telephone and tele- Antarctica. The largest continuous areas are in
graph cominunications of a railroad impossi- the Amazon and Congo Basins. Asian and
bit during a sandstorm (Ref. 12). Australian wet-tropics are small by compari-

son and are mostly on tropical islands lying
In many ways the hot-dry environment is between the two continents (Ref. 14). Limits

benign. Such natural environmental factors as of the wet-tropics vary greatly, but several
solid precipitants. rain', and fog are com- authorities agree on the location of sizable
p.etely absent and deterioration by micro- core areas in tropical latitudes (shown in Fig.
b~ological organisms do-s not occur because 5-3), which constitute less than one-third of
of the lack of the moisture required for the total wet-tropic area. Moisture and tern-
growth of such organisms. Macrobiological perawLre are const-a~tly high, and tropical rain
organisms such as insects exist in small num- forest vegetation and lateritic soils predomi-
bers but do not create significant problems. nate in these areas. Surrounding the core areas
While saltfall occurs in quantities from 0.05 are broad transitional zones whose character-
to 0.5 g m'2 yr" . the lack of moisture istics gradually change from core to pe-
prevents the occurrence of a significant corro- riphery. TransitionAl areas characteristically
sion problem. Equipmnent that was recovered have a dry season of some extent increasing in
from years of exposure to the hot-dvy climate daration as the perimeter is approached. As
has been found to operate well. aridity increa..zs outward from the core area,

the tropical rain forest yields to patches of
5.3.2 HOT-WET CLIMATE scattered trees and grass and, finally, to

expanses of tropical grassland and low shrubs.
This climatic type often is described as

tropical and i, characterized by lush vegera- Outstanding features of wet-trrpical re-
tion along with high temperatur.e and hu'nid- gions are heavy precipitation distributed
ity. Generally. :ropical climates may be as- throughout its year, a relatively small diurnal
sumed to be tho.e lying roughly between annual ter. -ature variation, and over-
latitudes 25 deg N. and 25 deg S. Areas within abundance of vegetation. The latter forms a
this zone, however, may be hot or cold, wet closed canopy of leaves and branches above
or dry. and may have much or little vegeta- ground level and results in a microclimate
tion. Major deserts occupy a considerable below the canopy significantly different from
portion of the landmass in these regions and ambient conditions above it. Athough reli-
might b'e classed as tropica; deserts. They are able data are scarce, approximate differences
categorized more correctly and usefully as betweer the microclimate below the closed
hot-dry regions, however, and are treated as canopy of a mature wet-tropical forest and
such in this handbook. Much of the remainder the climate measured, in extensive clearings
of the lands in tropic latitudes are those areas are outlined where pertinent in the paragraphs
considered truly tropic; i.e., wet-humid, wet- that follow It may be assumed that the
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climatic conditions measured in,mediately dludes most of India and Southeast Asia, is
above the canopy are equivalent to those that entirely seasonal. Temperature extremes are
would occur in extensive clearings, high. Cloudless skies tetween mid-April and

June ar.: 4L;.,,onpanicd by afternoon tern-
Within the regions identified as wet-tropics, peratures averaging 400 C (103'F) with ex-

subregions may be differentiated on the basis tremes to 45°C ( 13*F). With the clear skies
of climate, vegetation, and soi;. Chambers et and strong earth radiation of this period, the
al. treat wet-tropic areas in ierms of interior night air may cool to 27 0C (80"F). Following
plains mountains, and coastal lowlands (Ref. r'ins in June until late September, cooling dry $

14). Trewartha, classifying subregions on the winds from the northeast result in daily
basis of cOimate, identifies the tropical wet or temperatures from 90 to 21 °C (480 to 7q0 F).

Stropical rain forest climate, the monsoon-rain Precipitation is conce.trated in the months of
forest climate, and the tropical wet and dry June to September. During these months, the
tfimate (Ref. 6). Similarly descriptive, and southwest monsoons bring -n continual rain,
combinin, aspects of each of these systems, drizzle, and cloucdiess. Rainfall is light from
are the categories of tropical rain forest, September to April with less than 25 percent
tropical marine ind tropical monsoon, de- of the yearly pecipitation occurring during
scribed briefly in the subparagraphs that this period. Aside from the seasonal variation,
follow. total rainfall varies widely between coastal or

mountainous areas receiving about 250 cmT,'vopical rain forests are con-,tantly wet, (100 in.) annually and interior plains receiving
with average monthly temperatures for the only about 75 cm (30 in.).

warmest and coolest months varying only
about 2 to 4 deg C (4 to 8 deg F). They are 5-3.2.1 TEMPERATURE
typified by high rainfall, but the wettest
month of the wettest season varies greatly Mean annual temperatures of about 27°C
from place to place. Moisture-laden prevailing (80"F) are common for continuously wet
winds forced to higher elevations by moun-
tain ranges can create a situation of high change irecipitationaccimanied by a
rainfall, and hence, rain forests. On the lee change in pratiof 6ctom8adeg C (sid ofthemoutaiq.droghtconitins change in temperature of 6 to 8 deg C (1 0 to
side of the mountain ya sorught conditions 15 deg F). Slightly lower temperatures are
may exist during part of the year so that the associated with the wetter months. The dif-
dryferencc in average temperature between the
true tropical rain forest. Distinct differences

hottest and coldest months for -.reas near theare observed between the environment be- "Euao -leuly est,•,5dg C (9 deg F).
neath the forest canopy and in clearings and Equator is usually less thaa _e? C
that above the canopy. In some areas mean monthly temperaturesvary less than I deg C ( 1.8 deg F).

Although a tropical rain forest region usu-
ally is located on relatively large landmasses Although monthly variations in tempera-
between latitudes 10 deg S. and 2 deg N., ture are small in the wet-tropics, diurnal
similar tropical conditions are found on iso- variations may be considered relatively larg:.
lated Pacific islands as far north as latitude 20 Mean daily ranges of 3 to 14 deg C (5 to 25
deg N. The islands exhibit a temperature deg F) can be expected for different areas.
range greater than the rain forests between Mean monthly minimum temperatures are
the hot and cool month-. but diurnal temper- usually near 21 0 C (70'1:) and mean monthly
ature variations are less than in the rain forest maximum temperatures are generally in the
oecause of the surrounding ocean. vicinity of 30 0C (85 0 F). Maximum tempera-

tures rarely exceed 35""C (950F) in continu-
The tropical monsoon climate, which in- ously we' regions.
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Although insufficiently supported by data, of the earth is reflected back into space by
"-a iean temr :rature of 18'C (64'F) for the scattering -nd reflection from the various

coldest month has been used by many author- components of the atmosphere and the sutr-
•i ities as the minimum temperature for the face of the earth. Two percent is refl "ted

megathermic type of vegetation* characteris- from the surface, 6 percent is reflected by the
tic of the wet-tropics (Refs. 6, 15). Lower atmosphere; and the remaining 27 perccnt is
temperatures are found primarily in moun- reflected from clouds. Fourteen percent of
tainous regions as indicated :n Table 5-7, the total radiation is absorbed by the atmos-Swhich also indicates a lapse rate (temperature phere and only 51 percealt of the total

Lk decrease with altitude incr-ase) of approxi- incoming radiation finally reaches the surface
,mately 0.4 to 0.7 deg C/100 m (2.2 tz) 3.8 deg of the earth and is absorbed by it. ". ur
F/l,G00 ft). percent of this 51 percent is in u, ..'- ofV direct sunlght and the remaining 17 percent

The closed canopy formed by leaves and is diffused radiation or sky radiation (Ref. 6).
branches effectively reduces the total amount U '
of solar radiation reaching the forest floor. Landmasses at or near the Equator receive
Mixing of the air above the canopy with air the greatest total annual solar radiation but
belt;w also is impeded by the vegetation, do not necessarily receive the maximum daily
These two influences result in lower maxi- radiation. Latitude 40 deg N., at the time of
nmum temperatures in tropical forests than in summer soL..: , receives approximately 28
clearings. Table 5-8 provides data on tempera- percent more radiation than the Equator
tures within wet tropical forests. The maxi- (Ref. 17). This radiation level is 6 percent

mum daily temperature is approximately 4 higher than the maximum at the Equator at
deg C (7 deg F) lowet in the undergrowth of t the time of the vernal and autumnal equi-
mature tropical forest than above the main noxes when incoming radiation is incident at
tree canopy. Minimunm d.iily temperatures are 90 deg on the atmosphere at the' Equator.
not affected apprecia.)ly by the vegetation. Because of the greater amount of water vapor
Contributory factors are clirmntic; extensive in the atmosphere over the wet-tropics, a
cloud cover, high humidity, ,nd frequent rain larger amount of incoming radiation is ab-

tend to reduce outgoing radiation and night- sorbed annually by the atmosphere than in
time cooling, the higher latitudes or at higher elevations in

the low latitudes. Consequently. the total
5-3.2.2 SOLAR RADIATION solar radiation reaching the earth is reduced

correspondingly.
The belt of maximum solar radiation

crosses the Equator twice during the year as The modifying effect of normal .cloud
seasons change (Ref. 6). Totar daily solpr cover on the amount of solar radiation re-
radiation received by the surface of the earth ceived at the land surface is shown in Tab!-

at any given point depends upon a number of 5-9 which represents only average annual
factors-the angle of solar rays, length of day, conditions since the actual amount of solar

selective scattering of short wavelength blue radiation absorbed by the ground de.pends
light by molecules of air and fine dust, diffuse upon the geographical location, season of tl.e

reflection of all wavelengths by large dust year, type of soil and vegetation, and weather
particles and cloud droplets, and absorption conditions. In comparing solar radiation for
of principally the longer wavelength by water two specific sites-the Canal Zone (latitude 9
vapor. It is estimated that 35 percent of the deg N.) and Amarillo, Tex. (latitude 35 deg
total solar radiation entering the atmosphere N.)-it is interesting to note that the Canal

Zone received 381 ly day-' and Amarillo 471
""A type of vegetation that requites high fempe.tuae andi ly day` (R.efs. 18. 19). On a typical hot

abundmnt;nohture- sunny day in May, a maximum of 615 ly
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TABi.E 5-7
TEMPERATURE CHANGES WITH ALTITUDE (IN NETHERLANDS

EAST IND'IES) (Ref. 16)

L t:ation Altitude, m (ft) Av. temp., 0C ()F)

Lowlandz. 0- 200 ( n- 656) 25-27 (77-81)

Foothill belt 200-1000 (656-3280) 19-24 (66-75)

Mountain belt 1000-1800 (3280-5900) 13-18 (55-64)

54

AA
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TABLE 5&9
SOLAR RADIATION (ly daj') AT SURFACE OF EARTH WITH NORMAL CLOUD COVER (Ref. 7)

Latitude

Conditions : '00°-10N 100-20ON 20*-30'Nl 300-40ON

Solar radiation at
surface with clear sky 567 556 534 494

Mean cloudiness 0.52 0.40 0.34 0.40

Solar radiation absorbed
at ground surface 308 365 346 3 M
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day-' was recorded in the Canal Zone while Variations in amount of rainfall appear due to
the monthly average in Amarillo for the shorter or longer durations of showers rather
moith of May was 617 ly day':. The peak than to any significant change in intensity
monthly average at Amarillo occurred in June (Ref. 20).
with 654 ly day"'.

It is desirable to ascertain the total amount
Measurements of solar radiation in Java and distribution of rainfall necessary for

(Ref. 16) indicate a total radiation level continuously wet conditions. Li this context a
corisiderably lower than Washington, D.C., "wec" soil is defined as one receiving a net
during the time that the incidence of solar surplus of moisture; i.e.. more than the
rays was at the same angle for the two amount thAt will evaporate from (he soil and
locations. A study of radiation in the Congo transpire through vegetation, a process
Basin (Ref. 7) revealed that the mximum and t, rmed "e,,apotranspiration'". Under wet
mean total radiation levels in this area are conditions, the soil cannot hold additona!
approximately equivalent to those In temper- water against gravity, and any excess nuns
ate zones during summer. A marked defi- off or percolates through the soil. Because
ciency in blue and ultraviolet wavelengths was of difficulties of measuring actual evapo-
also reported. It is suggested that the low transpiration, Thornthwaite developed meth-
total radiation for this part of the Congo is ods of calculating it from mean monthly
due to large quantities of water vapor and temperature (Ref. 21), leading to a method of
contaminants such as volcanic dust in the calculating mean monthly precipitation neces-
atmosphere. sary C:'ir wet conditions at various tempera-

tuies. Aocording to this method, rainfall of at
5-3.z.3 RAINFALL le'ist I 0 cm mo" is neces-ary to maintain

wet-tropical conditions at 100C (860F) and
Depending on the seasonal distribution, above, az.d at least 7.5 cm mo"1 between 200

high total annual rainfall can be associated and 30C k68' and 860 F) (Ref. 19)
with either continuously wett conditions or
with alternating periods of heavy rainfall and The U.S. Army Corps of Engine.- has

prolornged drought. Table 5-10 presents rain- measured Roil moisture and iai;f al in an
fall data for two locations in the Tropics- effort to pred~c# moistura content from cli-
Conakry, Guinea, and Padang, Sumatra. Both matic data (Ref. 22). Iigs. 5-4 and 5-5 show
have approximately the same annual total the monthly var~ation of soil moisture con-
precipitation of about 4.3 m (170 in.), but tent for two diffevent sites in the Canal Zone.
that for Padang is distributed more or less Botiz are in (he sa-ne general area, but the
evenly throughout the year whi'e rain falls vegetation on one si•e consisted of a spotty
predominantly from June through October at growth of tall grass while vegetation on the
Conakry. Obviously, high annual rainfall does other was a dense semideciduous jungle for-
not always mean a continuously wet-hot est. "The denser vegetation resulted in less
condition. variation and higher moisture content during

the dry season. Soil moisture content at both
A large portion of the total rainfall in the sites, however, remained remarkably constant

Tropics occurs as cloudbursts, a cloudburst from June through January. Absence of ap-
being defined as a shower of rain intensity preciable variation in soil moisture over a
gneater than 0.1 cm min- (0.04 in. min' ) for period of 9 mo, even though the recorded
not less than 5 min. Although a greater p.ecipitation varied from 5.6 to 37 cm (2.2 to
percentage of precipitation in the Tropik5 14.5 in.) in that time, indicates that excess
occurs as cloudbursts, intensity appears to be water either percolated down through the soil
approximately the same as cloudbursts in or ran off. It can be assumed that the soil was
temperate climates, 0.2 to 0.3 cm mini. continuously wet from June through January,
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TABLE 5-10

MONTHLY AVERAGE RAINFALL (in.) (MO. W

Padang, Conakry,
Month Sumatra Guinea

January 13.8 0.1

February 10.2 0.1

March 12.1 0.4

April 34.3 OS.

May 12.4 6.2
June 12.1 ?2.0
'july 10.9 51,0

August 1.3.7 ,€,

Septwiber -6.0 26.9

October 19. 5 14.5
.-.vember 20.4 4.8

December 18.9 0.4

Total 174.3 169.0
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during which time monthly rainfall never fell duration of the rainfall. The amount of
below 5.6 cm (2.2 in.). moisture needed to wet the stirface of the

eo svegetation would represent a greater percent-
SKbppen used vegetation for his criterion •ae of the total rainfall when the total is low

Sand concluded that a minimum of 6 cm (2.4 (0.2 to 0.5 cm) than when it is high (2 to .5
in.) of rainfall each month is required for cm). Frequent light showers should allw
corntinuously wet conditions in the Tropics greate,," opportunity for evaporation from the
(Ref. 15). Other investigations have reported foliage than would one deluge of the came
hi..her values. It has been found that 10 ,cm (4 total precipitation. It is difficult to reconcile
in., is the ntinimuat monthiy p.,ecipitation the findings of different investigators in this
requirement for rain forests to grow in the respect because many of the pertin,.nt vart-
West Indies (Rcf. 23). ables are usually not reported. Also, several

investigators have obtained divergent resuhl
It generally is agreed that high annual concerning effects of intensity and duration

rainfall is not a guarantee of continuously wet of rainfall on this phenomenon. One author
conditLtns. Most authorities on plant ecology states that a greater percentage of rainfall was
be•licve that with a nrinimum annual rainfall retained by the vegetatina when ti-- rain fell
of approximately 165 to 180 cm (65 to 70 ds thundershowers than when it fell as a long
in.) the type of vegetative climax is influenced continued fine rain. Another group "found

Nore by seasonal distribution than total that relatively more rain reached the forest
r . Exceptionally high totals do appear floor during the season of heavy downpours

able ',delay the effects of short drought than during the sea-son when rain is less
period~s; \,';h-,high total rainfall, it is possible heavy". These comments typi-'y the inf'orma-
to have at i st nI mo with little or no rain tion available. Data indicate that undel" a
before soils staneq- become noticeably dry. cover of dense forest roughly 70 to 80

percent of the precipitation failing on the
Few consistent data are available for deter- forest canopy reaches the soil (Refs. 20, 24.

mining rainfall requirements for continuously 25); however, reliance on ihe judgment of
wet conditions in the Tropics. Several differ- experts in the fields of plant xcology and
ent approaches to the determination inc!ude pedology is suggested for .4 more realistic
an empirical eq:ation expressing evapo- estimate under specific conditions
transpiration, field measurei',nts by tihc
Corps of Engineers of soil moist..re content in 5-3.2.4 HUMIDITY

the Canal Zone, and several attempts to use
ve7 •nion as an indication of moisture con- High relative humidity • a characteristic
tent. "i spite of somewhat diverse results, a phenomenon of the wet Tropics. PTe daily
range of 5.5 to 10 cm (2.2 to 4 in.) appears to range varies considerably. with highest humid-
represent a monthly rainfall considered mini- ity occurritag dur' :. hours of minimum tern-
mum for continuously wet conditions. The peratures. In gW:nc1l, the air is near saturation
lower figure is probably applicable for a (100 percent RH) during most of the night
period of I to 2 mo preceded by considerably and early morning hours. Convene!y, mini-
higher rainfall. nuun ralative humidities occ-:r during the

highest daily temperatures (usually around
The canopy formed by the leaves a--. noon) and often may be as low as 60 to 65

branches of mature wet tropical forests acts as percent in open areas, even during the rainy
a huge umbrella thdt prevenits a considerable season.
portion of ea.h rainfall from reaching the
ground. Th,-. amount of moisture intercepted Seasonal variations in relative humidity
appears to be dependent on the density and correspond to seasonal precipitation, in part
type of vegetation, and on the intensity and becaur. months with high precipitation are
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usually cooler than months with iower rain- West Indies they occur at the end of late
fall. Corrective action usually is occurring, summer and early fall. Windspeed decreases
and since the adiabati. rate of cooling usually quite rapidly as soon as the storms pass over
exceeds the temperature lapse rate, condensa- anpreciable landmasses although very heavy
tion occurs. rainfall may occur many miles; inland for

several days after their passage.

lVelative humidities as low as 60 to 65
percnt during the rainy season may be Since the closed canopy of a mature wct
experienced in iuch open areas as airfields and tropical forest greatly impedes te movement
other similar locations for meteorological of air, windspeeds are noticeably lower than
stations, but do not occur usually in the above the canopy. Air circulation at night
interior of a wet tropical forest. Fig. 5-6 is a apears to be dependent primarily upon
replot of data for a rain forest in Southerp convection currents set up by thermal grad-e
Nigeria. Although the minimum relative hu- ents due to rddiatior from the surface of the
midity above the canopy was as low as 60 canopy.
percent and stayed below 70 percent for an
appreciable length of time, tht; air near the Air movement within the forest is often so
forest floor remained very close to saturation. light that smoke ap-arm to stand still. Mea-
Why 100-percent relative humidity was nev:'r surement of airspeed under these conditions
reached 2t the lower level 1.ut was at the requires extremely sensitive instrumentation
upei is not easily explained, but these results or the use of speciAl techniques. As a result,

v•, be.en substantiated by other investiga- reliible data on air ve.ocities in wet tropical
tors. forests are almost nonexistent. Data of one

investigator show that for an airspeed of 8 km
5-3,2.5 WIND hi" (5 mph) measured 150 m (500 ft)

outside a forest in Brazil, it was 1.6 km hf1

Winds in most of the areas near the (1 mph) at a distance of 100 m (328 ft) inside
Equator are very light and variable. This is the the forest. At a distance of 1,100 m (3,600 ft)
areaoften called the doldrums or intertropical inside the forest, the windspeea2 was too low
conveigence zone. Average windspeeds are to be measured with an anemometer (Ref.
generally less than 5 km hf 1 (3 mph) and 16).
seldom exceed 13 km hrf' (8 mph). Farther
north or south of 'he Equator, winds are more 5-3.2.6 TERRAIN
brisk but, .,xcept fo, the hurricane zone of
the West Indies. prevailing breezes are nor- 5-3.2.6.1 TOPOGRAPHY.. In general, the to-
mally 16 to 24 km hf' (10 to 15 mph) pography of the wet-tropics -s not much
during the day and somewhat less at night, different from that in other parts of the
Thundershowers in both of these areas usually world. Landforms vary from extensive flai-
are accompanied by high winds and occasion- lands-such as the Amazon Basin in Brazil-to
al tornadoes, high mountains. By far the most ou.tstanding

topographic feature is the large number of
In addition to the West Indies, other rivers, creeks, gullies, and ditches fommed by

coastal regions of the Tropics experience the heavy runoff cf tropical rains. Thesecyclones. In ftie Wes'tern Hemisphere, they drainage ways vary in size and shape but

normally are referred to as hurricanes but in usually are chactenzed by very steep and
the vicinity of the Philippines Republic and slippery banks. Flash floods are a constant
the Chna Sea they ase called typhoons. These danger in many areas. Rivers may rise many
storms may be as large as 800 km (1,500 mi) feet in a matter of hours or even minutes.
in diameter and have maximum windspeeds in Generally, there is no warning of such flxsh
the vicinity of 240 km hr 1 (1:50 mph). In the floods because they may be caused by heavy
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rains that have fallen a considerable distance chuckholes, and washboard surfaces if motor
upstr,,am. vehicle traffic is moderately heavy. Depth ,of

mud usually does not increase, however,
5-3.2.6.2 SOIL. Soils in the wet tropics vary as because of the hardpan characteristic of many
much in structure and physical and chemical wet tropical soils."Bottomless" mud (more
properties as do in situ soils of temperate than I or 2 m deep) rarely exists ýxcept in
regions Many of the wet tropical soils are red peat swamps which 3rC sometimes en:oun-
or red,' .h brown due to high iron content tered between mangrove swamps and higher
and con ain sLofficient clay minemras to create land. Peat swamps are not extensive thoug:.

mobility problems when wet. In general, the and many swamp soils are very firm •ven
principai soil of wet tropicai areas is a highly though they may be covered by 30 to 60 cm
•ltached. claylike material, and the soil stra- (12 to 24 in.) of water. Some soils formed by
t•m of interest usually is confined to the yearly deposits of silt may become "bottom-
vicinity of ilood plains. 1ess" but are the exception rather than the

rule.
SmAll dift•reac•s in moisture content :at,

cause drastic changes in the mechanicai prop- 5-3.2.6.3 VEGETATION. Continually most
erties of soil. Surfaces of soils with cxces soils and moderately high temperatures have
waler aie firm. but very slippery. With a been shown as representative of the wet-trop-
Alightly lower inoistinre content, the soil be- ics. These climatic factors are necessary re-
comes sticky and may ball-up on shoes, quirements for the luxurious, everfreen-type
wheels. and tracks. of vegetation that is probably the most

outstanding feidure of wet tropical rerjons. A •

Soils on steep s!opes are usually quite detailed desci.ption on the vations types of
shallow due to erosion ai:d are often, not more vege-tation iourd in the wet-o.,ics is not
than a few incites deep. In many instances the warranted in tl.s publication, and only the
parent material, which is usually partially outstanding vegetative characteristics th
weathered rock, may outcrop on steep slopes. may have military importance are disc:

Soil condition:s are also dependent on the The tropic. rain forest (see Fig. 5-7) is the
type of natural vegetative cover. There is predominant vegetative climax in the wet-

relatively little undergrowth in a mature tropics, but adverse soil conditio-is or topoS'-
tropical rain forest and-due to rapid decom- raphy may result in slightly dtifferent forest
position of organic matter by fungi and types. Although deciduous forests are found
bact.ria-there is only a light cove.-ing of more often in drier regions of the Tropics
icames and humuF on the forest floor, which is having a prolonged dry season (3 mo or
easiiIv removed to expose firm but ofter, mor), poor soil may result in a semidecid-
slippery Foil. In a forest with more open uous-type forest even though the soil is
canopy -such as deciduous or semideciduous continuously wet. Swamp forests .Rre a result
forests-undergrowth is slightly heavier and of poorly drzined soils; montane (mountain)
formas h is mat of fine roots and organic forest characteristics reiect the inftud ene of
matter whpoh is temporarily effective in in- lower temperatures at higher altitudes.
creasing traction. Savannas (grasslands) are
found often on poorer sandy soil, and are The principal differences between the four
accompanied is-ually by hardpan. During the types of forest (rmin forest. semideciduous
wet season, unsurfaced ro..i.s and trails in forest, swamp fbrm.t, and montane forest)
savannas become quagmires often impassable appear to be in neight of h he trees and
even io tnrclks with large tires and high strv.cture of the canopy, the closd roc' of
grouna clearances. In the dry season, ther the forest formed by the crowns of its trees.
ground surface is reasonably firm, with ruts, Three strata of trees exist in a mature rain
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forest (see footnote, Table 5-8). While it is of vines, grasses, shrubs, and trees that form
quite possible for ea,.i strata to form a an almost impenetrable barrier. Tre term
continuous canopy, the highest and middle often is applied !o any and all types of
stories more ofter. :ombine to form a single tropical vegetation and, as can be seen f.rom
canopy the height of which may vary from 15 the previous discussion, is certainly erroiveius
to 45 m (49 to l1-7 ft) above the forest floor for mature forests. in reality, "jungle" or
(Ref. 17). Taller trees are by no means "bush" is second growth 'egetation in the
unconmmon. but are usually well scattered and process of replacing a matul! . forest that his
do not torm a continuous canopy. been destrCyed.

Due to the closed canopy, the floor of a Although deqtrlction of the forest n:a,; b.
mature rain forest recei-ves only a small due to natural phic-ornen, such as lightninr-
fra,-tn of available sunlight and, therefore, is causeýd .-res or wm'dstorras, the no::t impor-
relatively free of undergrowth. Lateral visibil- tant cause is the widespread "slas:1-and-burn"
ity at eye level is limited more by the spacing agricultural practices common in the majority
than foliage, and a person usually can be .,een of wet tropica, countries. Fhis practice usaal-
at a distance 4f 25 to 50 m (82 to 164 ft). ly consists of" fellin,3n burning a majority of

trees in an area CeOps are then grown for a
Trees of the semideciduous and montane period of i to 3 yr, but rapid leaching of

forest are somewhat lower in height than humus and nutrients soon makes the soil
those of the rain forest, and their canopy is infertile and it is abandoned. If the land isslightly more open. This alto'vs more light to allowed to fie fallow, developmene•t off second

penetrat-, to the forest floor which often growth wj," begin tipidly anm., al!hough 75 to
results in heavier undergrowth. However, the 100 yi may be require.1. a matv,- climax
increased cloudiness usualy accompanying closely resemrbilng the original forest will be
the montane forest counterbalances the slight- formed.
ly more open canopy so that it is relatively
free of undergrowth. The -wamp forest hzi, a Second ,rowth usually is .nitiated by rapid
greater number of trees per unit area than growth of weeds and grasses. A period of at
does the rair, forest canopy, .nd heavy under- least 2 to 3 yr is required before seedling trees
growth is common. can establish themselves. The first weedlike

trees are characteristic of earl, secondary
Except for occasional openings in the forests; they grow very rapidly and many

canopy caused by fallen trees, ground-to-air species attain a height of 4 to 8 nn (13 to 26
visibility in a rain forest. usuahy is limited to ft) in a period of 2 to 3 yr. Because of their
the height of the closed canopy. In swamp rapid growth, these trees are very soft !ex-
forest and semideciduou3 forests, the canopy tured and of low density.
is often sufficiently open to allow low-flying
aircraft to be seen if they are directly over- After the first 10 yr of its development,
head. The converse of this is not true since the "jungle" is perhaps at its densest. The
the forest floor is only occasiorally visible numerous small trees are closely spaced and
from the air. interlaced with vines and climbers. Razor

grass at.J bamboo may add to the chaotic
Large trees often have enormous, but- jumble to form an zlmost impenetrable barri-

tressed root systems that may extend laterally er. Laterai visibility is often only a few feet,
6 to 9 m (20 to 30 ft) along the ground, but but vertical visibility is usually much better
most of the trees in the wet-tropics are than in a mature f',rest because of the absence
shallow rooted. of a clos--d canopy. The fast-growing trees

soon reach maturity and die. The time to
The term "jungle" connotes a dense ?,towth reach maturt.y varies wiih the species, but a
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"period of 15 to 20 yr seems to be a reasonable with universal acceptance (Ref. 26).
estimate for many. Because of their relatively
short lifespan, such trees do not attain the In the preceding discussion of second
si'ze and proportions of the larger trees in the growth, it was assun,,,•d that, after the forest
original foreo.. The largest trees of a young had once been cleared, it was left undisturbed
"..:ondary forest rarely attain a height greater until it rea&ced its final stage of maturity. If,
than 22 m (72 ft) and a diameter greater than instead, the process of slash and bum is
30 cm (I ft), measuremnt-s which are consid- repeated, a totally different or "deflected"
erably smaller than t-,-es of a mature rain climax usually results. For this rea-on, exten-
forest that often averge 50 m (164 ft) in sive savanna grasslands are often found in
height and I m (3.2 ft) or so in diameter. By areas that previou,.Iy have supported a trop-
the latter stages of their maturity, these ical rain forest
second growth trees have succeeded in shad-
ing out a cons•iderable portion of the under- Savannas usuAlJy are dominated by grasses.
growth, and rn.,my of the earlier aspects of the Although trees 4:,, bushes are seldom totally
jungle have disappeared. absent, the canopy typical of most wet

tropical forests never is formed. The, climate

The original climax consists of numerous of the savannas is usually qtcite similar to the
species of trees, possibly over several hundred, macroclinate reported by meteorological or
and crowns of indiv'dual trees can be readily weather stations. The majority of savannas
distinguithed from ,he air. In contrast, the formed by slash-aad-bum agrictltural prat-
secondary forest is inade up of trees chiefly of tices are found on flat or gentWy rollin3
a few dominant specits, of which many raay terrain, but they are by no means limited to
reach maturity simultaneously. From the air flatlands because local economies often re-
these ever. stands of secondary forest may quire the cultivation of very steep slopes.
resemble a well-cut lawn except for gaps left
by trees fallen as n. result of diseasc or In lowland savannas the soil usually be-
windstorm. Such gaps admit sunlight and comts saturated during the wet season but
encourage dense coverage of the forest floor dries out very rapidly and invariably shows
by heavy undergowih until the next suc- the first signs of drcought. It is this characteris-
cession of slower growing trees fills them and tic tOat leads to repeated burnings of savannas
closes the canopy. For the succeeding 10 to in many areas where the original vegetation
20 yr, the secondary forest still retains many rarely becomes dry enough to burn.
aspects of a jungle; the trees arm po~elike and
closely spa.'ed, and vine and climbers abound. Lamem visibility is usually dependent on
Aft-.r the forest has reached the age of 50 to height of the grass and in many savannas is
100 yr, it is usually indistinguishable from the almost unlimited. It' bushes and trees are
original. numerous, an observer may be req'iured to

climb a vantage point such as - tree for an
Savannas are essentially gassy plain,; with unobstructed view. Ground-t,>o-ir and air-to-

random tites and shrubs. They =re often ground visibilities usually are limited only by
assumed to be an indication of a rmlatively dry fog or !ow clouds.
tropical climate, but it is also theorized that
the savanna climax is due r=.-ily to adverse Although coastal vegetation represents only
soil conditions or repealed Ltatings rather a smali percentage of the vegetation in the

than climatic conditions (Ref. 16). It is wit-tropics, the mangrove swamp is a formi-
generally recognized that, although various dable obstacle to movement of in",, and
theories have been propounded to explidn the materiel. Mangroves are found mnstly on tidal
nature and distributior. of savann~a vegetation, mud fiats, bays, and inlets, an4 occadonally
no sing;.- and convinchig vi,-wpoirt has met on sandy beaches and coral reefs. Depending
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o0, the topography, they may extend inland a The cold regions of the Southern Hemi-
few hundred feet to a few hundred yaids and sphere are tempered by the influence of large
oftev may change abrupt'y into swamp forest ocean areas so thst, with the exception of
or rabi forest. They may vary in height fiom Antarctica, severe cold is not found there to
low shriabs to trees alost 30 m (98 ft) tall, any great extent. Accordingly, emphasis is on

Aerial roots, their most outstanding character- the climatic factors and related phenomena
istic, extend as much as a meter or so above peculiar to the cold regions of the Northern
the surface at low tide and may seriou;ly Hemisphere. The stresses imposed by a cold
impede foot travel in addition to very effi- environment influnce engineering design, fa-
ciently catching debris and soil-forming m,te- cif.iy maiatenance and operations, transporta-
rials. tion, and human performance. Snow, ice,

frozen ground, and low temperature diring
5-3.2.7 MATERIEL EFFECTS the cold months, and ice jams, floods caused

by melting snow, mud, and thawed muskeg
In the Tropics, the effects of high tempera- during the warmer months are characteristic

ture, high humidity, and the accompanying phenomena with which man and his equip-
microbes produce the primary, effects on mpentmest cotend in the cold regions. e

materiel. Metallic corrosion, wooed rnt, and
fabric deteroration occz.r rapidly and may With minor exceptions, the 40th parallel is
cause -naj-,r problems. Reports fromn the the southern limit of the cold regions in the
Tropics are replete with examples of rapid Northern Hemisphere. Major ocean current-
deterioration-canvas tents having a lifetime such as the Gulf Stream may ameliorate the
of 6 mo, a complete issue of clothing being climate of adjacent landmasses, accounting

required every 2 weeks, and ai.craft antenna for the relatively mild climate of Great Britain
wire being replaced every week. and Ireland and the northwest coast of

If any feature dominates the hot-wet envi- Europe. Thc warm ocean cuntnts can create
ofent, ietr oi aes the necessityhfrotwecting an anomalous situation, however; when the

ronment, it is t rhe necessity for protecting Gulf Stream is warmer than urual, the low
m.teriel fungm moisture, Once materiel is wet, atmospheric pressure associated with the large
inlhcr fungous or corrosive dets-.rioration oc- mass of warm water forces the major storm
curs. hateriel protected from moisture by tracks to the south. bringing abnormLlly cold
packaging, surface coatings, or shelter does winters with much snow and ice to o"herwise
not deteriorate so rapidly. mild climates. Thus, large areas, which nor-

Other effects in the Tropics are well matly are inciuded in the inte,'mediate cli-

k.-;own. The tropical vegetation restricts visi- maicteoes fth TmpreZn,matic categories of the Temperate Zone,
;ow and mhe trobiclty;getatrion rest orictsi- frequently fall within the criteria for the cold

bility and mobility; rnacrobiological orga- climatic ,zategory during winter periods.
nibmus such as termites, wood borers, rodents,
and mosquitoes cause materiel problems; and Elevation also has a marked effect on the

teoften oppressive hie. temperature-high climate. Vertical temperature gr,.dients up
humidity combination reduces the abiiity of mountain slopes are mudnh steeper than lati-
personnel to counter or correct environmental tudinal temperatu.-e gradients a! soa level. The
-ffects. worldwide lapse rate (change of temperature

5-3.3 COLD CLIMATE with elevation) varies from I deg C/1,00 m
(5.4 deg F/ 1,000 ft) for dry air to 0.5 deg

The cold or arctic climate is separated into C/100 m (2.8 deg F/1,000 ft) for saturated
two climate categories-the cold and the air. The latter rate commonly is used by
extreme cold. These are differentiated by the climatologists when transferring temperature
minimum temperatures of -50' and -70oF, information from low elevations to higher
respectively. elevaticns. The extension of the cold region!;
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of the Northern Hemisphere south of the temperature is lower at high elevations than at
40th parallel in Southeast Asia and in the low elevations within the same latitude, the
mountain regions of North America is due annual temperatu'e range, as shown in Table
mainly to the high elevation of these areas. 5-11, is little affected by change in elevaticn.

The seasonal change in the temperature re-
A high elevation regime in the Temperate hnie with latitude is inflIxencc I by the sea-

Zone has certain s'imilariies and many anom- sonal change in length of day and the avail-
alies when conip :ed wth a high latitude able amount of .x lar radiation. At a given
regime. Annual temperature extremes may be latitude, there is little ;Phange in the lengtb of
similar in both regimes but the great dif- day or the er%)an•, of available solar radiation
ference in insolation has a marked influence witi c¢hvige in cafwation. Climatically, the
on the diurnal temperature cycle. Snowfall highland (Or Mpire. regions of the intermedi-
volume- and distribution patterns also are ate cold zene i-iý not ainlogous to lowland
much different at high elevations. The orog- rogimes in ire cold zone or the oxtremely
raphic influence on precipitation may result cold zone althoegh they frequently ate con-
in winter snew depths of tens of feet on the sidered as such :)r !tst and evaluation of
windward side and only a few inches on the equipment and stagik;g of winter maneuvers.
lee or precipitation shadow side of a moun- Any assumption t:a.w an Alpine climate is
tam. analogous to an atic or subarctic climate

ignores the difference in stresses created by
5-3.3.1 TEMPERATURE length of daylight, diurnal temperature cyclez,

and diurnal differences in both solar and
The basic concept of a cald region requi-es longwave radiation.

acceptance of the temperature as the domni-
nant climatological factor. The cold climatic The average annual temperature range
categories in AR 70-38 (Ref. 1) are defined
by a l-percent probability of occurrence of 6 shown in Table 5-11 is far from the extreme

continuous hours with a maximum ambient range that may be expected in the cold areas.
Stemperature (4 to 6 ft above the ground) of At Verkhoyansk, Siberia, the differenc* be-
-25', -500, and -70-F for the intermediate tween the maximum and minimun of reord

is 87 deg C (157 deg F). At Snag. Yukon
cold, cold, and extreme cold categories, re- Territory, it is 77 deg C (139 deg F) and at

•=< spectively.s e Camp Century, Greenland, it is 41 deg C (74

Each of the three categories--intermediate deg F).
cold, cold, and extreme cold-may be further
subdivided into lowlands and highlands. The, Both latitude and elevation temperature
ltter is typified by the Cordillera of western gradients must be taken into consideration
North America, the mountains of Europe, the when comparing climatic information from
Asian Highlands, and the Greenland ice dome. one part of the cold regions to another. The
Latitudinal variation in temperature range and abundance of meteorological data available
in average temperature for some typical low- from the more populated regions of several
land locations and comparative records for cold zones permit!, extrapolation to analogous
ieveral highland sites are shown in Table 5-11. areas where records are lacking. In the higher

latitudes and elevations, sparse or nonexistent
The difference in range of average annu.• meteorological records make identification of

temperature. (mean maximum for the highst zonal boundaries and evaluation of elevation-
month minus mean minimum for the lowest temperature regimes difficult. It is sometimes
month) increases progressively as latitude possible to use low elevation weather records
increases from the intermediate cold zone to to estimate temperatures for higher eleva-
the extremt. cold zone. Although seasonal tions.
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On the high Greenland Ice Cap where no Windchill adds to operational problems in a
melting occurs in most years, the amplitude cold area. Low air temperature accompanied
of the annual temperature cycle approaches by wind increases the cooling effect of the
zero at 8 to 10 m (26 to 33 ft) below the atmrosphiere which increases human discom-
surface (Refs. 27, 28). Comparison of the fort. Siple and Passz' devcdoped a windchill

snow tcmperature at this aoepth wnth available formula which has become widtly accepted as
synoptic data from a few stations on the Ice the most satisfactory measure uf potential
Cap that have been manned iu:r a period of at human discomnfort in the cold regions (Ref.
lea~t 12 mo shows that it is very clost: to the 31):
mean ualtemperature as nie&zured in a
weapt1er Man~trtment sheiter. By use of this and K, 10 (OV + 10.45 - V) (33 - T*) (6-I)
snow prcAjle temperature data, a lapse rate of
03 l~7eg './iO00 m (3.84 deg F/ 1,000 ft) is where
found. iswas used to construct the mz-p of
Fig. 5 .8 showing the mean annual a~ir tempera- K, windchill, the cooling effect of the at-
ture: distribution on the Greenland Ice Cap. mosphere, kcal rni2 hr-2

Tlia frequency at which a potentially dele- V = windspeed, m s
teniou~t temperatuie may (occur is an impor-
tant factor in operations in the cold regions. Ta = air t-L,,¶erature, 0

Th,' percentage frequency of times that the
temperature is below - 3 1 *C (- 23.8* F) for thco From experiments it was determined that
month of January in the Northern Hemi- windchill values could be associated with a
sphere is shown in Fi~.-. 5-9 (Refs. 29,30). The subjective sense of cold by the human body
n'-cd for a rati.nal aaerpretation of such but windchill hai no meaniaig when used to
maps is emphasized by the recorded occur- indicate the cooling rate of inanimat- equip-
rence of several consecuti- e days with tcemper- ment since it does not include all avenues of
atures above - I C (' 0O F) accompanied by heat transfer that may be active during a test
some rainfall in Januawv 1958 at weather (Ref. 32).
stations in the Canadian Arctic north of
latitude 75 deg. At the same general latitude The U.S. Air Force, recognizing that thz
in north Greenland, as miany as seven consecu- subjective approach has some value in -cnr~ec-
ti% e days with maximumn temperatlires of tion with sund'va1 of aircraft craws, prepared
-Ai.6*C (-50*F) or lower have been recorded the windchiil chait preseaited in Fig. 5-10.
dur~ing winter. At Snag, Yukor. Territory, a This chart in one form or another generally is
minimium of -48.4'C (- 55'F) or lowtr has used by the Arimed Forces in planning arctic
occurred on an average of 6 days yf I fo. the activities
miore tnan 113 yr of record.

Frequent and persistent temperature inver-
The temperaf-ire-frequency ma~p presented sions are i characteristic of the cold regions.

in Fig. 5-? permits i reasonable evaluation of Normally, ~he ten-perature of th-e lower level
operational limitations, Where the ambitnt of the stnmospherte (troposphere) decreases
temperature remains below -31 .6*C (- 25*P) with height. The liz~iit.er warm air ner~r the
for several days, most operational capabilities ground rises tlhrou&\ the dense cooler ai4r,
are reduced by 50 percent. Several additi',.nal setting up convectiont: processes which-s iii-
days can result in alinost total immobiliza- duce a thorough mnixing of the air. When the
tion. At that temperature so much time must ground surface is chilied by radiation Aierit
he devoted to protection of facilities and !osses or eva!porative cooling, or whlen there is
equipment and to survival efforts that gaitiful iriflow or intnwioicn oil a low temperature layer
activities are reduued to ineffectuzal levels, of air near the surfacL., an inverion develops.
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Figure 5-8. Mean Annual Air Temperature on the Grenland
Mte C'ap OCJ (.Ref 2,7!
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The cool air in contact with the ground, being 5-3.3.2 SNOW
heavier and dersýr than the warm air above,
e establishes a stagnant condition which may Solid precipitation, primarily in the form
prevail for days. With radiational or convec- of snow, is an iiportant envirc.inmental factor
tional warming of the ground sutface at a in the cold regions. Often, activities are
minimum, the air temperature may be low- stopped compl:,tely by snow. Materiel can be
ered to the dewpoint temperv;e and fog ineffective or damaged when operated in

may form. snow.

If the Eround is warmed by soiar rajiation
d" ag an inversion without sufficient energy Annual snowfall in the cold regions of the
being developed to establish normal convec- Northern Hemispherc vi:ries from as little as
tire processes, the inversion rmay lift a few 25.4 cirn (10 in.) to mort. than 20.3 m (800

teas )f feet above the ground. If the ground is in.). In water equivalent tenrs, this is equal to
covered by snow, diffused sunlight pene- about ';.8 cm to 3.05 m (1.3 to 120 in.) of
trating the overcast and reflected between the precipitation. Orography plays an important
snow surface and the fog or cloud base part in distribution of snowfall. The nont.h-
produces the classic whiteout. south axis of the Western Cordillera imposes a

barrier to inflow of warm moist air from the
Typical temperature inve.sions measured at Pacific Ocean into the continental a:~ea of

several stations in the Arctic arz shown in Fig. North America. Some of the largest s~ic.w
5-1 I. Steeper gradients than illustrated in this storms of record are reported from locations
figure are not uncommon. A statistical survey along the west slope of the Sierra Nevada,
of inversions at a nunber of stations located Cascades, and mountains of Alaska. The single
in the extreme cold zone showed that inver- storm snowfall in this highland regime prob-
sion thickness-i.e., height above ground at ably is not exceeded anywhere else in the
which normal lapse rates are reestablished-is world. At Donner Pass in the High Sierra. 2.!
much greater during cold months of the year m (83 in.) of snow fell in 24 h-, the highest
than during warm months (Ref. 33). Inver- snowfall rate on record. At Tamarack, Calif.
sions with their bases at gyound surface occur also on the west slope of the Sierra, 9.9 mn
more frequently during the cold months, and (390 in.) of snow fell in I mo. At Thompson
whiteouts with the fog or cloud base at some Pass, Alaska, on the Richardson Highway,
elevation above the snow surface occur most 24.8 m (975 in.) of snow fell in one winter.
frequently during warm months. The steep- All of these events occurred in recent times.
ness of inversions is greater during the cold
months than in the warm season. Winter The Himalayas, with their east-west axis,
inversions of more than 9.1 deg C/l100 m (50 intercept the northward flow of warm moist
deg F/1,000 ft) have Lten measured in Green- air from the Indian Ocean. Since the Hima-
land and at the South Pole. These steep layas are located close to the Tropics, moist
inversions were a.,so:,ci..d with a, surface air must be lifted to a greater elevation before
temperature of - 55C (- 670F) in tha Arctic snowfall occurs. Here the winter snowline is
and -74.5 0 C (- 1020 F) in the Antarctic. Such located at approxiinately 2,130 m (7,000 ft),
steep gradients do not occur where inveisions while on the west slope of the Sierra Nevada,
and fogs are associated with tempen, ture it is about 1,220 m (3,900 ft). The orographic
differences between land or extensive ice influence on snowfall also may be observed in
sheets and open water, nor where a maiti'ne, the Alps, the Appalachians, the mountains of
albeit Plw-temperature, climate dominates the central Quebec, and on the Greenland Ice
environment. Cap.
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Lesser annupl precipitation in the form of This shows the maximum depth on the
snow during winter in midcontincntal areas of ground as recorded at the end cf the month
both the Eastern and Western Hemispheres with maximum snow on the ground. Data
may be due to the precipitation shadow effect used in the preparation of this map were
of mountains, to the low initial moisture derived from climatological records covering
capacity of the airmasses associated with the periods up to 30 yr.
major winter storms, or to the long trajectory
of storm poths over dr.; continental areas with The largest inonthend depth of snow as
little opportunity for moisture pickup. reporta.d for the winter season is usually less

than winter maximum since the heaviest
5-3.3.2.1 SNOW COVER. Accumulation of' snowfall producing the maximum winterseasonal snow cover is a function of the depth -may have occurred early in the month

seasonal volume of precipitation and tempera- (Ref 34). Settling and possibly some melting
ture cycles. In the extrenie cold Lone, the with no subsequent snowfall Jur.ng the
nean snow depth during the month of maxi- month may reduce the record monthend

mum depth on the ground may equal or depth to less than winter maximum.
exceed the mean depth for the corresponding
period in the intermediate cold zone in spite In Canada. a factor of 1.236 must be used
of much greater annual snowfall in the latter to convert monthend raaxinia to annual
zone. Frequent winter thaws in the intermedi- maxima where such information is needed for
ate cold zone may reduce the seasonal snow- operational or design purposes (Ref. 34). This
fall of 102 to 152 cm (4V- to 60 in.) or more convers;on factor appears to be particularly
to an actual maximum seasonal cover of 30.5 applicable where the only available records of
to 45.8 cm (12 to 18 in.) in undisturbed snow depth are those obtained from periodic
arezs. In the extreme cold zone where no snow surveys mvde for hydrologic purposes.
melting occurs for 4 lo 8 mo. a seasonal
snowfai of 61 to 76.3 cm (24 to 30 in.) Although the maps in Figs. 5-12 and 5-13
produced a maximum snow cover of 25.4 to give some idea of the world distribution of
50.8 cm (10 to 20 in.) during the month of depth and duration of snow cover, they fail to
maximum depth. The difference between illustrate adequately snow accumulation in
recorded annual snowfall and actual depth of the highlancd of the cold regions. In the
snow on the ground in the extreme cold zone mountains, seasonal snowfall may accumulate
is due to settling, consolidation, and meta- to as much as 9.3 m (30 ft) or more endmorphosis of the snow grains. not to melting persist for 4 to 5 too. Keeping highways,
as in other zones of the cold regions. railroads, and airports open and maintaining

comm'snication services in these areas is a
World distribution and duration of seasonal costly process suitable only to a high level of

snow cover are shown in Fig. 5-1 2. This shows industrial economy or military necessity.
that the major snow-caused py'obiem areas of
the world are in the northern cold regions. In the cold regions of the Northern Hemi-
The location of the zero-duration snow cover sphere, the greatest accumulation of seasonal
isoline in this figure does not identify the snow occurs between latitudes 40 and 60 deg
southern limit of snowfall. Snowstorms of N. The decrease in accumulation northward is
sufficient magnitude to create traffic and due to lesser annual precipitation and south-
communication problems do occur occasion- ward to intermittent melting during the win-
ally south of tiis line. ter. Seasonal accumulation also decreases with

altitude above some elevation determined by
The average seasonal maximum snow depth the orographic and meteorological featurec, of

on the ground in the cold regions of the the region. The decrease in depth of snow on
Northern Hemisphere is shown in Fig. 5-13. the ground at higher ele-ations may be
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masked by thc effv.cts o? topography and any locality. Rain on snow can add appreci-
exposure. High w;nds may sweep exposed ably to the load, particularly if the snow is
areas cl-,ar of snow and deposit it in protected cold enough tV. cause fre-zing of the rain in
areas to depths several times the normal the snow coWvr. High .vinds may cleaz the
snowfall for the locality. Fig. 5-14 shows how snow load from some structures, or transfer
exposed peaks at high elevations may be and even• increase the load on portions of
denuded of snow by frequen:t periods of high other structures. Where the snow load is not
winds, removed by wind, the increased surface area

czeated . y accumulated snow may result in
An excellent illustration of the effect of the snow load being augmented by wind

elevation, latitude, and exposure to prevailing pressuzi. Figs .-..7 and 5-18 are photographs
storm tiacks on seasonal snow accumulation of snow..'r-eý Yoofs with creep-type and
is shown in Fig. 5-15. It is apparent from this wind-tvyo to,r ices, both of which caused
niap that there is an increzse in the annual dainage be.f", thee end of the winter to the
accumulation of snow from about 30 cm eaves, sidewalls, and wi-adows of the building
(11.8 in.) of weter equivalent nea.r sea I•vel to shown.
60 cm (23.6 in.) water equivvient ai an
elevation of about 2,500 m (8,2,') ft) and In the extrerc r'old zone, the annual snow
then a decrease to 20 cm (7.9 io.) water load may accucis;',te year after year. On the
equivalent snow about 3,000 m (9,.850 ft) Greeij.nd Ice Cap, above the firn line where
across central Greenland. This change in them is little or no summer melting, the snow
annual accumulation of snow with elevation load incitases at rates of 146 to 489 kg,"
along the westward face of the Ice Cap nf-2r"1 (30 to IGO lb ft-yri). Similar load
exbhibiis a uniform pattern that is i.lustrative accumulation problems are encountered at
of the orographic influence of the I.e Cap on higher elevations in Alaska, Canada, and in
the prevailing westerly storms that pick u' the Antarctic.
large supplies of moistare as they cross tiv:
open waters of the Labrador Sea and Davis Most available records on snow cover that
Strait. The effect of latitude :- illustrated by may be used for computing regional snow
the change in accumulation from ab,.ut 90 cm loads are for snow depth oniy. Density or
(35.4 in.) watcr equivalent south of latitude water equivalent valu" essential to satisfac-
60 deg N. to 30 cm (11.8 in.) near 70 deg N. tory evaluation of notential snow loads are
and 10 cm (3.9 in.) along the crest of the Ice seldom mmasured or reported in standard
Cap. climatological summaries. To compute snow

loads from the regular weather statior, reports

5-3.3.2.2 SNOW LOAD. Although depth of of depth on the ground, Boyd (Ref. 34)
snow on the ground imposes a physical barrier a53umed that 2.5 cm (I in.) of snow corre-

to mobility, it i2 the weight of the snow, or sponds to !t pressure of 4.88 kg m"2 (1 lb
the snow load, that must be taken into con- ft: 2 ).
sideration for design criteria in the cold
rogiox.s. Conversion of depth of snow on the Snow load specifications in AR 70-38 for
ground to weight from which stinw-load the intermadiate cold, cold. and extremecd
values may be: computed is difficult. NLwfali- climatic categories are 195 kg m-2 (40 lb ft"')
en snow may have a density of less than 0.01 for semipermanent installation-s As shown iM
g cm"1, and older snow density may exceed Fig. 5-16, this value may be far too low for
0.05 g cm". The map of Fig. 5-16"shows the many parts of the cold categories.
maximum probable snow load to be expected
in Canada and the Unitei State!s.

5-3..3 GLAZE, RIME, AND HOARFROST
The isopleths in Fit. ý.16 are indicative

only of the probable maximum snow load in Surface deplsits of ice in the form of glaze,
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20- to 60-ft diifts which often'biock the parallel
interstate highney.)

(Photo by R. W. Gerdedj
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Figure 6-15. Annual Accumulation of Snow Cok'erm. Greenland (Ref. 37)
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Fjure 5-17. Snow Load With a Olastic-crwpJ Cornice (Heated

buildling with wood shingle roof)

(Photo by R. W4/ GerdW)
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rime, and hoarfrost are characteristic of the by Bennett and supporting material from many
cold regicns. A coating of glaze ice develops quasi-technical sources and news articles.
when rain falls on a surface that is below Lack of satisfactory meteorological records
freezing. Rime is produced by cloud particles prevents extension of the glaze belt on this
freezing to cold surfaces and is usually distin- map through Asia, but probably much of
guislhable from glaze by the opacity and lower interior Asia is relatively free of ice storms.
density of ihe dcoosit. Rime commonly forms Rime may be expected frequently in the
on the windward side of an object. This southern Asian Hirhlands. Although data are
windward development of rime on a tree is sparse and inconclusive, it appears that heavy
shown in Fig. 5-!9. Similar and frequtntly ice storms are frequent in Japan and along the
much more massive forms of rime develop on Asian coast.
all types of exposed structures in maritime
r1irnates and at high elevations in cold regions. The frequency of occurrence of ice storms
Hoarfrost is a sublimational product chzrac- and extent of damage produced by them is
terized by a feathery network of fragile difficult to evaluate from official weather
crystals with a very low mass density. It is records. Conditions in urban areas where
deposited commonly on cold surfaces in clear, weather stations usually are located may not
calm air. It may be considered the winter indicate the extensive coverage of freezing
equivalent of .teavy dew. rain in the open country during a major ice

storm.
Glaze .. ; , ansparent to translucent

and has , de.i )roaching that of pure ice 5-3.3.4 SOLAR RADIATION
(0.9 g cm"',. i is translucent to opaque
and the dens::y .sially falls within the range Solar radiation in the cold regions has
of 0.1 to 0.6 g cM- 3 (6..2 to 37.5 lb ft' 3 ). The several unique characteristics. In winter, the
mass density of hoarfrost is almost impossible long winter night with zero solar radiation
to measure, but it is probably less than 0.2 g lasts for longer than 2 mo at a latitude of 70
cm"3 although the single "blades" or "cups" deg N. In contrast, the solar radiation of the
that give hoarfrnzt its striking patterns will long summer day provides the polar regions
have a density approacbi",A that of pure ice. with a higher level of daily solar radiation

than occurs elsewhere on the earth. In addi-
Some idealized tempcr'.ture curves asso- tion to this wide range of solar radiation

ciated with formation of precipitation as levels, other phenomena such as the "green-
snow, glaze or sleet, a:nd rain are shown in house effect", whiteout, and atmospheric
Fr,&. 5-20. Too little is known about tempera- refraction contribute to a diverse solar radia-
,,, . stratification in the low?.r atmosphere tion environment.
during formation of glaze and sleet to identify
the actual conditions contributing to deposi- The "greenhouse effect", which is most
tion of one or the other of these forms of pronounced in the cold regions, results from
precipitation. the confinement of radiation to the surface of

the earth by atmospheric absorption and
Probably the most comprehensive treat- reflection. Incident solar radiation penetrates

ment of glaze, rime, and hoarfrost from the the atmosphere and is absorbed at the surface
standpoint of meteorological occurrence, geo- of the earth. Long wavelength radiation from
graphical distribution, economic damage, and the surface provides thermal energy to heat
control practices is presented by Bennett the atmosphere, and some portion of it is
(Ref. 39). Fig. 5-21 is a map of the Northern radiated into space. The arctic cloud cover,
Hemisphere showing the "glaze belt" of the primarily in the summer, reduces the amount
cold regions. It has been prcpared largely of long wavelength radiation that escapes to
from n.aps and other information presented space to under 3 percent (Ref. 40). Tais
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Figure 5-19. Rime Formaetion or Tree Branches

(Photo bk R. W. GerdeIJ
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causes rapid melting of the snow cover and cast with multiple reflection between the
arctic ice sheet and produces a wet, often cloud base and a continuous snow cover, the
impassable, terrain during the spring thaw and environnient becomes almost uniformly
ice breakup period. "whitened", a condition "n which there are no

shadows and visual orientation is difficult.
The strong, per.,stent inversions fLat are This is the characteristic cold region pbenom-

characteristic of higher latitudes produce ex- enon calied "whiteout". In a typical, full-scale
traordinary atnmospheric refraction phenoin- whiteout, under continuous overcast, there is
ena. Miragen are common, sharply defined, toatd lack of conirast between the sky and the
and fr•querly so extensive, particularly in sn1ow surface. Si ice there is no horizon usable
coastal areas, that explorers have reported for tference, purspective involving judgment
large -vPam;:ý.ns where none exist. In the of distance is limited to a few feet although
presecr,o of two or more inversion layers, actual horizontal visibility of dark objects is
which is not unconamon in the Arctic, a not materially reduced. The uniform, spatial
mirage may c*;,C..! of multiple or vertically albedo or reflectance of snow surface for
elongate.. irmages which give a false imprussion diffused light obliterates all surface features
of the height of coastline features and raoun- so that drifts, wind etchings, footprints, and
tains. The term "ice blink" has been applied tracks produced b; sleds or vehicles are not
to mirages produced by refraction of snow- visible. Reduction in visual contrast may be
covered landforms or massive ice featitres. sufficient to cause a man to stumble over a

5-cm (2-in.) "mountain" or into a 5-cm (2-in.)
Atmospheric refraction phenomena (vari- "gully", as one polar explorer is reported to

ously referred to as "terrestrial scintillation", have remarked in describing a whiteout. Fig.
"itmospheric boil", and "shimmer") may 5-22 illustrates the conditions typical of a
influence object recognition and surveillance whiteout on polar ice sheets. A similar condi-
capabilities in cold regions. Image distortion tion occurs on ice-covered lakes or Peas when
and apparent, though not real, image motion there is an unbroken expanse of snow cover.
are caused by propagated turbulence and
fluctuations in atmospheric density along the Contrary to a somewhat common assump-
line of sight. Optical shimmaner in a horizontal tion, the color of an object doei not affect its
path abuve snow -cover my be greater than visual range in whiteout. The color contrast
over any other type of surface (Ref. 41). The between an object and its background falls
optical perturbations that cause deterioration below the chromaticity threshold when the
in visual resolution are the product of incom- distance between the observer and object
plete turbulent mixing of thermally stratified approaches the visual range limit (Ref. 42),
layers of air near the ground. Visual resolu- Colored trail markers, colored paints, and
tion deteriorates sy.!ematically as the vertical color-tinted glaswes are ineffective as aids to
temperature gradient incr.eases. Under clear improvement in visibility during whiteouts.
skies, deterioration of resolution itncreases as As distance increases, colored objects appear

windspeds increase up to 8 km hr'f (5 mph) gray long before they merge into the back-
and then improves with further increases in ground and become invisible.
windspeed. Optical shimmer is at a minimum
and visual resolution at an optimum under The high albedo of snow-und-ice-cove.ed
low overcast. However, low overcast above an areas produces a background of very high
unbroken snow surface also creates the opti- luminance under clear skies. The high luimni-
mum condition for whiteout with the ac- nance may contribute to an increase in
companying lack of contrast and depth per- contrast between an observable object and the
ception. background with some imprwvement in visual

range and recognition. Atmospheric boil or
When sunlight is diffused through an over- scintillation may attenuate details, however,
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(A) Example of typically clear day. Note presence of horizon, high
contrast of surface features, tractor swing elements, and all portn
of the aircraft

*A K

No

r4 Is~ 'a. 2t~ji

(B) Onset of whiteout with /4igt diffusion and loss of shadow effects

L -v ýWn f ýA ,, 0

(C) Complete *whteout with no horionnand all surface, feetures
obliteraed by full 4matial diffuslon of light

Figure 5-22 Whiteout Development on the Greenlana I-* Cap
(Photop'aph by R. W. Gerdl)
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so that any improvement in contrast may be shows visual conditions in a typical overcast
more than offset by loss in resolution. In whiteout.
nonturbW;ent, clear *ir, the absolute visual
range maximum is attained with a black Ice fogs may form at temperatures below
object against a white background. In nature, -3C*C (-22°F) and pi'obably will form at
there is no whiter background than a new temperatures below -40*C (-,40°F) when
snow surface. Any dark, nonreflective object atmospheric moisture is provided by combus-
that does not lose its "blackness" by re- tive or explosive processes. They are most
flecting light from the surrounlings will be common during the dark period of the arctic

highly visible with a snow background. A winter when the essertial extreme low tern-
dark, ofive-colored tent and a vehicle painted perature conditions prevail for seveial days.
the usual olive or dark green color are Ice fogs may vary from a light fallout of
examples of objects that are essentially black minute ice crystals called diamond dust to a
when viewed against a snow background. dense manmade fog caused by pollution of
Very white or bright objects with high albedo the atmosphere with water vapor from auto-
will reflect light and blend into a snow- mobile exhaust and residential and industrial
covered background. Moving, light-colored effluence. A den'se ice fog over Fairbanks,
objects are more readily detectable than Alaska, during a period when the air tempera-
stationary ones. When the sun is behind the ture was about -40"C (-40°F) was sustained
observer, the object may be less readily by a water supply of 600 kg min-1 (1,300 lb
detected than when the sun is behind the n-in'-), delivered to the atmosphere from
object being viewed. This is due, in pan, to local residential and industrial heating plants,
the mixed contrast effect produced by the cooling ponds of thermal generating stations,
lower reflectance of the snow su.rface in the and automobile exhausts (Ref. 43).
shadow created on the snow surface by the
object. Over snow cr vce, from the air or from Visibility during an ice fog may be reduced
the ground, under conditions of high surface to 3s little as 3 m (10 ft). The slowly falling
albedo and high luminance, improvements in particles may consist of wll-formed ice
visual acuity may be achieved by making crystals or spherical ciystals with only rudi-
observations over the widest possible angle. mentary faces. When wei!-foimed hexagonal

or columnar ice crystals predom'pna'e, there is
5-3.3.50OBSCURANTS a spectacular scattering of light in an ice fog.

Vertical and horizontal ry-s .x.ci.d from
Water fogs. ice fogs, and blowing snow are automobile headlights and street lights, and

the -1=.c. cor,.• o Urthai hreuuce te scattering of light by the crystals makes

visibility in cold regions. Steam fogs occur judgment of distance almost impossi.e.
over open leads on the Arctic Sea at all
seasons but are most prevalent during summer
and often create a navigational hazard. Sea Because of their small (2 to 20 pm) average
fogs and low stratus infloVing over coastal diameter, ice crystals fil very slowly. With an
areas impede both air and ground transporta- increasingly available supply of water vapors
tion in the Arctic during _uinmer months. At and nuclei as products of combusion in I
high elevations, radiational and advectional densely inhabited areas during extremely cold
fogs may persist for several days, immobi- weather, there is a continuing concentration
lizing all surface and air movements; as low and increase in density of ice fog, which
fogs, they are additive in their effect on usually will not dissipate fully until the
reduction of visibility and target recognition atmospher;c temperature rises above - 180 C
during whiteouts. Fig. 5-23 shows the effect (OF). The crystals may sublime into warmer
on visibility of fog over a snow surface. It air or they may aggregate, giowing into snowshould be compared with Fig. 5-22 which crystals with sufficient riass to fall out.
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Figure 5-23. Attenuation of Visit "ity by Fog
(In this photograph, the fog is a phycical obscuiant,

additive to an optical whiteout
illustrated ir Fig. 542.)

(Photograph by R. W Gerdel)
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At high elevations, a form of ice fog forests to barren, permanently snow-covered
develops at comparatively high temperatures. soil. Tundra and muskeg are unique terrain
It usralliy is associated with hoarfrost or rime features of the cold regions. While overall
"brination at a few degrees below freezing. precipitation is not large, the spring thaw, the
Crysta.s suspended in the air appear to have huge glaciers, and the permafrmst cxea'e a iand
been formed originally as frost or rime on of lakes, streams, and swamps that creates a
trees or other objects exposad to supersatu- formidable mobility problem.
rated or supercooled saturated air, and cooled
by longwave radiational heat loss. Some of 5-3.3.6.1 GLACIERS. Geologists and physi-
the crystals appear to be attached so lightly cal geographers recognize two basic types of
that only a light breeze is required to scatter glaciers-niountain glaciers and continental ice
them through the, air, creating a condition sheets. Mountain glaciers occur throughout
similar to the diamond dust fallout of the the cold regions. In the extreme cold zone,
high Arctic. The small crystals frequently glaciers may extend from the highest peaks
adhere to the windshields of automobiles down to sea level. In the southern highlands
traveling over a mountain pass, creating a of the intermediate cold zouie, they may be
visibility problem far greater than their actual limiti-A to inactive, cirque-confined ice rem-
mass in the atmosphere would imply. Fre- nants. Where they flow out of valleys and
quently these high temperature ice fog cry.- spread out on plains at the foot of mountains,
tas are sufficiently tenacious to cause icing piedmont glaciers often provide trafficab'e
similar to that occurring during a freezing access routes to high elevation sites that may
rain. have strategic importanc.. An example of a

mountain glacier discharging onto a coastsi
Blowing snow is an atmosphere-borne ob- plain is shown in Fig. 5-25. High mountain

scurant common to all parts of cold regions. glaciers are the major source of water for
-Reduction in visibility by blowing snow may many of the northern rivers that provide
occtur during a .nowstorm, or when recently navigable access to inland regions in summer,
deposited, unconsolidated snow is lifted from and ice-covered natural highways in winter.
the surface by high winds. The reduction in
contrast and visual acuity during a blowing Continental glaciers cover the Antarctic,
snowstorm is shown in Fig. 5-24. As shown in Greenland, and a part of Ellesmere Island in
this photograph, the presence of objects that Canada. They are dome- or shield-shaped
may channel the wind and increase its veloc- masses of ice which in the Antarctic and in
ity aggravate the condition. The usual combi- Greenland are more than 3,000 m (10,000 ft)
nation of blowing snow and ow temperature thick near their center. The Greenland ice
with extremeql high winds results in almost sheet occupies more than 1,800,000 km2

total immobilizat'on of all forms of transpor- (700,000 m;') of the total 2,200,000 kni
tetion. Heavily populated metropolitan areas (830,000 mi ) of land area. 't reaches the sea
are as susceptible to traffic delays caused by or coastal plain in the form of valley glaciers,•--:blowing snow as are the highways througii high, steep ice cliffs (Fig. 5-26), and floating

mountain passes. Tractor trains carrying sup- ice shelves. The Humboldt Gla,;ier in North
p to, and Rry faclities in the Greeniand (Fig. 5-27) is an ice shelf 20 kin

far north may bi stalled for days, waiting for (5i) im) wide and 90 m (300 ft) above sea
the end of a blowing snowstorm and improve- level where it rea-hes the -ea. Tabular irebergs
ments in visibility, or small ice islands, 90 m (300 ft) thick and

up to several square miles in area, constantly
5-3.3.6 TERRAIN break off the ice shelf during the summer and

float southward into the sea lanes of the
Terrain in the cold regions i. characterized Atlantic.

by snow cover and ice. Vegetation varies from
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Figuro 5-24. Attenuation of Visibility by Blowing Snow
(In this photograph the dliffusion of sunlight is additiveI

to the obscura tion caused by the blowing snow.)

(Photo 7aph by R. W. Gerde/J
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Figure .6-25. Mountain Valley Glacier Debouching Onto a Coastal plain

(Photograph on El~sm~w lend by A. W SerdeIJ

A
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Figura 5-26. Ikecliff Front of a Continsental Glacier With Terminus on Land

$ ~(Photograph in North Gruenlerd by R. W. GordeI)
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In contrast to mountain glaciers which may Since the freezing point of sea water is
move downslope at rates of a meter to several approximately -2'C (28"F), extensive ice
meters (scveral feet to several yards) per day, cover develops or, ocean wdter only in cold
the continental ice sheets are relatively stable. and extreme cold zones. In the extreme cold
Movement at higher elevations in the interior zone, sea ice cover reaches a thickness of I to
regions is on the order of several centimeters 3 m (3 to 10 ft) annually. In summer the
per year. The slow horizontal movement continuous cover breaks up into floes whichSpermits the establishment of reasnably per- drift wi', h wind and current.

Smanent faclities on or within the ice such as
"-Camp Century in Green'and. Such facilities Fig. 5-28 shows the area of ice cover ana its
will be destroyed by the pressure of accu- duration in terms of navigability for the cold
inulhtive snow loads as they become sub- regions of the Northern Hemisphere (Ref.
mirged in the ice lo-rg before any appreciable 36). Navigability occasionally may be affected
damage develops from horizontal shifting of by ice jams and ice covers produced by
the continental ice sheet. ahnormally low temperatures some 10 deg of

latitude south of the I 00-day isoline on this
5-3.3 6.2 ICE COVER. In most cold regions, map.
an ice cover forms an open water during
winter month- sufficiently to interfere with, By taking advantage of open leads that

or totally halt, navigation for 2 to 4 mo each develop in the arctic pack ice for several
year. Ice does not form on the opan sea in the weeks each summef and with the assistance of
intermcdiate cold zone, but coastal harbors large icebreaker ships, strategically located
may become icebound and require special stations around the perimeter of the Polar
efforts to maintain navigation. A notable Basin are rec,.;iving annual logistic support by
example of heavy ice cover on a major harbor sea. With und.*r-ice navigation by nuclear-
occurred in 1844 when hand labor was powered submarines having been proved feas,.
reqwured to cut a channel about 7 mi long ble and with continuing improvement in
through the ice in Boston Harbor to release aircraft operational capabilities in the extreme
outbound and inbound ships. In 1852 an ice cold zone, routine support and maintenance
cover at the headwaters of Chesapeake Bay of Aictic- and Antarctic-based establishments,
was so thick and persistent that it interfered including those on floating isiand. .re now
"with navigation for 2 mo. feasible.

Ice jams, formed when heavy rains and When ice cover develops on calm xater in
rapid melting break up ic,ý cover in upper lakes, pools, and the quiescent reaches of a
reaches of a stream, cause development of ice stream, crystallization usually starts from theS,,oes larger than the channel can contend shore or solid objectz, projecting above Vie

'ith. Such floes caln have material effect on water surface. If the watei sLrface is not
n:vigation ,..d hydroelectric irnstallations. The greatly disturbed, a stable ice sheet rapidly
Ms.sissippi R.ver was totally blocked by ice forms by outward growth from the initial
jartms at New Orleans in 1899. region of crystallization.

Ice-related damage to property and inter. In turbulent streams and on lakes and the
ferencz with truznspoilation probably cause sea where the water surface is c'sturbed by
greaver arnnual economic loss in southern parts wind and wave action and kept in contact
of the cold regions of the Northern Hemi- with cold air, a layer of water several inches
sphere than all of the ice cover-several orders to several feet in thickness may be super-
of magnitude greater in thickness and vol- cooled before freezing tawes place. Under
ume-that is formed during a single winter suitable conditions of turbulence and rate of
season in the cold and extremely cold zones. supercooling, the morphological form of ice
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particles called "frazil ice" develops through- days* frequently are used as a trreasure of

initially disc shaped with a lobate perimeter 3everW other methods have bfen used to

daee.Tecotneto fr angow cmuiga freezing index. Some are de-
wih om tanitontoward crystal shape if scribed in the Corps of Engin.-ers publication,

therat o suercolng emansfailycon- Freezing Index in ltie Unitea Staxes (Ref. 44).
stantda Fi urve3 shows how the cumulative degree

dycreis usdto deietefreezing index
Frazil ice particles are very buoyant, and, for Caribou, Maine. Maps showing the distri-

under turbulent action of stream flow or bution of mesta freezing indexes for Canada
waves, they remain in suspension belovw the Alaska, Greenland, and northern Eurasia are
surface or even to the beottom of streams and presented in TM 5-852-1 (Ref. 45).
shallow lakes.

ApplIcation of the freezing index to estimna-
Wiln frazil ice formis in rivers, it clogs tion of frost penetration into the ground is

wate:itksadlas ofraino c complicated by many other factors that affect
jams which may cause heavy upstream darn- surface heat losses and thermal conductivity.
age by flooding, and downstream damage to 110oisture content, and structural and textural
bridges, piers, levees, and jetties. composition of suil have a snarked influence

on rane' ration of the freezing isotherm and
Since the water in which frazil ice is on actual freezing of water in the soil. The

forming or in which it is being transported,ýn insulating effect of vegetation an~d snow cover
suspension remains slighitly supercooled, reduces depth of frost penetration. Under
wood. metal, stone, and other objects in the~ pavement from which snow has been removed
water will have a surface temperature at ot duzing winter months, freezing may penetrate
slightly below freezing. This leads to, ad- to a depth twice as great as in adjacent brush
herence and everit-Wa ju~ildup of frazii ice into or snow-covered fields. The average depth of
a cohesive± mass o.- coating of ice on under- frost penetration under different types of
water objects and on rocks in the riverbed, surfaces and ground cover at Duluth, Minn.,
This form of submerged ice is called "anchor which has a freezing index of about 2,900, is
ice". shown in Table 5-12. In that area, frost

penetrated to 1.75 m (69 in.) under a
5-3,3.6.3 FROZEN GROUND. An arbitrar- concrete pavement but to only 0.75 rn (30
ily selected depth of sezasor~al frost ?enerna- in.) where approximately I m (3 ft) of snow
t~ion into the ground is an engineering crite- coyer insulated the ground.
n~on for idenkificatiort of the cold iegions. Fig.
5-29 shows the sc-ithena boundary -:f the cold In genfral, for soil of uniform texture and
rcgions o( the No-them~ flemisplttnsv as de- modera~t moisture content, frost will pene-
(:Fee, t*Gy a.3-fn, ( -ftr) depth of frost penetia.. tiate abou! 0.3 m (; ft) for a freezing index

tion.~~~~~~~~~~~ A cW"ii fl0-enedy ffezig o 0 arld 1 .00 to 2.4 .-n (6 to 8 ft) where the
te~nprarture was ui-d as wan equivalent for
fvro;t Dncntrat ion ofý 0.3 mn 0 ft) ;ind a *ful accunmuatito:, 6, 10M .egie days of freezing tempts.-A lure i A3bkIed when the surr. of th. differences between
recurrence of at least once, in, 10 yr to identify :Iwe emtLijra tempezrtura rad che mwean daily temperature
*&.is southe-n boundary uf the northerr cold I'.3Ch*C 100 ha a given season. Thus, a mean daily

reniperature 4( 277 has a i'alur of 5 F degree days and a
regiqnsl. -W Aj2Y tenMpcatu. ý of WF ha; a ýralee of -2 F de~rrv

d--Yh. TIMo cum-0-tM-y otal for these 2 days would be 3 P
Since the a4ctual depth of fto~st penetration cdagree day-- of fr.)e~hng tenptrature. It mequires 20 consecu-

tivec days of 27rF mean tempteraiuws to accumulate 100
is not ob~erved regularly, cumnulative degree deree days of freezing~ ten1pCtatuyes.
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Figure 5-30. Determination of Five-ingq Index by Cumulative Degree Day; (Ref. 44)
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TABLE 5-12

FROST DEPTHS (FOR DULUTH, MINN.) (Ref. 46)

Condition Frost depth, in.

Bare concrete on sandy soil 69

Bare asphalt on sandy soil 68

Bare sandy soil 68

Grass on sandy soil 66

I ft of snow on grass and sandy soil 47

Brush cover on sand, ro snow 47

Brush and 1 ft of snow on sand 36

2 ft of snow on sandy soil 37

3 ft of snow on sandy soil 30

57
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freezing index is 5,000. Frequently, ampli- tion of the frozen ground zones in the
tude a..d duration of freeze-thaw cycles, Northern Hemisphere.
capacity of the surface for absorbing and
retainirx solar radiation, and infiltration of Thickness, distribution, and temperature of
rain and melt water are factors that influence permafrost are not consonant with present
the depth of sevsonal frost penctration. Use day climate in many areas. In the region
of the freezing index in the developmnint of where permafrost is discontinuous, it often
design criteria for road construction, utilities does not re-form if disturbed. In the region of
installation, or foundations in the region of continuous permafrost, it may not re-form to
seasonal freezing requires a thorough under- the original depth or acquire the same temper-
standing of the local environment. ature following large-scale disturbaticc. Since

permafrost is predominantly a relic of the Ice
Permafrost is defined as a thickness of soil Age, its distribution cannot be defined readily

or other superficial deposit or even of bed- by the freezing index. It does appear that a
rock, at a variable depth beneath the surface freezing index of at least 7,000 deeree days is
of the earth in which a temperature below required to maintain a continuous permafrost
freezing has existed continuously for a long regime.
time (from two to tens of thousands of years)
(Ref. 11). The definition is based exclusively Permafrost underlies about one-fifth of all
on temperature, irrespective of texture, de- the land surface of the earth with most of it
gree of induration, water content, or litho- in the Northern Hemisphere (Ref. 47). Three-
logic character. A readily drained soil, rock, fourths of Asiatic Russia and 45 percent of all
or boulder mantle may be frozen with little or the U.S.S.R. is underlain by permafrost (Ref.
no ice present in the voids. Such permafrost 48). The permafrost region of northeastern
will not have the hardness that develops in an European Russia has the most severe climate
ice-cemented material and can be excavated in Europe with not more than 100 frost-free
readily. Waterlines buried in such dry perma- days in the year and a mean annual low
frost will freeze as quickly as those installed temperature of -50*C (-58*F). Lack of pre-
in ice-bonded permafrost of the saire temper- cipitation in summer and rapid evaporation of
ature. Any construction or operational prac- the small amount of moisture in the thin
fice that will permit infiltration of water into seasonally thawed layer inhibits plant growth.
dry frozen ground will produce the character- A mean maximum temperature of 36*C
istic ice-bonded permafrost. (96.8°F) in this barren, water-deficient region

makes the summer climate less endurable than
An organic form of dry, nonindurated the cold winters.

permafrost may be produced if an area of
muskeg is drained artificially or if the water Most of Alaska and at least one-half the
table is lowered th..)ugh some change in the land area of Canada lie withiin the continuous
natural hydrology of the rgion. and discontinuous permafrost zones (Fig.

5-29). In Alaska, the Brooks Range is the
Permafrost is universal throughout the ex- approximate dividing line between the region

treme cold zone of the Northern Hemisphere. of continuous permafrost which extends
It is prevalent, although really discontinuous, northward to the Arctic Ocean, and the
in the northern part of the cold zone. It is region of discontinuous permafrost extending
present, below the seasonal freeze-thaw layer, southward almost to the Gulf of Alaska.
at a depth of several inches to 8 or l0 ft and
extends from a fewý feet to several thousand 5-3.3.7 MATERIEL EFFECTS
feet below the bottom of the seasonally
frozen ground. Fig. 5-29 shows the distribu- In the cold climates, the mos,ý important
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effects of the environment are immediate, the arcticlike conditions to preserve !•erish.-i When a heavy snow occurs, •urface mobility is able food for future consumption. •ost direct

immediately degraded and with sufficient materie•. damage results from changing tern-
accumulation becomes zero; if the tempera- peratures ot from cold temperatures com-

..• ture drops below -25°F for several days, bined with other environmental factors. Has-
• • opera•iona] capabilities are •'e•uced 50 per- tics, rubbers, and metals are embrittled at low
[! cent. If the low temperatures persist for temperatures, if they are subjected to shock

several additional days, then all effort is spent or vibration, they may fail. Melting ,•nd
on survival and operational capabilities are refreezing of ice often causes mechanical

zero. l='ield operations in much of the cold linkages to be jammed. Freezing of the
regions are difficult, even in the sum•aer ground can cause accumulation of water and
months, because of the wet, unstable terrain, can lead to displacement of structures and
When the temperature drops below -40°F, ice roadways. The properties of fluids change

[• fog forms •ue to combustion products ema- with low temperature; lubricants can becom•
Shating from vehicles, power stations, and ineffective and batteries will cease to store

heating facilities. The result is an obscured electrical power.
atmosphere which persists until the tempera-
ture rises or the wind biow_•.. These examples,
however, represent only the extreme. In the Ir• summary, the cold climate has little
densely inhabited intermediate cold regions, deteriorative effect on materiel, but when the
incursions of the cold climate impede actiw-• materiel is us-.,• at low temperatu,'-es, its
ties, cause great expense, and do much dam- performance may be degraded, Operationally,
age. the combined effect of the many environ-

menta| factors associated with a cold climate
Low temperatures, by •hemselves, are not prese, nI formidable problems, restricting capa-

damagi•.•g to materiel. Items that had b•..en bilities and creating a requirement for much
exposed to severe cold for yea• have been specialized equipment or for modifications of
found to operate well. In fact, man creates operationa! procedures. •:

1
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CHAPTER 6

QUANTITATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL CONCEPTS

6-1 GENERAL radiation which in turn was attributed to

increased air pollution (Ref. 1). The decreased
The description of the environment of solar radiation was based on pyranoneter

Army materiel, if it is to be useful to design data over a 20-yr period for which regression
engineers, munt be in quantitative terms. it is analysis showed a 20-percent decrease in the
difficult to design and test materiel for a hot, annual average of daily incoming solar radia-
humid region unless temperature and humid- tion. The analysis, however, failed to account
ity aata ior the region are available in for deterioration of the absorbing surface in
understandable terms. The need for quantifi- the pyranometer and the fact that the pyra-
cation extends to all environmental factors nometer had been relocated twice during the
but the success in doing so is limited for many period of the record. These factors introduced
factors. Macrobiological and microbiological uncertainties in the data sufficient to invali-
organisms, for example, are not readily date the analysis and conclusions.
paranmeterized.

Time is an important parameter in data on
Equally important to the quantitative de- environmental factors and their effects.

scription of environmental factors is the Steady-state condition.; rarely exist in the
quantitative description of the effects of these natural environment. Changes may occur in
factors on materiel. Thus, voluminous data seconds-such as when a cloud passes the sun;
have been coilected on the relationships be- or in hours-such as when a weather front
tween operating temperature Qnd the time-de- passcs through; or in days-as when the
pendent properties of electronic components, synoptic weather pattern changes. The effeci
on coerosion rates of various materials as a of an environmental factor may depend on
function of time and environmental condi- the intensity of the factor and the time of
tions, and on deteriorative effects of various exposure bi a highly nonlineer relationship.
forms of radiated energy.

Both types of data-that on environmental The nature of the environment and its
factors and that on their effects-require effects may be embodied in models that
measurements that in turn depend on the provide logical relationships between the oc-
availability of standardized measurement pro- currence of environmental factors or relate
cedure -, instrumentation, calibration stan- effects to factor values. Although such models
dards, and data processing techniques in nrder are often poor approximations to the actual
that th. measurements yield useful data. occurrences, they serve very useful functions
Without a~t ntion to these matters and thei.r in environmental analyses. Fxamples of mod-
careful recording, erroneous use may be made els would include:

of the data.
(1) The quantitative descriptions of cli-

Examples of the pitfalls in data collection matic categories given in AR 70-38, which
and interpretation are not difficult to find. In provide temperature and humidity range,- and
one such case, a decrease in skin cancer cycles as well as limits on other factors (Ref.
incidence was attributed to dacreased solar 2)
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(2) Descriptions of typical days based on Topography or surface geometry includes
accumulations of weatner records (Ref. 3) the macrorelief and microrelief of the land

surface. Techniques for presenting surface.
(3) A mathematical relationship between geometry vary widely and are largely a func-

raindrop size and rainfall intensity (Ref. 4) tion of the use to be made of the data. Relief
maps drawn to various scales commonly are

(4) The Arrhenius equation for the tern- used to express surface geometry but have
perature dependence of reaction rates, which little value in depicting surface irregularities
serves as a model for the temperature-depen- that, for example, a vehicle suspension design-
dent changes in materials (Ref. 5) er may require. Therefore, micrornlief and

macrorelief normally are not presented in the(5) The U.S. Standard Atmosphere, which same terms Or units because of scalar differ-
serves as a model for atmospheric parameters ences. Microrelief commonly is reported in
(Ref. 6). terms of frequency per unit length of several

hundred feet or yards and amplitude in inches
There are many such models for many since this basica!'y describes surface rough-

purposes. Some are purely conceptual, while ness. rata rzdi-ction techniques ofzen are
others are based on a large quantity of data. applied to make such information rr..3re use-
They are necessary for quantitative analysis of ful. Macrorelief is concerned with the 3ross
the envirornmeat and its effects, land features and refers to slopes in percent,

elevation, or altitude, and the frequency of
6-2 QUANTITATIVE FACTOR PARAM- occurrence of these in terms of miles.

ETERS
Surface composition or soil factors are

In order that measurements can be made, considered here to be the characteristics of
the measurable parameters associated with the surface of the eartih which determine its
each environmental factor must be identified, load-bearing capacity, relative negotiability,
In some instances, one factor may have a stability, and workability. White the scientist
number of such parameters and those of is concerned with soil type or geologic forma-
greatest usefulness must be identified. In tion, the engineer has more need of physical
other instances, it is difficult to identify even characteristic data that will determine, for
one measurable parameter. In the -ubpara- example, the load-carrying ability of the
graphs that follow, quantifiable parameters surface. Soil characteristics regarding strength
are discussed for each of the 21 environ- under static loads are reasonably well defined,
mental factors. The general references for nd 3everal systems for classifying soils have
these descriptions are AMCP 706-116 and been developed. The Unified Soil Classifica-
AMCP 706-117 (Refs. 7,8). tion System developed by the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers is one of the more widely
6-2.1 TERRAIN used systems and classifies soils on the basis

of grain size and distribution, liquid limit, and
Terrain, for quantitative study, is subdivid- plastic limit.

ed into four elements--ssoil. iydrographic fea-
tures, vegetation, and topography. Table 6-i For purposes of mobility assessment, it
lists the measurable parameters associated generally is accepted that the soil reaction to
with each of these elements. Soils being of dynamic loading must oe determined. Many
greater engineering importance have been methods of measuring soil dynamic strength
studied more intensely and have a larger have been proposed and evaluated but as yet
number of measurable para meters identified, the development of a group of soil measure-
16 contrasted with 4 for vegetation. ments that will positively determine the
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TABLE 6-1

TERRAIN PARAMETEPR

Terrai: element Parameters

Soil Particle size Density
Allowable pressure Deformation modulus
Permeability Cohesive strength
Chemical composition Cone index
Layer thickness Grain size distribution
Water content Atterberg limits
Plasticity Penetratiun resistance
Shear strength Bearing capacity

Hydrcgraphic
features Water depth Lake arei:

Stream width Stream flow velocity
Bank height Differential bank height
Bank slope

Vegetation Height Stem spacing
Stem diameter Recognition distance

Topography Slope Obstacle width and length
Obstacle approach angle, Power spectral density
Obstacle vertical dimension Elevation
O~st•le s:pacing
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mobility of current vehicles has not been (2) Reiglt

perfected.
(3) Stem diameter

Hydrological factors are the characteristics
that define the nature of landmass surface (4) Stem habit
water and the surface underlying it. An
important hydrological factor is simply the (5) Branch habit
location of rivers, streams, lakes, swamps, or
other bodies of water. Others are the charac- (6) Root habit
teristic3 of a body of water such as its
velocity, tempepture, impurity content, (7) Stem hardness
amount of flow, depth, and width, and the
seasonal variation of each. Descriptions of (8) Stem succulence
water basins sometimes include bottom and

shcreline characteristics as well as obstacle. (9) Special properties (spines, cutting
that may hindcr navigation. edges, etc.)

Locations of bodies of water normally are (10) Leaf size
presented on maps drawn to suitable scale.
Characteristics of the water and flow are (11) Leaf shape
usually obvious fiom these maps but seasonal
variations are often important enough to be (12) Leaf texture

noted specifically. Stream bed and bank
geometry are preented in a manner simiilar to (13) Leaf presence
that of terrain relief; i.e., frequency .nd
height of obstacles as well as slopes. Charac- (14) Leaf activity
teristics of the bed of a stream or river and
bank conttions should be reported in terms (15) Plant distribution characteristics.

;t will allow an e~timate to be made of
-bicilar and persorel mobility in crossing. Each of the preceding major characteristics

is broken down into subcharacteristics, and a
Vegetation factors comprise the physical symbological system is developed whereby

• haracteristics of earth surface plants, treys, presntation can be niade in chart form

brush, and undergrowth. Characterstics of (ve.atation structure diagrams).
vegetation are of importance to the environ-
mental engineer when considering the design Each of the separate terrain parameters is
of earth-moving equipment ,i special vehicle of importance to some activity. Cr'oss-country
design. Obviously, vegetation chracteristics mobility, construction, communication, and
are of utmost importance in activities that other activities require different types of
require a vegetated area. Thus, characteristics information on soils and topography. In some
that define the physical geometry rather than cases, the parameter is of interest to the field
the botanic.l specifics are important to the engineer, and for other cases, the design
environmenal engineer. One system for ex- engineer or scientist.
pressing these physical characteristics has
been developed by the U.S. Army Engineer Obviously, the paiameterization of terrain
Waterways Experiment Station. The terms as given in Table 6-1 is ir.complete. Variations
used in this system are: in hydrography with the seasons is often of

overriding importance. Terrain parmeters are
(1) Crown shape difficult to associate in analytical expressions

6-4
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and a complete description of a complex temperature with altitude, usually stated in
terrain would require excessive data. terms of degrees per unit change in elevation.

Generalized lapse rates have been computed
6-2.2 T•fUFERATURE for the maajor climatic zones of the world.

Temperature i:' a measure of the thermal There is no fixed or standard manner in
state of a solid, )iquid, or pas. It is expressed which ambient temperature data ure prerent-
in units that are related to absolute zero or to ed. Since temperature is an instantaneous
the freezing and boiling points of pare water. measurement, many types of data reduction

are ,-.ed to provid,. more iseful forms for its
The four scales or units used to ;nmlicate expression. Thý.:-.e include frequency, average,

.•temperature ame rankine ('P.) ana fzhrnf,-,; mean, extreme, probibihity, deviations, etc.
(0 F) in the British system of measurement, Table 6-2 lists quantifiable temperature pa-

and kelvin (K) and celsius or centigrame (°C) rameters
in the mehic systems. The absolute scales,
rankine ano. kelvin, a:.; used primarily when Temperature data are extremely sensitive
dealing with thermodynamic expreswions. to measurement technique and the instru-
Fahr,',heit and celsius or centigrade cm.,m on- mentation employed. Temperatures as mea-
ly are used to express relative thermal condi- sured in a standard weather instrument sheiter
tions. The relationships among these scales differ from temperatures measured in exposed
can be expressed by the following: locations, at different heights, or with a

different sensor. A lo-v thermal mass ther-
OR = OF + 459.69 mistor exposed to air currents will record

rapid temperature fluctuations while a large
K = 0 C + 273.16 thermal mass bimetallic thermometer will not

(6-1) respond to fluctuations but will indicate some
OF = (9/5) 0C 4- 32 average value of temperature.

OC (5/9)('F- 32) Recorded temperature data are subject to
variations related io the location of the

The climatic temperature in which the measurement instruntents, their care and use,
environmental engineer is most interested is as well as k..s obvious factors (Ref. 1). The
the ambient or surrounding air temperature in network of climatological statfr 1is of the
der.es fahrenheit or celsius (centigrade). The National Weather Service includes 13,000
ambient tkmperature in .io way completely stations operated by cooperating observers
defines the thermal regime, but is a strong who record daily maximum and minimtm
index of its general magnitude. Ambient air temperatures. One observer, whose observing
temperature normally is measured in a venti- record was continuous for 25 yr without a
1 at ed enclosure approximately 4 ft above the missed day, carried her instruments with her
soil sviface, shielded to minimize heat trans- on a .tip in order to preserve the record. It
fer to the measuring instrument from solar was noticed that her reported data were not
and surface radiation. Ambient temperattare consistent for the station location and, after
will vary considerably depending upon local investigation, the cause was found and the
terrain features and height above th? surface, data we-, corrected. However, weather re-
which is the case whether macroclimatic or cords throughout the wo•'d are subject to
microclimatic conditions are of interest. One similar variability.
of the nr c-re useful techniques in estimating
" tempera, rs for locales not in the immediate In the space of less than 10 mi, tempera-
vicinity of measuring instruments is the ap- turn variations in excess of 20 deg F have

plication of lapse rate, or the wvsiation of been observed and, at a given location, flue-
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TABLE 6-2

TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS

Air temperature

Soil temperature
Average temperature
Temperature lapse rate
"Temperature range
Extreme temperatures

Exceedance probabilities
Diurnal temperature cycle
Annual temperature cycle
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vtations uver a 2-dcg-F range are readily humidity include (I) dewpoint hygrometers,

observed in a J0-min tirt. span. These obser- which determine the temperature at which
vations make it lefar th3t reading and record- the water vapor will condense on a solid
ing atmospheric temperatures to an accuracy surface. (2) instruments for determining the
exceeding A deg F is not worthwhile. This is amoznt of water vapor based on infrared
not to imply, however, that te.mp.-'ature absorption, and (3) several types of hygrome-
variations even less than i deg F are not ters using physical changes in, or the
important in many atmospheric phenomena. livgioscopicity of, salts to detect moisture.

6-2.3 14UMIDITY As with other meteorological factors,
humidity data are dependent on the proce-

Humidiiy is a general exvression referring dures, instrumentation, and locations used in
to the amount of water vapor present in the their collection. Rapid changes in atmospheric
air. In its several forms, humidity is either water content result from transient showers,
defined or its extent established by the wind direction changes, and solar radiation
quantifiable .,arameters listed in Table 6-3. variation. Instrnments for measuring humidity

are not as accurate as could be desired and, in
Humidity data can be presented in numer- general, humidity measurements can be great-

ous ways. providing the proper identification 11 -'proved.
is used; i.e., relative humidity as a percentage,
dewpoint in degrees fahrenheit or celsius 6-2.4 PRESSURE
(centigrade), etc. Some care must be taken
when averaging data because rclative humidi- Atmospheric pressure is the pressure exert-
ty, dewpoint, and wet-bulb temperature are led by the atmosphere due to the gravitational
not linear functions of specific humidity and attraction of the earth at the point of interest,
vapor pressure. Since dewpoint and wet-bulb or the pressure of the "column" of atmos-
temperature generally are regarded as the phere above the point of interest, in engine-
better indicators of the amount of water ering terms, pressure is forcz per unit area;
vapor in the air, the averaging of relative e.g., psi or dyn cn"2 . Atmospheric pressure or
humidity, dewpoint, and wet-bulb tempera- barometric pressure often are measured and
ture data per se may be considered to be in recorded in terms of the height of a column
error. of mercury which the atmosphere will sup-

port. The following units and values are
TI,' most common expression of humidity commonly used to define standard atmos-

is relative humidity. This term is much pheric pressure:
maligned by the scientific community but
remains popular nevertheless. It is an admit- Standard atmospheric pressure
tedly poor indicator of the absolute amount Millimeters of mercury 760
of water vapor in the air unless it is associated Inches of mercury 29.92
with a dry-bulb temperature, but it is one of Pounds per square inch 14.696
the most simple and practical expressions Millibars 1,013.2
regarding the lixeliaood that an object will
Sgive. up or absorb moisture from the atmo'- Standard atmostheric pressure also is known
phere. Wet- and dry-bulb thermometers are as sea-level pressure, and pressure sometimes

i...e most common devices for measuring is notcd as "corrected to sea level". Stztion
humidity; through the use of se'tiempirical pressure or pressure measurements made at
psychionetric charts or slide rules, wet.. and elevations different from sea level or zero-feet
dry-bulb temperntures can be converted into elevation are corrected by means of standard
relative humidity or most of the other humid- atmospheric charts which are tables iisting the
ity indices. Other devices for measuring variation of standard pressure with ele-yation.
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TABLE 6-3

HUMIDITY PARAMETERS

Vapor pressure

Relative humidity

Mixing ratio

Absolute humidity

Mole fraction

Dewpoi n t temperature

Wet-bulb temperature

Diurnal cycle

Altitudinal variations

Humidity extremes

Cooccurrence with high temperature
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SAbsolute pre,..ure is pressure m easured 6-2.6 RAIN

from a base of zero pressure, while gage
pressure is meassured (and corrected) from a When water vapoi condenses in the atmos-
base of standard pressure. Thus, gage pressure phere, the drops or droplets large enough to
equals absolute pressure minus 14.696 psi at overcome convection fall from the formation
standard atmospheric pressure. and are observed as rain. The American

Meteorological Society defines a raindrop as
Parameters associated with this factor in- having a diameter above 0.5 mm (0.02 in.).

clude only pressure and its extreme values, Falling drops having diameters of 0.2 to 0.5
averages, and disribution. mm are referred to as drizzie (Ref. 9). ,''Ater

vapor that condenses but does not form large
The largest errors in pressure data result enough droplets to precipitate remains sus-

from the effects of wind and a lack of pended as fog, mist, or haze.
knowledge of the temperature of the meau-r-
ing instrument. Rain is measured most commonly in rate of

accumulation, as inches of water per unit
6-2.5 SOLAR RADIATION time. It very often is averaged or totaled into

monthly, seasonal, or yearly rates. Important
Solar radiation is commonly restricted to climatic data are amount, intensity, duration,

the radiation '"iat is received at the siirface of and number of days on which rainfall occurs.
the earth. This generally is reported in terms The amount of rainfall required for a bona
of heat energy per unit area per unit t me. fide rainfall to be recorded is arbitrary; the
These units may be presented as langley (cal National Weather Service records amounts less
cnrf) per unit of time or Btu ft-2 per unit than 0.01 in. as a trace. Rain parameters are
time, or W per unit time. The data appear in listed in Table 6-5.
totalized form o-cr time units of hours, days,

months, or even years. Solar radiation is a When rain is collected in a rain gage, the
spectrum of wavelengths with different quantity collected is subject 'to various instru-
energy levels at each wavelength. Instruments mental errors. However, these errors are sm-l

or radiometers for measuring solar radiation compared to those resulting from the way in
have different spectral responses which are which the data are used. One 8-in. diameter
reflected in the data. Fortunately, the differ- gage, exposed to a 0.5-mi diameter local
ences are very small and can be ignored for shower, may be used to indicate the average
most design and operational purposes. rainfall for a 1,000 mi' land area. In such

cases, the data are aseful only as averages over
One important aspect of solar radiation is large areas and long time intervals which

the amount of radiation reflected back to decrease the impact of the many short range
space by the earth, which is a function of the vqriations.
albedo of the earth, estimated to be about 35
percent. A number of factors such as time of 6-2.7 SOLID PRECIPITANTS
year, latitude, elevation, and atmospheric dust
and mcisture determine the amount of solar Snow is measured in ;ate of fli..
radiation that reaches the surface of the earth accumulation per tit time, suca as ittchcs per
at any particular location. Therefore, solar hour or inches ptr yi.r. Accumulation in
radiation data should contain references to terms of inclh•. ." *V,:-r e4uivalent per unit

the conditions of meastaement to be mean- time is a'so i--poritant in calculating resultant
ingful. Generalized values of solar radiation runoff. 1.msount, in',,nsity, duration, and
versus latitude and climatic zones are avail- nvrnrber of days on which snowfall occurs are
able. The quantitative parameters listed in important climatic parameters. Although an
Table 6-4 are commonly used. effect rather than a measure of the intensity
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TABLE 6-4

SOLAR RADIATION PARAMETERS

Sunshine intensity

Mean daily solar radiation

Maximum solar radiatior.

Mean monthly -olar radiation

Spectral distribution

Sunshine duration

Cloud cover -A,

61
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TABLE 6-5

RAIN PARAMETERS

Raindrop size

Raindrop mass

Raindrop size distribution

Raindrop velocity

Liquid wiater content

Intensity

Chemical composition
Frequency

Average: monthly, annual

Probability

Extremes

Number of days with measurable precipitation

Aiount

Duration

Radar reflectivi ,y

Raindrop impact energy

Electrical conductivity
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of the factor itself, an important aspect of figures tabulated in the fourth column,
snowfall is the accumulation or snowload on "Force", indicate the unit pressures exerted
surface objects, reported in pounds per square on a surface transveise tothe wind direction
inch or grams per cubic centimeter. for the various Beaufort numbers and cor-
Parameters associated with snow are given in responding windspeeds. Although they are
Table 6-6. measures of effects rather than the intensity

of the factor itself, they are useful for
Hail, like snow, is reported in terms of engineering applications. Often when wind- A

depth of accumulation. An obviously impor- speeds are high, maximum speeds reached in
tant characteristic of hal is the diameter of gusts as well as maximum sustained spceds are
the individual hailstones. Because of the reported or predicted. Wind direction is also
damage ht 'I can do, the frequency of occur- important and is recorded in terms of com-
rence of hail is important, and maps indicat- pass points or as degrees of izimuth. Many
ing areas commonly experiencing hail have operations make use of data describing the
been prepared. The other solid precipitants frequency with which the wind blows from
are less subject to quantitative data collection, the several points of the compass on a
their occurrence is the primary record obtain- seasonal or yearly basis. Wind parameters are
ed. listed in Table 6-9.

6-2.8 FOG AND WHITEOUT A useful means for showing the prevailing
wind direction is the "wind-rose", a diagram

Visibility is the most common measure of designed to show the distribution of wind
the intensity of fog or whiteout. Fog is direction experienced at a given location over
characterized by its constituents and by its a considerable period of time. The most
occurrence and effect on visibility using pa- common form consists of a circle from which
rameters such ac those given in Table 6-7. 8 or 16 lines emanate, one for each compass
Whiteout is less definitively measurable since point. The length of each line is proportional
effects are more subjective than objective, to the frequency of wind from that direction;
although limits of horizontal visibility dic- the frequency of calm conditions is entered in
tance, h, "zontal extent, frequency of occur- the center (Ref. 9).
rence, d duration may be reported. Atmos-
pheric pressire, dry-bulb and dewpoint tem- 6-2.10 SALT. SALT FOG. AND SALTperatures, and wind velocities are pertinent to WATER

studies of fog and whiteout but are not
measures of their intensity. Salt as dry fanout from the atmosphere, as

contained in water droplets in salt form, or in
6-2.9 WIND water constitutes an important environmental

factor because of its efft.cts on materials.
Wind is movement of the atmospheric Parameters employed to characterize salt in

airmass in relation to the surface of the earth, its various forms are given in Table 6-10.
most often horizontally. Fro-ra an engineering
standpoLnt, the most useful description of 6-2.11 OZONE
wind is in terms of velocity and duration.
Usua!ly either miles per hour or knots are Ozone is a naturally occmiring as well as
used to indicate speed. Observers may in some induced atmospheric constituent. It is mea-
cases use qualitative terms such as huricane sured in termq of a mixing ratio; i.e., an
force, strong, light, etc., which are identified expre•simor, of the amount of ozone jn a given
in tne Beaufort Scale of Table 6-8. The amount of air where both a;e expressed in the
meaning of the word "force" as used in this same units; e.g., parts per million (ppm) or
scale is indicative of gross windspeed. Tne micrograms pe- gram ( ug g-) of air. Alterna-
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TABLE•6-
SNOW PARAMETERS*

Snowfall rate Young's modulus
Snowflake mass Poisson's ratio
Snowflake falling velocity Strength

Grain size Creep rate

Density Sliding friction coefficient

Porosity 
Viscosity

Permeabi I ity Thermal conductivity
Hardness 

Dielectric constant

Annual snowfall Reflectance

Mean snow depth Extinction coefficient

Snowcover duration Snow load

*With the exception of the first three entries, these parameters
apply to snow on the surface of the earth.

6
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TABLE 6-7

FOG PARAMETERS

Droplet size Visible range

Droplet size spectra Chemical composition

Liquid water content Vertical depth

Droplet concentration Duration

Frequency

6'
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TABLE 6-

BEAUFORT SCALE OF WIND (Ref. 10)

Beauforti
Beaufort descriptive Velocity, Force,

number term mph psf
A

0 Calm Less than 1 0.00

1 Light air I to 3 0.01

2 Light breeze 4 to 7 0.08

3 Gentle breeze 8 to 12 0.28

4 Moderate breeze 13 to 18 0.67

5 Fresh breeze 19 to 24 1.31

6 Strong breeze 25 to 31 2.30

7 Moderate gale 32 to 38 3.60

8 Fresh gale 39 to 46 5.40

9 Strong gale 47 to 54 7.70

10 Whole gale 55 to 63 10.50

11 Storm 64 to 75 14.G0

12 Hurricane Above 75 17.00+
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TABLE 6S.

WIND PARAMETERS

Windspeed Vertical d strtbutlon

Wind direction Extreme windspeeds

Gustiness Average windspeed

Wind trajectGry Storm frequency
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TABLE 6-10

SALT PARAMIETERS

" ~i

In water Atmospheric

Salinity SaItfall
Specific gravity Particle size
Electric:al conductivity Particle weight

Chemical composition Distribution

Freezing temperature Transport
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tively, ozone may be measured as concentra- usually are reported in terms of some visual
tion per unit volume, which is the absolute measurement. The Ringelmann numbering
quantity of ozone in a giv,;i spatial v(lume; system is used but is subjective and yields
e.g., 10-6 moles of ozone per liter or 10-3 g of inconsistent results. Various light-obscuring
ozone per cubic meter. smokemeters are more precise measuring •':-

vices but, nevertheless, yield an arbitraey
6-2.12 MACROBIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS number that must be converted to qualitative

units to be usable in many applications.
Quantitative descriptors of macrobiological Chemical identification of poilutants is essen-

species are difficult to define and data are tial, and other climatic data often are report-
difficult to obtain. Since vegetation as well as ed with concentration when found to be
all forms of animal life is included, the most determining factors in their presence or trans-
obvious pL :ameters are population density in port. Frequency of occurrerce and duration
a given area of a given species. Additiona! are of major interest.
capabilities and other parameters ar- required
only in special circumstances and then only
for one or several species.

6-2.15 SAND AND DUST
6-2.13 MICROBIOLOGICAL ORGANISMS

Although the definition of sand and dust is
The population of microbiological organ- highly arbitrary, some authorities define dust

isms (microbes) is not important. The spores as particles emanating from the surface of the
which lead to rapid growth under favorable earth and having diameters between 1 pm and
conditions are always available. Although few 150 pm (Ref. 14). The coarser sand particles
data are available, those of potential value to range from 150 pm up to 5,000 pim (0.0906
design engineers concerned with microbes are to 0.2 in.).
the temperature, humidity, and chemical con-
ditions favo.-;ng rapid growth. As with other atmospheric particulates,

identification of the particles is mandatory.
6-2.14 ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS Concentration in terms of weight per unit

volume of air, wind velocity, and particle
Atmospheric pollutants are manmade solid, shape are important characteristics of air-

gas. or liquid contaminants of the atmos borne sand and dust. Concentration is normal-
phere. Pollutants usually are confined to ly reported in grams per cubic foot (g if-3 ),
deleterious contaminants and may include although some refe-.ences can be found to the
nitrates, nitrites, oxides, sulfates, and other number of particles per cubic foot; particle
metal salts, oils and tars; sulfur dioxide and shape is reported in qualitative terms such as
trioxide: hydrogen sulfide; oxides of nitrogen; round, subround, and angular; velocity L,
hydrocarbons, and fly ash (Refs. 11, 12). most uften in feet per second or miles per

hour. Blowing sand and dust may be reported
For the most part, pollutants exist at in terms of weight passing a unit area, such as

relatively low concentrations. Gases may be grams per square centimeter per minute (g
reported in parts per million, parts per hun- cn-f miff'). Further definitions of the parti-
dred million, or parts per billion. Paiticulate des may include hardness based on Mohs'
matter may be reported in milligrams per scale. Size of the particle is commonly a
cubic foot (mg ft-), micrograms per cubic measure of diameter in micrometers where
meter (pg rn-), -or grams per cubic fooZ (g the diameter is Stokes' equivalent diameter;
ft') (Ref. 13). Fallout may on occasion be i.e., diameter of sphere that would settle at
reported in such cases n.,, micrograms per the same rate as the particle. The parameters
square meter per unit of time. Opacity effects are listed in Table 6-11.
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TABLE 6-11

SAND AND DUST PARAMETERS

Particle size Concentration

Size distribution Vertical distribution

Particle shape Pickup speed

Composition Settling velocity

Hardness Frequency
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6-2.16 VIBRATION, SHOCK, AND AC- Eizctromagnetic radiation normally is re-
'ICELERATION ported in units of waviength (pm) or of

firequency (Hz). The energy of radiation is
These environmental factors are diicusse 2 indicated by the amplitude of tho wave, and

together since their :2arametric description!, may Ice measured in W cn-f I, erg s' -1cm'2, orI
are very similar. Parameters for vibration are cal miri-I nf. One important aspect of
given in Table 6-12. The time-dependence of electromagnetic radiation is attenuation of
the phenomena 3ssociated with each factor is the signal (or radiation) by ibsorption and
the most iml ortant basis for their differentia- scattering in the propagation medium. Quanti-
tion fiable electromagnetic radiation parameters

are given in Table 6-14.
The chiaracteristics describing mechanical

factors may be presented in any of several Nuclear radiation is either pure energy such
different ways. Basically, vibration is 'lefined as X rays or gam=~ t ys. or particulate energy
in terms of repeateJ1 displacement versus time; such as alpha or beta particles, or neutrons.
shock is defined in the same units but is not Nuclear radiation int--nsity is exp~rtssd as
repetitive. and acceleration is presented int unit energy per unit time, such as erg s' or
graitainluis eV ~.Radiatit vn received usually is measured

in Tads wherv .- rad is a unit of absorb,!d dose
There are many rharacteristics of con- equal to 100 ergsq gF' of absorbing material

ditioras producing shock and vibration that are (Ref. 1 4). Ionization -.nd electromagnetic
difficult, if riot impossible, to list in~ a simple wave inierference are mezsured in. terms of

3Icomprehensive form. I hey are concerned electron density; i.e., electrons per cm .A
largely with the form of the wave versus a Neutrons are measured in number of neu.;rons
time function and conditions under which per cm2 (flux) or neu~ -'-ns per cr,2 pez unit
measurement is made or data gathered, Much of tinif- (Ituence). There ate many other units
timve and effort Pave been devoted to dete-r- of measurement essential to this very broad
mine chayacteristics such as the shock and subject. Identification of the type of radia-
vi*bration associated with transportation. Be- tion, intensity, duration (half-life), and dose

cause of the many factors irnvolv0~, however, rate are all of primary importance.
there is often much disagreemeM~ between
investigators regarding application. and relia- 6-3 DATA QUALITY
bili.'y of the data. Further, lim_*.rations of
instnrumentation cnd data analys:'. le';hniques There is a tendency to ascribe the ultimete
tend to introduce new factors into the data in precilion to printed data. The less that is
that are subject to question. known about the data source, the more

;ý.nfidence is given to it This tendency is notJ
6-2.17 RADIAT!(ON: ACOUSTICS, ELIFI> supported by t;. peiience. An example is given

TROMAGNETIC, AND NUCLEAR whserein the Eckmnan Spiral theory was ex-
Thes thee nvirnmeiat fdctrs ompise aniined (Relf. 1). 'his theory postulates that
Thes thee nvirnmeialfddlrs ompise the hanrzontal wind vector turns with increas-

vaiious forms of en~cigy flow through the ing height due to a decmrc-e in the effect of
atmosphere that are induced primarily by the surface friction. Since the effects a.-c studied
activit-.; ct people. Acoustical radiation con- best ov r oc.eans to) avoid terrain ,-ffects. data

'Zsoi movement of ý-*r r,-,ecules and is from ocean station vess~.'s were employed to
aes,;-ibtzd by the pa-rameters goven in Table t.:st th2e thteory' and it was found to be valid.
6-1 3. One paramieter, her. ag threshold shift, The dala, however, had beeii collected us~ing
is an ce:amp~e )f a measurtmrent based on an measurement techniques incapable of suffi-
effect; iLe it is the integiated acouý.flc~., cient resolution --t the lower wind levels.
pow'ýr rcquire, to shift (lie hcaring threshold Obervers had compensated for this lack of
b.i t4he amount giver.. reol)in iy using the Eckman Spiral theory
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TABLE 6-12

VIBRATION PAfWAMETERS

Spectra Ac:eleration

Displacement Paturcl frequencies

Velocity Duration
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TABLE 6-13

ACOUSTICAL PARAMETERS

Sound-pressure level Peak pressure level

Duration Attenuation

Frequency spectra Hearing threshold shifts
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TABLE 6114

ELECTROMAGNETIC." •VTIOON PARAMETERS

I

Spectrum
IPtei: 1 ty
Duration
Energy

Radiation
Patterns
Lightning frequency

Puls.e shape
Power
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to correct low level data, unbeknown to the 64 .1:7N.: JOr$Js
theoretician. It is not surprising that th%
theorl was validated; such a result could not Cs. .•uivi -.mvironnentsl data are avail-
be avoided. nble Lr a variety of forms and from a variety

of wurces. Specific szu!rcs sre identified in
For quantitative manipulations, it is neces- the discussions of individual f.ctors in Parts

sary to know something about the instrumen- Two and Three of the Environmental Series
tation and measuring piocess. The revolution (Refs, 7,8). Some of th'ý more im,1ortant
(the smallest change in the qupntity being sources of data are listed:
measured that will produce a detectable
change in the indication of the instrument) of (1) U.S. Army.environmental data sources:
a resistance thermometer, for example, As
readily degraded by that of the recorder with (a) U.S. Army Engineer Topographic
which it is used. For example, if the resistnce Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Va. 22060
thermometer has a span of 100 K and the
recorder potentiometer has 1,000 turns, the (b) Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory,
,,esolution of the two is ± 0.1 K corresponding U.S. Army Electronics Command, White
tt, one turn of the potentiometer. However, Sands Missile Range, N. Mex. F8002
wh'n the sliding contact of the potevatiomete,
beco.,nes worn, the resolution might decrease (c) U.S. Army Waterways Experiment
to ± i K (Ref. 15). Other attributes of the Station, Vicksburg, Miss. 39180
instrumnetation are equally important-ac-
curacy, sensitivity, speed of response, (d) U.S. Army Cold Regions Research
linearity, rvpotting increment, repeatability, and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, N. H.
and reliability are among these. The sensor 03755
itself may be subject to hysteresis effects, a
dead band, a time constant, a delay distance, (e) Frankford Arsenal, Phfladelphia, Pa.
or other factor that will affect the nature of 19137
the data. Modem instrumentation storage

me,.., can introduce biases of various types in (f) U.S. Army Natick Laboratories,
data which must bn guarded against. When Natick, Mass. 01760
properly employed, c,,)mplex data acquisition
systenw provide nhuci. higher quality data (g) Land Locomotion Research Labora-

than is -,ossible with man,,al collection. tories, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Corn-
mand. Warren, Mich. 4809

It is seldom difficult to obtain accuracy in
laboratory measurements of meteorological (R, Army Materials and Mechanics Re-
paramete[s or to obtain accuracy in the open seavch Center, Watertown, Mass. 02172

with new instruments. The problem is in
ma'ntaining th.t accuracy over long periods (i) U.S. Army Human Engineerih,
of time. Laborat3riies. Aberdeen Proving Ground,

Aberdeen, Md. 21005
It was pointed .ut in par. 6-2.2 that

accuracy of atmospheric temperatur, data in (j) U.S. Army Transportation Engineer-
excess of I deg F is of little use in a'itlysis. In ing Agency, Newport News, Va. 23606
similar fashion, there. are limit h on the useful
accuracy of measurements for" each of the (2) Other organizations
environmental factors. These limits are eter-
mined by thLe environment and the use to be (a) Air Force Cambridge Resarch
made of t~he data, Laboratories, Bedford. Mass.
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(b) Naval Ship Research and Develop- stitute of Technoilogy, Castle Point Station,
*ments Center, Carderock, Md. N.J.

(c) U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, (hi) National Research Council of
Suitland, Md. Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

(d) Sm.Ithsonian Institution, Washing- 0~) Hiha R;search Board, National
ton, D.C. Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.

(e) E~nvironmental Data Service, Ashe-
ville, N.C. (j) Mazskeg Research Institute, Univer-

sity of New Brunswick, Fredericton, New
(f) Environmental Protection Agency, Brunswiick, Canada

Wasjhington, D.C.
(ki, Arctic Meteorology Research Group,

(g) Davidson I aboratory, Stevens In- McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
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CHAPTER 7

TESTING AND SIMULATION

This chapter is concerned with environ- !n cnvironmental testing, conditions such
mental tests and the similation of tLe en- as amlrient temperature, vibration, and elec-
vironment required to carry out such tests.* tromagnetic radiation are generated and con-
To some extent. any test is -in environmental trolled. In some cases there is a deliberate
test si,,ce some type of environment is always attempt to simulate as closely as possible the
present As discussed herein, however, en- environmental profile during intended equip-
vironmental testing pertains to selecting and ment operation. Ibis occasionally is done, for
s mulatint the various environmental condi- example, in reliability demonstration with
tions of temperature, vibration, radiation, samples of prototype hardware. More fre-
humidity, etc.. for the express purpose of quently the emphasis is on simulating certain
determining or verifying the capability of an critical features of the total operational en-
item to operate satisfactorily when subjected vironment at specific severity levels. This is
to them. As such, it is not a basi test method typically the approach in design qualification
itself but it is a way of implementing basic and acceptance testing of components and
testing approaches. Strength. life. and perfor- ýystems. and serves the useful purpose of
mance test:e as well as other basic test types uncovering design and material weaknesses
may all involve environmental testing. Some and workmanship errors. In still other cases
hardware development programs desi 1te a (such as development tests), the operational
parti'mular phise of their testing program environment may not be known ana test
fort;a~lly as environmental testing. In this conditions consequently cover a wide range to
chapter the basic problems and considerations explore the capabilities of an item.
for testing and simulating environmental test
conditions ai,: considered All uses of environmental testing have as

common objectives either determining tieem

The effect of environmental conditions, effect of the environmental conditioas on an
eLher natural or induced, on equipment is an item or verifying that the item is capable ofimportant aSec~t of reliability. Environmental tv`ýstaod.:ng environmental stresses. It is era-

testing provides a method of investigating i ed in all phases of hardware programsthe,- effects. It is emphasized that environ- fo h at n aeil ee fie
mental testing is done no! be,:ause of the frompt the pairts arne materias. levelrof-te

uncomplexity to fairl largonen butes Incauseuncc'aity f th eniromentbutb,ýcau e gams that rely primaril/ on a "build and
of the un.e~rtainty in the effects of the test" approach, it provides the major source
environment. The uncertainty of the environ- of confidence in operational hardware. It also)

:-•ment can ot~y be accounted f,;r by conw-tva- remains a necessity in a complementary role
-• tire design practices to render it unimportant in prop-ams where greater emphasis is placed

Sby field testing to verify thý! success of the on analytical design procedurees.
"• ~conservativ'e design. ot by increasing 'Knowl-

edeoh evrnet A logical alternative to environmental test-
*Ti iown mly sa mea TC,- ths ing is testing under field conditions. This

• Rediy VTb•~~ol.II empsoys (Rf.1 a endtl"fc'.m Phdo icph alternative can provide the dzsajed confidence
:• ni'onimmetn reutb (110 2.L hut usually cos•ts more (especially in the cast
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of complex expensive items) and often delays induced, or conibiiation,, of these. Natural
the desircd information. In field or flight environments are those that exist in nature
testing. test conditions generally are not such as the weather, solar radiation, and low
controlled as well as environmental testing press-ire in deep space. lndilced environments
permits: hence. cause and effect relationships ure manmade and incluete such things as
may be more obscure. mechanical sl,ock during transportation and

handling, air conditioned rooms for corn-
Environmental testing ranges in sophistica- puters, and electromagnetic radiation. An

tion from very crude n-ethods such as using example of a combined natural ai.d induced
an improvised temperature chamber to testing environment i4 the set of coditions sur-
in very elaborate facilities that enable switch- rounding a tracked vehicle opernting under
ing between many combinations of condi- two sources of vibration-that induced by the
tions. Tests may be purposely destructive (as vehicle and that resulting from the terra.-.it.
in strength and life testing), or nondestructive
(such as proof tests and bum-in). The set of environmental conditions in

proper sequence and combination that an
Selection of the appropriate test conditions item encounters during its lifetime is its

is the major problem associated with environ- environmental profile. The total profilc begins
mental testing. Basic factors that affect this during item fabrication and continues
selection are: throughout is life. Therefore, er.vironmental

testing must consider the environments en-
(I) The possible environmental conditions countered in manufacturing, storage. trans-

during intended use of the equt:pment. porlation. and handling. as well as those
experienced during operational use.

(2) The subqets of' these that need to be
treated by a testing approach. Descriptions of the environmental condi-

tions are not always available in explicit form.
(3) The capability for generating and co,- Nc one knows precisely, for example, the

trolling them. environmental profile that a helicopter will
Tmpe'rience throughout its life including all

The crux of the problem lies in determining type., of environmental factors and their
which environmental features can affect the severity levels. Through various sources of
behavior of the item during intended use and data on environments,* it is often possblc to
in employing environmental simulation to select representative characteristics, such as
inestigate these features to the exteni feasi- averes or maximum lev:!s of major factors,
1,.' within the constraints of cost, sche-1ile, for adequately describi•g conditions for a
and testing capability. Not all environmental test.
conditions thaf attect behavior can be sirr.u-
iated readily, and very rarely can all be Environmental conditions of greatest inter-
generated simultaneously to account for inter- est Iron. the reliability viewpoint are those
action effects. Trade-offs are thus necessary in that have detrimental effects (i.e., those that
selecting the test conditions to make the best cause arift, degradation, failure, wear, etc.) on
us, of avai.able capability in obtaining envi- equipment operation. Some conditions have
roamental performance information, no significant effect; some evcn may be

beneficial.

7-1 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND
TrHEl9 EFFECTS

*AR 70-38 defines climatic crtetii for Army materie: (Ref.
J), and MIL-STD.810 describes itandard en"ironmertal test

Environmental conditionh may be natural, methods (Ref. 4).
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Table 7-1 lists detrimental effects of several operation environment rather than by the
environmental factors. In many cases, effects transportation and handling environment.
-iot detectable when the factors are en- Such prior knowledge and experience can
countered singly show up when two or more help reduce the number of environmental
are present simultaneously. For example, tests needed to inswe the succe-sful operation
sonic electronic components function prop- of the item.
erly in either a low temperature or a vibra-
tional envirotment, but when the environ-
ments are combined, component leads may The problems associated with common
break. environmental factors such as temperature,

vibration, and thernal shock nearly always
Some conditions cause cumulative nonre- receive attention. Less familiar factors some-

versible changes in equipment; therefore, times can be equally or even more important.
when considering equipment behavior at any Effects of ice fog, for example. are mor,
point during its useful life, the history of likely to be strange to most engineers than the
environmetal exposures should not be ig- effects of high temperature. For arctic opera-
nored. For example. heating from welding tions, the employment of artillery may be
and soldering can cause permanent shifts in considerably influc., "ed by creation of ice -cog
device characteristics; mechanical shock can during firing. The ch,,racteristics of ice fog ior
re~uP in permanent dislocation of a lead or a environmentai testing purposes, however. ar.

part: and nuclear radiation can cause perma- the same as for other atmospheric obs-urants.
nent defects in semiconductor devices. The Factors for which tests are less common, such
possible need for conditioning items prior to as hail or insects, if they are to receive
environmental testing to simulate the histor- attention in testing, require the determination
ical effects should not be ignored. This of test characteristics and intensity levels that
conditioning is sometimes necessary to assure are representative of the test objectives. With
that dhe response, during the test is representa- hail, for ex,:,tple, if mechanical impact
tive of that in operational use. Knowing the damage is the major effect of interest, then
environment-a! hhIisory Is not important when the size, shape, velocity, and number per unit
ttie effects were reversible. but knowing area of the simulated hailstones are the
whether all pertinent responses are reversible characteristics of concern. On the other hand,can be determined only through careful con- the vibration induced by the incident hail

sideration. Ignoring the nonreversible effects may be the most significant factoi. Insects
that have occurred in previous testing and can cause both mechanical and chemical
operations can lead to very misleading envi- damage, and both characteristics demand con-
rormentai test results. Admittedly, they are sideration when insects reasonably can be
not always easy to assess or to simulate, but expected in large numbers.
just knowing of their possibility often can be

informative in testir.g.
When there is little availablz knowledge

In selecting the environmental factors, the about the operational environment or its
severity levels, and conmbinations of them to effect on an item, it is often simpler and more.e treated. experience is usually the most economical to test and v.c what happens
reliable guide. I-or instance, a designer of a instead of spending a great deal of time and
vehicle component may know that the com- money on an independent study. Thius is
bination of vibration and high temperature is essentially the "build-and-test" approach but
far more likely to harm his component than it has its limitations for large and expensive
low pressure and high ozone content. He may items. Wher. used with discretion, it can be
also know tOat the most severe conditions to applicable especially to certain new designs or
consider for testing are determined by the new applications of old designs.
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TABLE 7-1

RELATIONSHIPS SUBJECT TO TESTING (Rct. 1)

Environment Effects

Winds: gust and Applies overloads to structures causing
turbulence weakening or collapse; interferes with

function such as aircraf'. control;
convectively cools surfaces and compon-
ents at 'ow velocities and generates
heat through friction at high veloci-
ties; Selivers and deposits foreign
materials which -interfere with func-
tions

P.#..Ilpitation: sleet, Applies overloads to structures caus-
-l:)w, rain, hail, dew, ing weakening or collapse; ieimoves

fr-ost heat from structures aod items; aids
corrosion; causes electricil failures;
causes surface deterioration;
damages protective coating

Sard and dust Finely finished surfaces are scratched
and abraded; friction between surfaces
may be incrEdsed; lubricants can be
contaminated; clogging of orifices,
etc.; materials may be worn, crdcked,
or chipped

Salt atmosphere anw Salt combined with water is a good con-
spr.,, ductor which c.tn lower insulation re-

sistance; causes galvanic corrosion
of metals; chemical corrosion of metals
is accelerated.

Humidity Penetrates porous substances and causes
leakage paths between electricbl con-
ductors; caus.s oxidation which leads
to corrosion; moisture causes swelling
in materials such as gaskets; excessive
loss of humidity causes embrittlement
and granulation

Sunshine Causes colors to fade; affects elastici-
ty of certain rubber compounds and
plastics; increases temperatures with-
in enc'sures; can cause thermal aging;
can: cause ozone formation
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T•BLE 7-1 (woeinuld).

RE &.ATIONSHIPS SUBJECT TO TESTING (RM. 1)

Envi ronment Effects

High temperature Parameters of resistance, inductance,I capacitance, power factor, dielectric

constant, etc., will vary; Insulation
may soften; moving parts may jam due
to expansion; finishes may blister;
devices suffer thermal aging; oxida-
tion and other chemical rc.actions are
enhanced; viscosity reduction and
evaporation of lubricants are problems;
structural overloads may occur due to
physical expansions.

Low temperature Plastics and rubber lose flexibility and
become brittle; electrical constants
vary; ice formation occurs when mois-
ture is present; lubricants gel and.
increase viscosity; high heat losses;
finishes may crack; stru:;tures may be
overloaded due to physical contraction.

Thermal shock Materials my be instantaneously over-
stressed causing cracks and mechanical
failure; electrical properties may be
permanently altered.

High or low pressure Structures such as containers, storage tanks,
and buildings may collapse, explode, or
rupture; seals may leak, air bubbles may
form in materials causing damage; the
flight characteristics of shells, aircraft.
or missles may be altered; some !nstrumentr
such as altimeters may give erroneous data;electical characteristics may change.

Gases Corrosion of metals may be enhanced; di-
electric strength may be reduced; an
explosive environment can be created;
hett transfer properties qay be altered;
oxidation may be accelerated.

Acceleration Mechanical overloading of structures; items
may be deformed or displaced; mechanical
functions may be impaired.
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TABLE 7-1 (continued).

RELATIONSHIPS SUBJECT TO TESTING (RMf. 1)

Environment Effects

Vibration Mechanical strength may deteriorate due tU,
fatigue or overstress; electrical signals
may be mechanically and erroneously mod-
ulated; materials and structures may be
cracked, displaced, or shaken loose from
mounts; mechanical functions may be im-
paired; finishes may be scoured by other
surfaces; wear may be increased.

Shock Mechanical structures may be overloaded
causing weakening or collapse; items may
be ripped from their mounts; mechanical
functions may be impaired.

Nuclear/cosmic radiation Causes heating and thermal aging; can alter
chemical, physical, and electrical proper-
ties ot materials; can produce gases and
secondary radiation- can cause oxidation
and discoloration of surfaces, damages
electrical and electronic components,
especially semiconductors

Yhormal radiation Causes heating and possible thermal aging.
surface deterioration, structural weak-
ening, oxidation, acceleratfon of cheml-
cal reactions, aiid alteration of physical
and electrical properties.

RFI Causes spurious and erroneous signals from
rlectrical and electronic equipment and
components; may cause complete disrup-
tion of normal electrical and electronic
equipment such as communication and mea-
suring systems.

Solar radiation Effects similar to those for sunshine, nuJ-
clear/cosmic radiation, and thermal, ra-.
diation

Albedo radiation Albedo radiation is reflected electromag-.
netic (EM) radiation; amount depends on
the reflective capabilities of il'lumi..
nated object such as a planet or the
umoon; effects are the same as for otn~r
EM radiation.
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TABLE 7-1 (continued)

44PELATIONSHIPS SU9JECT TO TESTING (Ref. 1)

Environment Effects

Zero gravity Disrupts gravity-dependent functions; aggra-
vates high-temperature effects

Magnetic fields False signals are induced in electrical and
electronic equipment; interferes with
certain functions; can induce heating;
can alter electrical properties

Insects Can -ause surface damage and chemical reac-
thons; can caus2 clogging and interferencie
with function; can cause contamination of
lubricants and other substances

iuds, fog, smog, smoke, Can interfere with optical and visual irea-
haze, etc. surements; deposition of moisture, pre-

cipitation, etc.; enhances contamination;
can act as an insulator cr attenuator oif
radiated energy

Acoustic noisc Vibration applied vith sound waves rather
than with a mechanical couple; can cause
the same damage and results as vibrational
environment, i.e., the sound energy ex-
cites structures to vibrate.

7
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7-2 SIMULATING THE CONDITIONS effect of ionizing radiation is sttdied most
often at a materials or parts level than ,.t the

The emphasis on environmental testing has level of assembled.i elupzment. Also, the env•-
led to the development of elaborate facilities; roranentk- conditions themselves crmetimes
e.g., t;ae huge NASA dynam'" 1-st facility may be sep.--ated imbo more fundamental
which can accommodate a 6-miion pound components. Typiciil,,, a temperature profile
replica of the complete Apollo-Saturn V is simidated by high and low levels and
v'hicle in tests involving six degrees of motion thermal shock; costam: radiation may be sepa-
(Ref. 5). Other facilities have even more rated itj components composed separately
versatility in terms of the numter of different of protons and beta particles. In such cases,
conditions that can be generated simulta- one musi be alert that there is proper ac-
neously. Detailed descriptions of methods for counting for nonreversibility, interactions,
simulating various environmental conditions and aging.

,• are given by Peeler (Ref'. 6). The most

frequently cited standard for methods in Elaborate environmental tes-. facilities not
wiVi•'y procurement is MIL-STD-810 (Ref. always are needed to resolve certain problems.
4). A tabulation of Government-operated Simply heating individual electronic circuit
environmental testing facilities is available zomponents with a soldering iron may in
(Ref 7)). some cases be more informative than testingI the entire circuit or assembly in an oven. In

Given that certain environmental condi- the absence of certain capabilities, an answer
tions need to be treated by a te.stins .- from an improvised test may bhe better than
proach, it is not always posisible to generate no answer at all; e.g., when concerned about
sirilar conditions even with the most elabo- mechanical shock testing, simply dropping
rate facilities. No single facility, for example, from a prescribed height is better than ig-
can generate at once all of the types, energies, noring the effects of shock altogether.
and intensities of Van Allen radiatior for the
space environment. Air turbulence, gases, and With the increased emphasis on generating
insects typically can prcsent similar problems conditions for different factors simulta-
for environmental conditions aot related to neously, 3 very important question concerns
space. Many facilities are limited even in their witether to use single or combbied environ-
capability to generate complex temperature ments. When facilities do not exist for gener-
proffies. ating combined environments, there is, of

course, no choice but to generate single
The realization of such problems has been environments. Multiple environmental factors

the motivation for crcating more sophisti- must then be treated as single environments in
cated simulation capability. But there are sequence. If the severity levels of the environ-
often other ways of resolving the question at ments are not purposely damaging, as in a
hand. It is the effect of the environmental sequence of screening tests, the order of
conditions that is of interest, not just the application is determined by whatever is most
conditio.s themselves. Thus, is there a suit- convenient. Tests that are purposely dam-
able substitute? For example, pebbles might aging, as in certain qualification tests and
substitute for hailstones if mechanical damage acceptance sampling, demand careful con-
from impact is the effect of interest. Or if sideration of order of environments, especial-
vibration induced by hailstones is of interest, ly where only one or just a few test specimens
then a vibration test already scheduled may are available. The basic criterion to employ in
be adequate. this case is to apply first the conditions that

are least likely to damage the specimen. Thus
Sorme effects often are investigated more for a mechanical part, humidity and salt-spray

easily from a more fundamental level. The tests logically would be applied before vibra-
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tion or a mechanical load test. An electronic ments. Combined environments areeMrioy,,
part more !ikely would be tested by applying after single environment effects have been

h vibration before high temperature. Such test determined and synergistic effects become of
sequencing allows the maximum amount of interest. Employing combined environments
informatii'n to be obtained before damage first can be impractical. S&vgle environment
occurs. testing also can be preferable in long duration

tests due to the impracticality of committing
Ordering of ermironments for items corn- combined environmental test facilities for

posed of both mechanicaI and electrical parts long periods of time.
is not as clear cut. Althoo,',h the same basic
crileri,; still apply, ability to repair the item 7-3 ACCELERATED TESTING
can greatly influence tlW ordering.

In accele.-ated testing, items are subjected
When capability exists for generating both to conditions more severe than those en-

single and combined environmental condi- countered in normal use in an attempt to
tions, it does not follow necessarily that speed up aging and herce obtidn degradation
combined environmental testing is preferable. and failures in less time. It is thus a techique
The decision depends main~y on what is to be to shcrten test time but applicable only to
accomplished with the test and is influenced tlhose tests in which aging is important. It -is a
strongly by factors such as time, cost, skills, veylolydfndccptatmtso
and instrumentation, make it rigorous generally run into problems.

Combined environmental testing has two
significant advantages over single environ- Accelerated testing means roughly, "Let's

mcntal testing. First and most significant is treat it worse than we expect it to be treated

the ability to investigate the synergistic ef- in ordinary practice and then see what hap-
fects of multiplic conditions; i.e.. combined pens". One difficulty is that "treating it

testing in most instances more closely ap- worse" is not always clearly defined. For
p~.,ximates thi real environment. Second, example, electrical contacts behave better as
several conditions usually can be applied voltage and current are increased (up to a

point) and isome heating may improve thesimultaneously in a shorter time than in poinmand ome eaing by i rove
sequence due to savings in set-up time. There- performance of electronic eqiapcnt by driv-
fore, combined testing often saves money. ing off moisture.

The major disadvantage is that the initial cost
of the equipment for combined testing is Because ther is a reasonably firm qualita-
higher. tive foundation for much of accelerated test-

ing, accelerated testing often is used benefi-
In qualification and acceptance tests, corn- cialy and without too much difficulty in

bined environmental testing is preferable to qualitative roles such as failure mode investi-
testing with -ingle environments. The in- gation. It is in the quantitative interpretation
creased confidenc derived from the knowl- and application such as predictin.; perfor-
edge that synergistic effects arc accounted for inance and life of items under normal oper-
usually allows use of smaller safety factors in ating conditions that it begins to nrn ilto the
application, greatest difficulty.

In testing to relate ca-use and effect, the The most familiar ways of programming
combined environmental test is used as an the conditions for accelerated testing are
extension of single environment testing (Ref. constant-stress and stepstress.. Another ap-
8). Testing du.ring development usually em- proach frequently recognized is the progie-
phasizes learning the effects of single environ- sive-stress method; however, this is no dif-
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ferent from the step-'ress approach when the dence of reacticn rates and can be written*steps are small.

nr 1 exp I- E/(T)l (7-3)Temperature is the most popular and prob-
ably the most important environmental factor While we do not hzve access to the personal
for accelerated testing. The equations used ire thoughts of Arrhenius, undoubtedly he wasthe literature to describe the accelerated influenced for the form of the equation bybehavior are a matter of some controversy. the thermodynamic formis mentioned pre- 'There are many experimental situations viously. The Arrhenius equation has enjoyed
wherein temperature is changed, the results au appreciable amount o, success for both
are recorded at each level, then the logarithms interpolation and extrapolation.
of the results are plotted versus 11(k7) (or
aainst 1/7). This is often done because the
conceptual model being used to describe the The Eyring equation o0, as it is more oftenprocess suggests that the resulting line will be known in physical chemistry, the equation for
nearly straight (neglecting random variations). absolute reaction rates, seems to have is-Many of these situations have nothing to do sumed a strong image in some of the reli-with the Airhenius or Eyring equations. For a blity-physics/acceleratec..testing literature.example, the product of the electron and hole The specific reaction rate may be written asconcentrations (n and p, respectively) in a T [- f

KkT (-Gsemiconductor is given by: rr = exp

wherenp PIT) X exp [E, /(kl)J (7-)w

where •AG" = the Gibbs free energy of the acti-vated complex
MiT) = a polynomial in T (or similar

expression containing fractional exponents) = a transmission coefficient (usually
virtually unihy)

/= the bandgap energy h Planck's ccnstant.

k = Boltzmann's constant

This equation has been developed for anT= temperature. elementary reaction and should be appliedonly to such a reaction. It is equally useful in2
The form of this equation has it-. routs in the considering the rates of the very rapid reac-Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. There are tions that occur in a flame as well as the ratesthermodynamic equations which have been of reactions that under ordinary conditions
put in. the form mquirc geologic ages.

j, = exp f- E/(kT)J (7-2)1

"*Sometirmes an R is used in place of the k. R is the univertsa!where E is some thermodynamic energy. One P5 cnstant, k is Boltzmann's constant. Chemists tend to usethe former and physcists the latter, the diffeence beting perof the reasor.s this form is p.ferred is that it mole or per molecule, respectively. Mehn R is ued. E isturns up in the "other tractable analysis for usually given in kiloaedns per moc. whemres when k is
perfect gases. ued, E is usualy Xien in electron .alts pet molmile. Veryoften the per molecule or per mole is dropped. A is often

called the frequency factor because the earliest reactions
The Arrhens equation often is cited as onired w •f the aft order. This name does not apm4Th reactiom of other orders. The specific reactm rate is alsothe clnssic example for temperature depen- Witt the reaction rate constant.
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Electronic components are complex engi- environmental simulation. As illustrated by
neering systems from the point of view of the se-ond and fourth reasons, there is often
theore!',:a] chemistry-physics and, for practi- no choice b)tt to resort to the operational
--i purposes, use of absolute reaction rate environment.
dheory will offer little if anything over the
Arrhenius equation. One of the biggest obsta- There are often certain shortcomings in the
dtes to its use is .he trensitiaous :,c,a'ter in the approach. A simple test of a vehicle, for
data. Anothe- is that the specific reaction rate example, gives response to only a particular
is not observed, but some complicated func- set of conditiors. and the behavior is not
tion of it is. By the time one is discussing known to be representative of the population
fai~ure rates, he is P long. !ong way from a of operational items. The extent of other
ýpecific reaction rate. shortcomings depends considerably upon how

much control is maintained over the tests. !f
7-4 TESTING IN THE OPERATIONAL the items are mereiy put in the hands of

ENVIRONMENT customers to operate and are checked from
time to time, the results may only indicate

It often is said that the only way really to how well they survived this environment.
determine whether an item will function as Items may be used for purposes other than
intended in its operational environment is to those intended or operated under conditions
put it there and see. This is basically true, but not included in the design criteria. Unless
it is not always possible nor necessarily these are known, the results can have only
desirable to do this prior to the real mission. limited utility. An even worse situation occurs
One significant shortcoming of this approach, when the reporting of behavior is left to the
for example, is that certain cause and effect customer. Usually, he considers it the least
relationships may be obscured because of lack important of his jobs and it often gets done
of knowledge about operating conditions. poorly if at all.

Field tests, flight tests, commercial market- Even when more control is maintained by
ing tests, and in-service evaluation tests are all the manuiacturer. there can be disadvantages.
examples of testing in the operational envi- Some cause and effect relationships may be
ronment. Typical reasons for wanting to test obscured because of lack of detailed knowl-
in this manner are. edge of the conditions. Measurements are

often not as thoiough or as accurate. Typical-
(I) Increase confidence in the ability of ly. thereare delays in reporting results.

the item to perform in actual operational
environment When the individual items are simple and

inexpensive, such as hand tools, turning them
(2) Inability to simulate particular erviron- over to the customer for testing in his

mental conditions in the laboratory environment can l-e a good way of evaluating
the product. When they are as expensive as

(3) Obtain response data as a basis for tanks, the controlled approach is usually
future laboratory tests better. Basic procedures for planning such

tests are no different than others. The rewards
(4) The item is too large and complex for must be evaluated with respect to costs in

environmental conditions in the laboratory. time, money, and effort.
Sometimes, it may be simp!y less expensive 7-5 APPLICATIONS OF TESTING IN

or easier than simulating conditions. However, HARDWARE PROGRAMS
if the capability to simulate conditions al-
ready exists, it is usually less expensive to use As a design evolves from its initial concept
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through design and production to final opera- of testing is the plethora of test names in
tional form, numerous tests are required The common use. A given test name often means
tests at a particular stage usually caa be different things to different people, and two
associated with some general problem area tests with the same objectives sometimes have

Ssuch as development, design qualification. and different names.

verification of the 'ial product. Whether the
program is con.erned with developing a Any form of classification is simply a way

piece-part, an equipment, or a large system, of viewing testing, and a variety of classifica-
the types of problem areas to be treated are tions are shown in Table 7-2.
basically the same.

Sound planning is critical to efficient test-SAn illustration of how these applications ing. Facilities, personnel skills, instrupienta-
Srelate to product evolution is presented in tion, and methods of reducing and analyzing

Fig. 7-1. The designations such as feasibility, data are typical of things. considered, bitt has
development, an qualification arenection a consides, d, fpron sxakpi , what runinta
terminology found in most progfams. but pens if the power fails during the test'!
Smeanings used here generally are based on

or implied by a number of Test planning involves the prior considera-
sore Rf.8-10). of th_: surce (Res. 810).tion of as many of the practical test factors as

Note that in this representation the cycle possible. There are many of these ane Table
N t7-3 illustrates the magnitude and complexity

of evolution ends following production. the Sof them.
testing and operation following production
are associated with either the evolation cycle
of a higher level of assembly or the opera- A basic question concerns the proportion
tional use of the end item. For examp!e, of total test effort to devoae to planning. The
installation anti checkout are simply in-pro- answer depends on schedules, experience,
cess aci•vitics during fabrication of higher cost, and complexity of test specimens. It
levels of assembly. Even though the mnanu- often is stated in testing literature that more
facturer's mtjor attention to a product may test planning is needed, but clearjustification
terminate with customer acceptance, thi: for such statements usually is missing. Never-
post-production tes,, and operations often theless. situations have alisen when it. became
zan pro';ide good feedback information for bvious that more thought to test planning
improving other items in production or in could have provided significant benefits.
aidin, new or modified designs. Some pro-
grm.ms even provide for field personnel in A satellite once toppled several feet from
".,upport of this. its mount onto a concrete floor during a high

temperature test of a flight acceptance test
7-6 TEST CLASSIFICATIONS AND series because someone had failed to consider

PLANNING the effect of high temperature on the mount.
This illustrates just one of many practical

A significant barrier to the understandin- aspects of proper design for a test.
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CHAPTER 8

MATERIEL CATEGORIZATION

Effects of the environment on materiel and logistic system. The majority of materiel

materiel requirements are the basis of the categorization systems used by the Army have
Environmental Series )f Engineering Design originated with procurement and supply or-
Handbooks. Previous clnpters in this hand- ganizations.
bock introduce the importance of the en-
vironment; e.g., its effects, the factors of the One way to categorize materiel is based on
enrAiuriment, the complex combinations of the nature and importance of the individual
environmental faictors that cooccur, quantita- items (Ref. 1). An examole of this is given in
tive environmental concepts, and the testing Table 8-1. Another, more often used type of
of materiel and simulation of the environ- materiel categorization is based on the nature
ment. In this chapter, materiel is discussed. of the acquisition and distrilution functions.
Emphasis is on the categorization of materiel An example of this type of materiel catego-
as it txists and relates to environmental rizntion is given in the Army Field Manual on
effects. logistic maiiagement and is shown in Table

8-2 (Ref. 2).
A variety of materiel categorization sys-

tenms are employed, each tailored to a particu- The most widely usea materiel categoriza-
lar purpose. In discussions of the effects of tion system is the Federal Supply Classifica-
environmental factors, material type is a tion (FSC) (Ref. 3). This system has been
commonly used basis for categorization. In adopted by the DOD for use in classifyin.
other cases, the level o' complexity of the items of supply. The FSC is a commod-,y
item is used as a categorization basis. How- classification system designed to serve the
ever, the most coramon materiel categoriza- functions of supply and is sufficiently corn-
tion is that used by the supply system. This prehensiv.- to permit classification of all items
w ll be examined in order to discern the of personal property. In order to accomplish
information available ir: it that relates to this, groups and classes have been established
environmental effects. for the numnerous commodity items with

emphasis on the items known to be in the
8-1 SUPPLY SYSTEM CATEGORIZATION supply system of the Federal Government.

The Federal Supply Classification System
The purpose of materiel categorization consists of 76 groups which are divided into

based on the ways in which items are handled 590 classes. A group is a bread category such
in the logistic system is to aid in the procure- as engines, turbines and components, or weap-
ment and supply cycle. The existence of a ons. Table 8-3 contains a list of FSC groups
uniform item classification system that is arranged in alphabetical order. Each materiel
understood by both the suppliers and users of class covers a relatively hý.mogeneous area of
the 'tems allows the total logistic system to commodities that are related with respect to
function effectively and efficently. their physical or performance characteristics

or to otherwise related factors for supply
Miateriel categorization systems are usually management purposes.

of little interest to the user but are necessary
for the management and operations of the The Federal Catalog System is designed to

8-j
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TABLE 8-1

MATERIEL CATEGGOIZATION BASED ON NATURE
AND IMPORTANCE OF ITEMS (Rdf. 1)

or is about to be, increasingly active, a high

value item, or an item whose procurement will
be difficult due to long lead time, shortage
of strategic materials, or difficulty of manu-
facturing. Principal items represent less than
one percent of the items stocked by the Anry
yet account for 60 percent of the procurement
funds.

Secondary items All other supplies except repair parts, clothing,
and subsistence. They are categorized by short
lead times, low value, and ease -f procurement.

Repair items All essential elements, materials, components,
assemblies or subassemblies required for the
maintenance and repair of an end item

Off-the-shelf Items regularly stocked by commercial organizations
"items to supply normal demands; either principal, sec-

ondary, or repair items

Bulk procurement Items normally shipped in bulk form, and not sent
items through depot facilities; usually secondary items

8-2
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TABLE 8-2

MATERIEL CATEGORIZATION BASED ON METHOD OF
HANDLING ITEMS IN LOGISTIC SYSTEM (Ref. 2)

Class Description

I Subsistence

IT Clothing, individual equipment, tentage, organizational tool
sets and tool Kits, hand tools, administrative and house-
keeping supplies and equipment

III PCL* petroleum fuels, lubricants, hydraulic and insulation
oils; preservatives; liquid and compresseud gases! bulk
chemical product.; coolants; deicing and antifreeze compon-
ents atid additives of such products; and coal

IV Construction; constructioi, materials to include all installed
equipment and all fortification/barrier materials

V An,.,nition- amnnunlit-n of all types includipn chemical,
radiological, and nuclear ordnance; bonmhs; explnsives;
mines; fuzes; detonetors; pyrotechnics; missiles; rockets;
propellants; and other associated items

Vt Personal demand items (nonmilitary sAle items)

VII Major end items. a final coibination of end oDroducts which is
ready for its intended use; e.g., lauhchers, tanks,
whole machines, and vehicles

VLI1 Medical materiel; including rvedical peculiar repair parts

IX Repair parts (less medical peculiar repair parts); all repair
parts and components to include kits, stibassemblies and assem-
blies, repairable and nonrepairable, required for maintenance
support of all equipment

Materiel to support nonmilitary programs; agricultural and eco- I
nomical aevelopment
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TABLE 8-3

FEDERAL SUPPLY .L-IAFICATION MUOR GROUPS
(.xdding spm wivu") fRef. 3)

FSC Class
group number C

37 Agricultural machinery and equipment
87 Agriculture' supplies
15 Aircraft an4 airframe structural components
16 Aircraft components and accessories
17 Aircraft launching, landing, and ground hKndling equipment
63 Alarm and signal systems
13 Ammunition and explosives
31 Bearings
76 Books, maps, and other publications
80 Brushes, paints, sealers, and adhesi'ves 4

68 Chemicals and chemical products
79 Cleaning equipment and supplies
84 Clothing and individual equipment58 Communi catl or, equipment38 Construction, mining, excavating, and highway maintenance

56 Constructioa and buil~ding materials'" 81 Containers, packaging, and packing supplies .

61 Electric wire and power 3nd distribution equipment
59 Electric and electronic equipment comporients
28 Engines, turbines, anl components
29 Engine accessories
12 Fire control equipment
42 Firefighting, rescue, and safety equipment
73 Food preparation and serving equipment
91 Fuels, lubricants, oils, and waxes
44 Furnace, steam plant, 6nd drying equipment; and iuclear

reactors
71 Furniture
14 Guided missiles
51 Hand tools
53 Hardware and abrasives
72 Household and comiercial furnishings and appliances
66 Instruments and laboratory equipment
62 Lignting fixtures and lamps
88 Live animals
55 Lumber, millwcrk, plywood, and veneer
49 Maintenance and repair shop equipment
39 Materials handling equipment
52 Measuring tools
30 Mechanical power transmission equipmei.t
65 Medical, dental, and veterinary supplies and equipment
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TABLE 8-3 (continued)

FEDERAL SU•IPLY CLASSIFICATION MAJOR GROUPS
(exduding specw vehicles) (Ref. 3)

FSC Class
group number

95 Metal bars, sheets, and shapes
34 Metal working machinery
99 Miscellaneous
23 Motor vehicles, trailers, and cycles
77 Musical nstruments, phonographs, and home-type radios
94 Nonmnetallic crude materials
93 Nonmetallic fabricated materials
11 Nuclear ordnance
74 Office machines, visible record equipment, and data process-

ing equipment
75 Office supplies and devices
96 Ores, minerals, and their primary products
67 Photographic equipment
47 Pipe, tubing, hose, and fittings
45 Plumbing, heating, and sanitation equipment
54 Prefabricated structures and scaffolding
43 Pumps and compressors
22 Railway equipment
78 Recreutional and athletic equipment
41 Refrigeration and air conditioning equipmernt
40 Rope, cable, chain, and fittings

* 35 Service and trade equipment
19 Ships, small craft, pontoons, and floating docks
20 Ship and marine equipment
36 Special industry machinery
89 Subsistence
83 Textiles, leather, and furs
26 Tires and tubes
85 Toi l etri Ps
24 Tractors
69 Training aids and devices
48 Valves
25 Vehicular equipment components
46 Water purification and treatment equipment
10 Weapons
32 Woodworking machinery and equipment
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classify, describe, and assign one, and only tion systems (Ref. 4). In World War I, supply
one, Federal Stock Number to each item of was grouped into the iour classes shown in
supply. The listing of classifications and de- Table 8-4. Prior to then, the Qurtermaster
scriptions is too extensive to include here. Corps (established in 1775 to furnish supplies
However, it is useful to describe the nature of to sustain the individual soldier) and the
the catalog number. Ordnance Corps (established in 1812 to fur-

nish munitions) constituted the only military
The Federal Stock Number (FSN) is coi- supply agencics and the only recognized

posed uniformly of II digits and iL always supply classes. Before World War II, the
written in a 4-3-4 digit format with a dash classification offici Bly was expanded to the
after the fourth and seventh digits to facilitate five classes defined in Table 8-5 (Ref. 5).
reading; e.g., 8105-2904)345. The first four
digits (8105) are the Federa! Supply Classifi- During World War II the Army Air Corps
cation code and the last seven digits requed the addition of two more classes
(290-0345) are the Federal Item Identifica- requiring the redefinition of classes as eiven in
tion Number (FIIN). The whole Federal Table. 8-6 (Refs. 6,7). The Quartermaster
Stock Number never is separated to run into a General was concerned with the lack of
second line. It. the FeAeral Supply Classiica- flexibility in this clasification system. Parts
tion code (8105), the i."xst tw, digits identify associated with a basc item were in a differ-
the broad group of material; i.e., group 81 e~nt class from that of the basic item. Some.
covers containers, packaging, and packing Itemns could be in two different classes
supplies, and the last two digits identify a (notably 11 and IV); an item could be classifi-

* particular class within the group. Class 05 ed as equipage or regular supply and require
covers bagi-; antd sacks. different handling; and Army exchange items

were not separated from the general classifica-
As an example of groups and classes, the tions. The Quartermaster General desired clas-

first page of cataloging handbooks H2-1 is sification by use rither thas, cl,•ssification by
,hown in Fig. 8-I. This includes the entries the nature of the item and recommended that
under Group 10, Weapons, and part of those the classifications be changed to those shown
under Group 11, Nuclear Ordrance. Desc-rip- in Table 8-7. Appa-ently, no- action was tcken
tions of the other groups and classes are on this recommendation and at the end of
included in the reference. World War 11 the official supply classification

remained as shewn in Table 8-6.
The Federal Item iR1 tification Number

(2904)345) serves to diiaerentiate each item When the Air Force was established as a
of supply from all others within its class. In separate branch. it had the effect of increasing
the example being used, the number identifies the number of 3upply classes that were
a 9-1/2- X 14-1/2-in. paper, cushioned ship- recognized officially to nine as defined by the
ping sack. Each Federal Item Identification 1949 issue of FM 100-10 and as shown in
N•m.ber applies to one, and only one, item of Table 8-8. The 1954 issue of FM 100-10,
supply. "li•cy are assigped serially without however, rmrted to the original five classes

regard to the name oi the item, its descrip- of 1940 (Ref. 11). However, the 1958 Dictio-
tion, or its classification. nary of United States Army Terms, AR

320-5 agsin defined the nine classifications
8-2 EVDLUTION OF ARMY MATERIEL essentially as given in Taole 8-8 (Ref. 12). In

CATEGORIZATION fact, the nine classes never had dropped out
of common usage and officially were confirm-

In order to understand i,,Meriel categoriza- ed in a number of documents (Refs. 13-16).

tion ard classification systems, it is instmctive The reasons for this vacillation are unclear. In
to examine the evolution of supply clahsifica- every case the classification was influenced by

8-6
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FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION-Pait I

Inclades ieTr.m un;Cupl us

WS4M Saluting Gutis; Signal Guns: Flare Guns; Barrage
,. -bbCov "a" e berv s gaw 0("1a wa-M Z& Balloo. ; Ac%&ois otes;etcasiibe o

ad&6*4 . gbls " Cit an. tin nalftL and MIght TWO81 dad..eM~5bk Weapons in this group; Expendable Bomb
1" Gnthrough 30 sum GROUP 11

Inl4aMachine Guns; Bayonets; Brushes, %ia- iIuOdae
FxldsTurrets. Aircraft. W1i fslad..Leeepees Lneatif I nisd ai &&4 all cosnpaiemial spocadait detimed

21 Gus y 30 mm up to 75 mm theseler. witex met epeci~calir detailed lesenshcm. Abo fpduded Ir tbo
grap u* MeehiIl Admgned Lsadifeie and a.,iaehps, which arv .9kgral

InldsBreech Mechanisms; Mounts. Wo h ab~ve. Mir~admi from. "h grop am. general swoon ncew

1015Guru, 7 mm hrouh 13 mo coesa. CA" setesu. 11ee. nactiam 4w epacr sections *eelmx1 t La- w *rye.
Cun. hrugh12 mt oads 664t than madebe s aiter fo. we an a smiaje. rockes. at r--v

Includes Breech Mechhnisras; Mounts; Rc isimers. toiaeI anllel Lim netan oeyardyw~sir eomfigarsla*.

1020 Guns, over 325 mm' through 150 ni~m 1105 Nuclear Bombs
N01z:-T~sls clas includes nuu-Iar weapoin (including bombs),Includes Breech Mechanisras; f ower Drives; Gun hcartesgdtoedopdfomnairf.

Shields.Includes Ballistic cases, tail wserniblics. retards-

025s (-ans. over 150 mm through 200 mm tion devires. and other peculiar comnponents
Includes Firing Platformrs; Mounts; Gun Shields. which are not classifiable 'Asewherc. )

108o Guns, over 200 mm through 300 mm Excludes Parachute canopie4slaid canopy hardware.

Includes Gun Yokes; Hammers; Reflectoors. 1110 Nuclear Projectiles
1C35 unsover 0f. m iNovx.-Tbis delm Includes nuclea weapons which ame designed

105 unsever10C.jumto be piopersed from a reeoiliess 43ce. gun. li.wltwe. or the like.

Includei Brezc.ý Mechanisms; Training Gears; and which ane not designed to he self-propelWs.

Power Drivep. Includes Ogive sections, body sections, bases, and
1040Chemcal~Vca~ns s'dE~almenother peculiar roinponents which are hot clasifi-

IncldesFlae Thoweb; mokeGenratrs.ahlt- elsewheie.
IncldesFlae Thoweb; mokeGenratrs.1115 Nuclear Warheads and Warhead Stetions

105Launchers, Torpedo and Depth Charge Nost.Thi class includes nuclcs % arlwads (without at assem-
Includes Depth Charge Tracks; Torpedt. Tubes. bled uith catese crtiuns, adaption kits. and/or fuzing and Aring

components) which are to he wed in or with bombs, rockets, pro-
1055 Launchers. Rocket and Pyrotechnic Jectiies. mlssilos. demotion charges, or the like. Also iiicludei

[ncldesAirbrneRocet LuucersAdapabl tocase sections. nose cones. flare sections, center sections. and aux.

Eec/ desAirbrne iockt Lunchrs aaptale t ily structurrl camsionenta of missiles, rockets, and re-ntry vebi-
guided missile useC. des uniich are designed or construrled fosr excuwive use with or2
.Excludes Specifically dec,is-gned Airbiorne Guided for bousing of nucictir warheads and/or warht~d sectlcass.
Missile Lnunchers; Jettisonable Rocket Launchers: Includes Components and F irts peculiar to the
Lauuarhier Fairings designed for specific airfir'ims. warhead or warhead section, which are not classi-

107 Nes ad oom. Odnacefable in more specific classes.
for hrbordefeit IEzc.udcs Such cormponents as fuzing and Biring

NonThi clss ncidesnet an bosaidevices, nuclear components, high explosive comn-
1075 Degaussing and Mine Sweeping Equipmient ponents. classifiable in more specific claoses, and

1050 CatAstkfiage and Deception Equipment items1 such As projectiles and bombs which inczude

Includes Dummy Artillery, Aircieft and Vehiciae; the entire outer case of a weapon.

Garnished Nets. 1125 Nuclear Demolition Chargest
?4ot.-This class Includes nuclear weapons which are designed

1090 Assemblies Interchangeable Between Weapons in to be emptaoe± in or near a stmtumere area, or the like, which Is to
Two or More Classes be de4troed. The weapons way Include acreessornk

Includes Componer~ts and Accessories used on or Includee Outer cases, caste sectiont, and other
with weapons falling in two or more clases of peculiar components, which are not claissifiable
Group 10. elsewhere.

Figure 8-71. TyPkal Entries From Fed~eral
Supply Casinification (FSC) (Ref. 3)
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TABLE 84

SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION (DECEMBER 1917) (Rdfs. 8,0'

Class Description

I Food, forage, and other articles of automatic
supply

SII Shoes, clothing, and similar equipnsnt neces-
sary For a soldier

III Trucks, tarpaulins, axes, shovels, and other
equipment authorized for individuals or
organizations

IV Items depending on tha character of operations;
exceptiona' items not part of the equipment of
tyoops

8-
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TABLE 86

SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION (DECEMBER 1940) (Ref. 4)

Cla's Descrlotion

Articles consumed at an approximately uniform
daily rate, such as rations and forage

Ii Authorized allowances, such as clothing, gas
masks, arms, trucks, radio sets, tools, andinstruments

III Engine fuels and lubricants, such as gasoline!
for all vehicles and aircraft, diesel oil,
fuel oiu, and coal

IV Supply related to operations in hand (except
for articles in classes III and V), such as
fortification materials, construction mate-
rials. and machinery

V Ammnunition, pyrotechnics, antitark mines, and
chemicals

&9
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TABLE 8.

SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION (NOVEMBER 1943) (R1f. 6)

Class Description

I Supplies consumed at an approximately uniform
daily rate under all conditfons and issued
autumatically, such as rations and forage

SII Supplies for which allowances are fixed, such
as clothing, weapons= yehicfld

III Supplies of fuel and lubricants for all pur-
poses except aviation

IiI(A) Aviation fue7 ;nd lubricants

IV Supplies for which allowances are not prescribed
or which require special measures of control,
such as fortification materials, construction
mdterials, and articles of similar nature

IV(E) Complete airplanes and all spare parts and
supplies required to maintain the complete
airplane in coinilssion

V Ammunition, pyrotechnics, antitank mines, and
chemical warfare agents

' - i
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TABLt 8-7.

SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION, OM RECOMMENDATIONS
(NOVEMBER 1945) (Ref. 10)

Class De,- rlpi ion

SRaticns and ration accessories, and items used exclusively in
the handling of ratiens, such as bread sacks, solidified
alcohol heating uni'ts, and coffee bags

II(A) Individual or organizational clothing and equipment with au-
thorized al lowances

II(B) Expendables such as cl"aning and preserving material, and
office suppliesA;

ll(C) Spare parts such as Yield ranle parts and tools that would be
in excess of authorized allowances

III Gasoline, oil, lubricants, and solid fuels and items used ex-
clusively in the handling of these items, such is gasoline
cans an% hrise

IV(A) Distinctive iteini of clothing and accessories

.ViB) Items specifically for supernumerary personnel, such as Red
Cross personnel and war correspondents

IV(C) Special supplies of a nonrecurring nature, such as American
f lag armbands and nausea bags

IV(D) Medals and decorations

IV(E) Materials-handling equipment not contained in allowance

PX items Items pro':ured by the QM and turned over in wholesale lots to
the Army Exchange Service, Navy, and Red Cross

8-11
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TABLE 84

SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION (SEPTEMBER 1949) (•if. 1T)

Class Description

I Supplies consumed at an approximately uniform daily
rate under all conditions and issued autcmatically

ii Supplies for which allowances are fixed for the Aipy

II(A) Supplies for which all allowdnces are fixed for the
Air Force

711 Fuel and lubricants for the Army

III(A) Fuel and lubricants for aviation

IV Supplies, except Air Force supplies, for which allow-
ances were not prescribed. Classes I, I1, Iii, and V
may be subject to class IV issue when issued in ex-
cess of prescribed allowances or for purpobes not
regularly authoriz-'d

IV(A) Air Force supplies for which allowances were not pre-
scribed

V Ammunition, pyrotechnics, antitank mines, and chemnical
warfare agents

V(A) Aviation ammunition

8-12 A
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the method of distribution and issue, the as- Class K materiel includes clothing and a vari-
signment of supply responsibilities, the storage ety of small items such as tools, office supplies.
and use of the item, and, to some extent, by the and housekeeping equipment. Because of thisuser of the item and its an~ticipated consump- variety, little coherence can be obtained in di.-

tion and life. The classification system appar- cussion of environmental effects. Generally,
ently took no appreciable cognizance of pro- such materiel is packaged for normal handling
curement, source vf issue, cost. and obsles- and protected warehousing; hence litt!e deteri-
cece. In 1966, the supply classification was oration is observecl. If packaging is compro-

that given in Table 8-9 but has now been super- mrsed, open storage employed, or if long-term
seded by those given in Table 8-2. storage is required, the materiel is degraded by

various natural environmental factors.
8-3 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS AND MA-

TERIEL CATEGORIZATION Class III materiel is largely petroleum pro-
ducts which require special handling both in

Th' curremt supply classification (Table 8.2) transportation and storage. Characteristic envi-
as defined in FM 38-1 (Ref. 2) includes all ma- ronmental problems include evaporative lossestenel that is supplied to the Artry. Its interface at high temperature, moisture contamination

with -he Federal Supply Classificatior. is mix- caused by condensation, and microbiological
ed. For example, Class I materiel that is .ubsis- attack.
tence corresponds to FSC Group 89, but Class
VII materiel, maj3r end items, include.; at least Construction materials, which are Class IV
10 FSC groups. The 10 materiel classes defined supplies, interact directly with the natural envi-
in Tabie 8-2 have an equally complicated re!a- ronmental factors. B.-cause engineering person-
tion to environmental effects as discussed by nel consider environmental effects as major faz-
materiel class in the subparagraphs that follow. tots in any constrnction activity-a large

amount of attention is given to such effects-
Subsistence, Class I, is tharacterized by little can be added here. However, engirneering

foodstuffs, many types of which are perishable. personnel must be alerted to those peculia.-ities
Fresh foodstuffs reaoire controlled environ- of specific operating areas that call for special
ments. while dried, canned, or prepared items procedures or matcrials.
have vi•ious degrees of environmental suscepti-
bility that generally require special considera- Class V includes all types of ammunition and
tion. One unusual in;cident mlates to a quantity explosives. Because of the nature of their use,
of canned goods stockpiled in a humid location these items are designed to resist environmental
wherein their packaging materials and labels effects.
deteriorated so that the cans could not be han-
dled without repacking and the individual Mater;el in Classes V1 through X is
items coald not be identified. They were a total insufficient!y homogeneous in type, use pat-
loss. tein, or construction to allow any d-scussion of

environmental effects by Jlass.
Generally Ci,'iss I materiel is most susceptible

to temper. ttir.-, humidity, solar radiation, rain, It can be seen that the rmajor materiel categc-
mnacrobiolioical organisms, and microbiologi- rivstion systems in use relawe poorly to classifi-
cal organisms. The more slowly acting factors cation of enviionmental effects.
such as ozone, salt, and atmospheric pollutants;
the mechanical factors; the various forms of In consideration of enrironmental effects,
radiated energy; and factors such a-,- fog, wind, there is considerable emphasis on classes of ma-
and pressure. haie little or no direct effect on terialt, as listed in Table 8-) 0. The advantages of
subsistence. this. approach are that it is tractable in a on.-
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TABLE 8-9

SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION (FEBRUARY 1963) (Ref. 18)

Class Description

I Supplies su.rh as rations, forage, and PX supplies that are
consumed a, an approximately uniform daily rate under all
conditions

i II Clothing, crganizational equipment, and vehicles, including
spare parts for which allowances, tables of organization
and equipnent, or other appropriate lists or tables, and
which are not included in classes II(A), IV, or IV(A)

II(A) Aviation supplies and equipment for which allowances fo-. Ini-
tial issue to organizations are prescribed by appropriate
tables-of-allowance lists

III Fuels and lubricants for ell purposes except for operating
aircraft or for use as ammunition In weapons such as fl;m.
throwers

Ill(A) Aviation fuels and lubricants

IV Items not otherwise classified and for which initial issue
allowances are not prescribed by approved issue tables.
Noimally such supplies include fortification and construc-
tion materials, spezial machinery and eqtuipment, and other
special supplies, as well as additional quantities of items
identical to those authorized for initial issue (class II),
such as additional vehicles

iV(A) Aviation supplies and equipment for which allowances for ini-
tial issue to organizations are not prescribed by appropri-
ate tables-of-allowance lists, or which require special
measures of control

V AAmmunition of all types (including chemical), explosives,
antitank and antipersonnel mines, fuzes, detonators, and
pyrotechnics

V(A) Aviation ammunition, bombs, rockets, pyrotechnics, and similar
expendable accessories

8-14
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II

TABLE 8-10

A! MATERIAL CLASSES

Plastics and rubber

Metals

Ceramics
Transparent materials A

Textiles
Casting materials

Adhesives and M ,,g compounds

Magnetic materials

oasket materials

Hydraulic fluids 1v

Chemicals

Hydrocarbon fuels and lubricants
Wood and wood products

Explosives

Paint and other surface-protective coatings

)

Ii
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TABLE 8-11

MATERIEL CATEGORIZATION BY TYPE•

fechanical a'semblies
Electrical and electronic equfpm'ent 

4

Optical equipment
Construction materials and equipment
Bulk materia",s
Weapons
Personal subsistence, clothing, and supplies
Small items

8-16
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factor, one-material-class-type of analysis and This is also commocnly employed because the
that it provides informatioai that is useful in interactions of electrical and electronic equip-
design. Its disadvantage is that, since mosi end ments with erivironireptal factors, for ex-
items include a variety of such materials, it is ample, differ from interactions of mechanical
not always apparent which will be affected assemblies. Most of the data available on effects
most in a given complex environment, on -end items is presented in these categories.

Each category provides a distinct set of envi-
ronmental effects which is observed, tested,IAn alternative categorization system is given and analyzed independently of the other

in Table 8-11I based on the type of inateriel. categories.t REFERENCES
I. AMCP 706-121, Engineering Design 10. Do',flnitions of Quartermaster Supplfes,

Handbook, Packaging and Pack Engineer- Operational Study i, Office of Theater.
Ing. Chief Quartermaster, Europear. Theater,

1 Nivember 1945.
2. FM 38-1, Logistic Supply ifanagemnert.

3. Federal Supply Classification, Part 1, 11. FM 100-10, Field Service Regulations
Groups and C'asses, Cataloging Hand- Administration, Reissue, October 1954.
book H2-1, Defens-. Supply Agency, Bat-
tie Creek, Mich., January ! 970. 12. AR 320-5, Dictionary of United Statee

,4,r'n Terms, 28 November 1958.
4. R. A. Hafner and B. R. Baldwin, Supply

Categories Under a Functionalized Sup-
ply System, Research Analysis Corpora- 3. JCS Pub. 1, Dictionary of United States

tion, McLean, Va., November 1966 Ar* em o on sg.Jl 99I 4. JCS Pub. 1, tOictionaiy of United States
5. FM 100-10, Field Service Regulations Army Terms for Joint Usage, Reissue,

Administration, 9 December 1940. July 1962.

6. FM 100-10, Field Service Regulations I.F 0-0 tf fie' il ~ul
Administration, Reissue, 15 November O nIzain ehiasdLgsia
1943. Data, Parts l and 11.

7. TM 20-205, Dictionary of Unitedi States
Army Terms, Department of the Army, 1I AR 320-5, Dictionar~y of United States
18 January 1944. Army Terms, 'Reissue, Janua-ry 196 1.

8. General Order 73, General He~idquarters, 1.F 0-0 il ec eua:'z
American Expeditionary Forces, i 21 f)e;- AdlitrtoRise etme
ember 1917.19.

9. SR 32D-5-1, Dictionary of United States
Army Terms, Department of the Army, 1'-'. AR 320-5. LDictionary of United States
24 November 1953. Army Terms, R~eissue, February 1963.
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INOEX

A desert climate, 5-7
desert flats, 5-16

Saccelerated testing, 7-9 dewpoint, 6-7acceleration, 1-9, 6-20 diurnal extremes, 1-5, 5-7
acceptance tests,, 7-9 doldrums, 5-30

acoustics, 4-11, 6-20 dry washes, 5-16
air, heat absorption, 3-8 dunes, 5-16
Sir temperature, 5-56 dust, 4-4, 5-15, 6-18
Wlbedo, 5-58 dust devil, 5-14
alluvial, 5-16
Alpine clinate, 5-37 E
.ltitude, 3-7
ants, 3-29 electromagnetic radiation, 4- 1, 6-20
Arrhen-us eq,:ation, 7-10 electromagnetic pulse, 4-15
at mospheric pollutants, 4-1, 6-18 electronic components, effects on, 2-3

EMP, 4-15
B environm',nt, classification, 1-2

environment, definition, 1-1
bacteria, 3-31 environment, importance, 2-1
badlands, 5-16 environmental contiol, 1-1
bajadas, 5-16 environmental design criteria, 1-1
Beaufort scale, 6-15 environmental effects, 8-13
bedrock fields, 5-25 favitormna enginteerng, 1-1Sbeetles, 3-29 en-vironmental factors, 1-1, 1-2, 3-1, 4-1, 6-1, ,

obirds, 3-29 75.2
i_ blowing snow, 5-62 environmental factors, importance, 2-5 -

•, ~environmental protection, 1-2 '
C environmental tests, 7-1

erosion, 2-2
canopy, 5-21, 5-29 Eyring equation, 7-10 :

carbon monoxide, 4-1
climate, cold, 5-36
cimdte, hot-dry, 5-7 F
climate, hot-wet, 5-18
climates, 5-1, 5-3 factor combinations. 5-2
climatic categories, 1-2 factor descriptors, 5-2
cold climate, 5-36 factor parameters, 6-2
cold regions, 5-36 Federal Catalog System, 8-1
combined environmental factors, 5-1 Federal Stock Number, 8-6
corrosion, 2-3 Federal Supply Classification, 8-1
cyclones, 5-30 field tests, 7-11

fog, 3-18, 5-60, 6-12
D frazil ice, 5-69

freezing index, 5-69
data, 6-20 frozen ground, 5-69
data sources, 6-24 functional combinations, 5-3
decay, 2-2 fLngi, 3-31
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G mobility, 3-3, 6-2
glacie,•, 5-62 moisture, 5-12
glaze, 5-48 monsoon climate, 5-20
global energy flow, 3-11 moths, 3-23
greenhouse effect, 5-54 mountains, 5-16
Greenland Ice Cap, 5-39 muskeg, 5-62

H N
hail, 3-14, 6-12 natural environment, 5-1
haboob, 5-14 natural environmental factors, 3-1
handling, 4-9 noise, 4-9
harmattan haze, 5-14 nuclear radiation. 4-15, 6-20
hoarfrost, 5-48
hot-dry climate, 5-7 0
hot-wet climate, 5-18 obscurants, 5-60
humidity, 3-4, 5-29, 6-7 operational environment, 7-3, 7-11
hurricanes, 5-30 ozone, 3-2!, 6-12
hydrocarbons, 4-1
hydrology, 3-1, 6-3 P

particulates, 4-1
I performance deterioration, 2-2

ice, 3-12, 5-48 permafrost, 5-73, 5-62
ice cover, 5-67 playas, 5-16
ice fogs, 5-60 precipitation, 3-10, 5-12, 5-25
icebergs, 5-66 pressure, 3-7, 6-7
induced environmental factors, 4-1
insolation, 3-7 Q
instrumrnntation, 6-5 qualification, 7-9

qvantitative environmental concepts, 6-1

R

jungle, 5-34 radiation, 6-20
rain, 3-10, 6-9

rain forests, 5-20, 5-32
L rainfall, 5-25

life cycle, 5-2 rainfall records, 3-13
lightning, 4-15 refraction phenomena, 5-58

relative humidity. 5-12, 5-29, 6-75-
M reliability, 7-2 6

macrobiological organisms, 3-23, 6-18 rime, 5-48
mlaintenance, 2-1 rodents, 3-219
marine borers, 3-29 rot, 2-2
material deterioration, 2-1
materiel categorization, 8-13, 8-6, 8-1 S
materiel effects, 5-17-, 5-36, 5-73 salt, 3-19, 6-12
materiel requirements, 2-4 salt fog, 3-19, 6-I12
mechanical forces, 4-9 salt watter, 3-19, 6-I12
microbes, 3-31 sand, 4-4., 5-14, 63-17
microbiological organisms, 3-31, 6-18 sa,,annas, 5-35

military specifications, 2-4 shock, 4-9, 6-20
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Silverfish, 3-29simulation, 7-1, 7-8 
terrain, 3-1. 3-3, 5-62, 5-16, 5-30

single-factor analysis, 3-1 test classifications, 7-12snow, 3-ao2, 5-43, 6-9 
testing, 7-1, 7-4, 7-11snow cover, 5-45 thermal energy conyols, 3-3

snow depth, 5-45 time, 6-1snow etoad, 5-48 topography, 3-1, 5-30, 6-2
snowfa,-4, 5-48 

transportation, 4-9soil, 3-3, 5-32,6-3 
tree, 4-18, 5-34, 6-4

soitrle 4313, 5-33,-soil moisture, 5-25 tropicl climates, 5-- 62soarraiaiotundra, 5-62solar radiation 3-3, 3-7, 5-12, 5-21, 5-54, 6-9 two-factor combinations, 5-3solar spectrum, 3.9 'b
solid precipitants, 6-9
solid precipitation, 3-12, 5-43 Vsound pressure level, 4-14 vegetation, 3-1,3-31, 5-32, 6.3sulfur dioxide, 4-1 vibration, 4-9, 6-20
surface finishes, effects on, 2-2 visibility, 5-17, 5-35, 5-60, 6-12synergism, 5-1 

volcanic cones, 5-16

T 
Wtemperature, 3.3, 5-A 1, 5-20, 5-37, 6-5, 7-10 water vapor, 3-4temperature cycles, 3-4 whiteout, 3-18, 5-58, 6-12temperature-dewpoint cycles, 3-6 wind, 3-19, 5-14, 5-30, 6-12

temperature, effects. 3-4 wind-rose, 6-12
temperature inversions, 5.39 wind-rose, 6-12termites, 3-25 nd U,53wood borers, 3-23
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